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" מכסים לים כמים יהוה את דעה הארץ מלאה כי קדשי הר בכל ישחיתו ולא ירעו לא " 
Everyone in the Whole World will become Full of Spiritual Wisdom 

 
Isaiah 11:9 - predicted that "Everyone in the whole world will be full of Spiritual Wisdom" and it's 
happening now in our generation through the karmic destined blessing of the Holy Internet. This 
is the "Last Generation - דור אחרון" referred to and as predicted in the Book of Daniel. 



 
 

חן ליודעי הידוע בסוד - בתרין שתיקותא בסלע מלה  
The Spiritual Writings of סודות סודי ספר  

  
 Spiritual Astrology" Sefer Kochvei Or @ www.astrology.co.at - The Book of" ספר כוכבי אור [1]
Stars of Light is the Spiritual Astrology explaining how to read the Astrological map of your life 
correctly, and includes the spiritual secrets of the exact times to ensure spiritual success and 
enabling your soul to be "in-tune" with the Universal Divine Astrological clock. 
  
 Sefer Gilgulim, Book of Reincarnations @ www.shinuyim.com - understanding ספר גילגולים [2]
"Reincarnation" is the key to accepting inexplicable situations and meaning of life by 
comprehending that not everything that occurs in our lives is by "accident" nor by "chance" but it 
is in accordance with a DIVINE plan, which includes payback, rewards and accountability for 
events from past lives. 
  
 Sefer Yad Palmistry - "Wisdom of the knowledge of Palmistry"; explains and ספר חכמת יד [3]
proves from the lines on the palms of one's hands that almost all major events in our lives are 
pre-destined and orchestrated to happen in accordance with a Divine destined plan. 
  
 Sefer Ahava - The Book of Love @ www.bookoflove.info - explains the powerful - ספר האהבה [4]
energy of "Love" is the only medium that connects our souls to each other and to the Eternal 
Divine Spiritual World of Souls. There is only one thing worth living for in life and that is "love". 
"Love is the only key to living a successful and meaningful life. האהבה ספר  Sefer Ahava - The 
Book of Love explains all aspects and levels of "Love". 
   
 Psalms 72 - "Sefer72" @ www.sefer72.com - contains the 7 SpiritualSecrets ספר חסד של אמת [5]
of Psalms 72 - for the transitional phase of "humanity" when eternal spiritual enlightenment 
replaces the beliefs of dead-ends. In fact the truth is this World is not a dead-end - it is a pathway 
to the Eternal Divine Spirit World of Souls. 
  
 Sefer Tikunim The Book of Corrections explains the fundamental principle of ספר תיקונים [6]
human life is that everyone on earth makes MISTAKES. The secret to a successful life is WHAT 
one does and HOW one changes after making the mistakes.  
  
 Sefer Shinuyim The Book of Changes is a real and proven way to make change for ספר שינוּים [7]
our generation Many people forget and fail to see clearly - that the fundamental reason why 
you're living is to change - because a physical life without any change is in fact "death". 
  



 The "Book of Secrets" will empower your soul and help you elevate your ספר סודי סודות [8]
spirituality by explaining many spiritual secrets.  
  

 
 

מאושר ותומכיה בה למחזיקים היא חיים עץ  
The Hidden Spiritual Lights are Contained  

Within Each and Everyone of You where-ever You are on Earth 
  
Introducing the דרכי האמת לאור הגנוז "The Pathways to Spiritual Enlightenment"; introduces the 
most profound "Book of Daniel" who explains that there although there are infinite number of 
pathways to spiritual enlightenment for the Last Generation - דור אחרון - there's only one end 
result and when you have found "it". 
 
You'll know "it" when you've found "it" - as you'll feel that the spirituality you've been looking 
for is not in any specific place, nor anywhere specific, nor in any man-made religion - but "it" is 
WITHIN YOU - yourself - the hidden light - דרכי האמת לאור הגנוז - your own unique spiritual 
connection to the Eternal Divine Creator of the Universe. 
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“All the questions you have – You have the answers within you too” 

2. Introduction 
The Year 2018 - 2019 - 2020- The World as-we-know-it is changing 

Preparing for the Time of the Spiritual Enlightenment - "End of Times" 
 
 

There's no doubt that we are all living in extra-ordinary times in the history of the whole world. 
"Everything" is changing - faster than any of us could imagine. Even so, everything has a DIVINE 
plan - and even the exact timing for The Last Generation "דור אחרון" is predetermined as explained 
in Daniel Chapter 9 Verse 25 which I explain fully on the introduction to Book of Daniel.  
These inexplicable and yet destined changes mean that we're all constantly changing - defined that 
"2013" needed this new version of the website - and even saying that - I know there will be 
constant changes as historic prophetic moments unfold in the world - during the next 7 years - 
leading to a time - when the whole world will become spiritually enlightened.  
  

The End-of-Times Vision of the Book of Daniel דניאל ספר  
We will NOT be rescued by ONE man proclaiming to be "Messiah" but  
EVERYONE will become spiritually enlightened in the Last Generation 

ועד לעולם ככוכבים הרבים ומצדיקי הרקיע כזוהר יזהירו המשכילים  
 

"The enlightened wise people shall shine as the brightness of the sky; and they shall turn the 
multitudes of many people to righteousness, and everyone will shine like each star in the sky shines 
for ever and ever" - ג פסוק יב פרק דניאל  Book of Daniel 12 verse 3 - The Pathway to Spiritual 
Enlightenment.  
  

הדעת ותרבה רבים ישטטו קץ עת עד הספר וחתם הדברים סתם דניאל ואתה  
 
Angel Michael speaking to Daniel, "And you Daniel - Lock the prophetic words and Seal this Book 
until the end of time - A time when Many People in The World will go to-and-fro and Knowledge 
will Increase" Daniel Chapter 12 verse 4. 
  
Spiritual wisdom has been locked - because "people" weren't ready to comprehend - but now - 
mankind is ready to receive this wisdom - for our part - this website is our contribution towards a 
period of spirtiual enlightenment, peace and harmony in the whole world. 
  



Everyone - All - Inclusive - ונכלל כולל   
No Exceptions & No Exclusions in Humanity  

  
Contrary to the nonsense that man-made religions believe in - this period of spiritual 
enlightenment will be for "Everyone - All - Inclusive - כולל ונכלל - No Exceptions & No Exclusions in 
Humanity" - we are ALL INCLUDED. For we are all HUMANS - and the prophetic visions says "IN THE 
EYES OF ALL WHO ARE LIVING" - means EVERYONE on EARTH - EVERYONE and NO exclusions. 
  
Each of us will find our own unique pathway - but the end result - will be the same - PEACE and 
HARMONY - because we'll all find the same ONE DIVINE GOD - Creator of the Whole World, the 
Whole Universe and Everyone & Everything in it. Whatever anyone believes in - we're all 
collectively going to the same karmic destination of Spritiual enlightenment. Hence, I consider it a 
kindness to myself to show YOU the spiritual pathway - as collectively we are ONE. 
  

There is a "Mixture" of Wisdom & Spiritual Knowledge on the Website 
  
Initially many people get "confused" by the websites - because there's lots of different facets, a 
mixture of different religions, coupled with profound wisdom on Karma, Reincarnation, Palmistry 
and most importantly ASTROLOGY. 
  
For the astrological movements of all the planets - especially the Moon - show and prove that 
there's a DIVINE DESTINED plan - pre-ordained for ALL of mankind collectively - which when studied 
with biblical prophecies - like the Book of Daniel - makes perfect sense and wholesome spiritual 
understanding - knowing that collectively all of mankind has all the wisdom for pure spiritual 
enlightenment.  
  
Therefore, if I would be stupid to IGNORE any religion or any belief system - or worse still - i would 
choose to deny ANY religion and ANY belief system that exists in the world - I am denying PART of 
my own existence. Hence, with spiritual clarity - I include EVERYTHING I am aware of - indeed I am 
sure there's much more that I don't know about and aren't aware of YET - but in the age of 
enlightenment - I look forward to learning so much more.  
  

I had a "jewish" education but I am NOT "jewish"  
  
Strange as it may seem - I had a religious "jewish" education - but due to my mother's conversion 
being disqualified in 1995 by a Rabbi - I turned back karmically - to my grandparents Catholic roots. 
Even so, I have respect for Jewish teachings and know the karmic power contained in Hebrew 
writings. Knowing that you too might SENSE and SEE wisdom in the Hebrew writing - I insert images 
of great spirituality on the website.  
  



 
Above is the famous "Hebrew Writings" of Rabbi Moshe Teitelbaum of Sátoraljaújhely, Hungary  

  
"I'd rather sit near a man of intelligence in Gehinnom [hell] than near a fool in Gan Eden [paradise]" 

The saying of Reb Naftoli of Ropshitz of how important it is to constantly be seeking knowledge 
 
  

Introduction to the Website הקדמה 
Thank GOD for Spiritual Wisdom & Knowledge  

Thank GOD for Jesus Christ 
  
History has proven and continues to prove the validity of all "religions" for they "open" everyone to 
search for the truth. People who choose to be "closed", discard or deny any of the historically 
truthful facts or any of the wisdom, knowledge and spirituality of any religion are actually denying 
their own origins, existence and show a dysfunctional ingratitude and denial towards the existence 
of GOD - the Eternal Divine Creator of all of mankind.  
  
In everyone's individualistic lifelong spiritual search to "find GOD" - the secret is to be "open" to 
seek TRUTH. These spiritual writings are defined by the powerful spiritual truth of a knowledge in 
the Divine GOD with sincere thanks to GOD for the gift of life and to the Eternal Divine spirit world 
of Souls for wisdom and guidance and thanks to GOD for the loving support of Holy Spiritual Soul of 
Jesus Christ that enlightens our lives with an Eternal spiritual energy of love and compassion.  
  



These writings are written for all like-minded and "open minded" people searching for spiritual 
understanding, truthful meaning and purpose of life whilst yearning to find the pathway to Eternal 
spiritual enlightenment. 
  
 

Website Disclaimer & "70 Pathways to Truth" 
  
Over the past few years and most significantly from September 2010 - June 2011, and then from 
September - December 2012, when I was spiritually enlightened in two significant stages. A process 
which I know "everyone" has recently been experiencing throughout the whole world; a complete 
break-down of dysfunctional methods and dishonest "spiritual truths" has forced changes upon all 
of us.  
  
Finally, in January 2013, after an intense period of "40 days and 40 nights of transformation and 
change" I finally found all the answers I have been searching for; therefore from February 2013 - 
not only will I be correcting each and every page on this website; but revealing everything truthfully 
and precisely without "holding" back on any "spiritual secrets". 
  
The Divine Spiritual energy will continue to create many changes in the forthcoming years - 
especially whilst Neptune is in spiritual idealistic Pisces - everyone will adapt, learn and work with 
the new energy within our minds, thoughts and souls - as we all become spiritually enlightened - 
therefore, if and when you find yourself seeing the truth clearly, don't feel foolish at your past 
nonsensical beliefs, accept that we are all on the great adventure called "life", and we must expect 
over this lifetime to correct and change our misguided knowledge we "thought" was true from 
previous lifetimes.  
  
We are born into this life to learn, grow spiritually, experience "life" and change; in our generation 
and through the power of the internet we have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to learn and 
change. This is the dawn of pure spiritual enlightenment.  
  
Whenever, people attempt to argue with me; I don't get involved in any arguments for I cannot 
help people walking in darkness with their eyes closed; especially as I have found the light and have 
my eyes open. "70 interpretations" of the Torah means that there are indeed many different 
pathways to understanding the same Eternal Divine spiritual truth - our way is just one of those 
ways - which is appropriate for some people on earth. 
  
If you feel that anything we write is incorrect for you then that doesn't necessarily mean we are 
wrong - it simply indicates you have to seek a more appropriate pathway, guide and teacher - your 
soul doesn't resonate to our pathway of spiritual understanding and we take no offence. We wish 
you well in your quest and search for GOD and meaning of life. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
Introduction to this New Website of Spiritual Writings 

From the website navigation on the left hand side - all the pages give an introductory spiritual 
understanding; the 2nd part is the popular "astrology" section [which I've created a new website @ 
www.astrology.co.at ]; the 3rd part introduces the 8 books which I've written and about to write 
"online". 
  

 
  

Conveying and Giving You An Energy From A Photo 
 
On the new "spiritual secrets" website there's going to be many more photos - especially of candles 
- as a candle is a universal spiritual source of "energy". And we realize sensitive readers can receive 
more inspiration and energy from a photo than from "words" - amongst many new features that 
we've been trying out of the past year - knowing now what works and doesn't work for the 
"internet" - hence the new feature and a brilliantlt inspired idea - "tuning into the Divine" is perfect 
for the "internet"! 
  

"Pathways to Spiritual Enlightenment" יבין המבין  
  

 
  

אותו מוליכין בה לילך רוצה שאדם בדרך  
"In the way a person really wants to go - he will be led" [quoted Maharsha Eidels Makkos 11a] 

  



If you really and sincerely want something spiritual - the whole universe and all it's energies will 
conspire to give you that which you really need; I concede to the truth that on my previous 
websites I had made many mistakes and needed to "change" in order to get-it-right. The 
fundamental change in my attitude came finally came in April 2011, and continues everyday and it 
comes from "within". 
  
Even after numerous life experiences over many years, traveling to tombs of holy people and 
Spiritual Jewish Rabbis, visiting spiritual Churches and tombs of Saintly enlightened souls, praying, 
learning , reading 100's of books and meeting many wonderful people; I found that something was 
still "missing" - there was something that just wasn't 100% right; and although I felt the pure 
connection with spirit world when I went to Church and prayed, it concerned me that the intense 
strong powerful energy couldn't last, I "felt" something missing especially when going to the 
"wrong" places and connecting with the "wrong" people.  
  
Then finally like "magic" suddenly in Summer of 2012 - I found the "Missing piece" - "I found the 
DIVINE GOD from within", "found inner peace", "found and felt a very powerful inner strength" - 
that is continual every moment of every day wherever I go and whomever I am with and talk to; 
the inner spiritual energy is so strong that it makes me "magnetically" attracted to meeting good 
like-minded people; and now we understand the mystery of GOD with the real spiritual truth of the 
meaning of life; on this website I share with you these "Spiritual Secrets" to guide you to "find the 
DIVINE" from WITHIN YOU - and find your pathway to enlightenment. 
  

The Eternal Adventure of Life over Many Karmic Lifetimes 
  
Each person on earth is directly connected and an intrinsic piece in the great adventure story of 
"life". This World existed before we were born in this lifetime and will continue to exist after we 
die. Many believe in Reincarnation because we "know" and "feel" we lived in previous lifetimes and 
know that if we don't get-it-right in this lifetime - we will be reborn in the future.  
  
Emphatically ONLY and ONLY when we have truthfully completed everything we came to 
earth-school to do and learn, will we become "free" from attachment to Earth; and most 
importantly we will "sense" and feel that we have finally got-it-right. 
If in previous lifetimes we failed in ONE aspect or refused to learn ONE important lesson on Earth; 
then part of our wholesomeness was missing; therefore we reincarnated in this lifetime, put 
ourselves into similar circumstances in order to CHANGE and LEARN. As there are aspects that we 
can ONLY learn whilst living life on Earth; and most importantly in this generation of the internet 
such as appreciating the infinite Universe, Astrology & Palmistry.  
  
There has never been a more exciting time to live life; to experience and to learn. Even so, there 
are challenges of the fight between materialism and spiritualism. Many spiritually enlightened 
people have learnt to be detached from physical desires and materialistic aspects of life; because 
they have sensed their soul's presence is elevating itself spiritually.  
The more spiritually minded you become - the more detached you become and the more calm you 
become - because you sense your soul elevating itself from all physical wants and you know you 
have everything you need in life.  
  
However, if for just ONE moment, you choose to be ignorant, ignore truth and refrain from learning 
knowledge then you are blocking your own spiritual success and your meaningful purpose of life; 



and inevitably you will have to come back down to earth again to learn the knowledge you missed. 
Our generation is living at the most blessed of times, we can accomplish so much in such a short 
time; we can change and correct mistakes easier than ever before and thereby heal our past 
lifetimes and elevate our spirituality even further and beyond our own limited imagination. We can 
even heal numerous relationships from many past lives in just one lifetime without the restrictions 
and complications that previous generations had; I sincerely believe we are indeed living at the 
GREATEST TIME in the history of mankind on Earth, a unique time for the collective spiritual 
enlightenment that the world has ever seen - let us not waste this opportunity for spiritual success.  
  

Astrology - The Divine Universal Clock of Destiny  
  
After recognizing that we are living at unique times of enlightened wisdom; one area of wisdom 
which enables us to respect the greatness of the Universal Divine Creator is the infinite enormity of 
our solar system and the stars at the edge of our ethereal space. Pictures and satellite imagery 
prove that SPACE is REAL and vast; it is indeed FULL of interactive energy between the planets and 
each of us on Earth. Understanding these energies is to comprehend the wisdom of "Astrology". 
 
Astrology" shows that everything that occurs in all our lives is DESTINED and is following a universal 
clockwork of specific astrological energies. Even though we are all living daily, weekly and yearly in 
accordance with our own unique life pathways, collectively we are all living in harmony with the 
Divine Universal Clock of Astrology.  
 
Most people & some fake astrologers fail to understand the profound wisdom and greatness of 
GOD who created the masterpiece of the "Universal Astrological Clock", nonetheless for me, it is 
REAL and proven that we are all living according to it's perfect precision. Comprehending Astrology 
is my personal pathway to recognizing the greatness of GOD - the Divine Creator of the infinite 
Universe.  
 
Astrological aspects for Outer planets until 2020 , This Months Astrological Events & Today's Moon 
Astrology explains the Divine Astrological Clock pertainable to each and everyone of us living our 
daily lives in this real world.  
  

The 7 Sections of Spiritual Writings 
Thereafter the website expands into 7 individual separate sections of spiritual writings:- 
 Spiritual Astrology" Sefer Kochvei Or - The Book of Stars of Light is the Spiritual" ספר כוכבי אור [1]
Astrology explaining how to read the Astrological map of your life correctly, and includes the 
spiritual secrets of the exact times to ensure spiritual success and enabling your soul to be 
"in-tune" with the Universal Divine Astrological clock. 
 Sefer Gilgulim, Book of Reincarnations - understanding "Reincarnation" is the key ספר גילגולים [2]
to accepting inexplicable situations and meaning of life by comprehending that not everything that 
occurs in our lives is by "accident" nor by "chance" but it is in accordance with a DIVINE plan, which 
includes payback, rewards and accountability for events from past lives. 
 Sefer Yad Palmistry - "Wisdom of the knowledge of Palmistry"; explains and proves ספר חכמת יד [3]
from the lines on the palms of one's hands that almost all major events in our lives are 
pre-destined and orchestrated to happen in accordance with a Divine destined plan. 
 Sefer Ahava - The Book of Love the powerful energy of "Love" is the only medium - ספר האהבה [4]
that connects our souls to each other and to the Eternal Divine Spiritual World of Souls. There is 



only one thing worth living for in life and that is "love". "Love is the only key to living a successful 
and meaningful life. האהבה ספר  Sefer Ahava - The Book of Love explains all aspects and levels of 
"Love". 
 - Psalms 72 - "Sefer72" Psalms 72 contains the 7 SpiritualSecrets of Psalms 72 ספר חסד של אמת [5]
for the transitional phase of "humanity" when eternal spiritual enlightenment replaces the beliefs 
of dead-ends. In fact the truth is this World is not a dead-end - it is a pathway to the Eternal Divine 
Spirit World of Souls. 
 The "Book of Secrets' Secrets" will empower your soul and help you elevate your ספר סודי סודות [6]
spirituality by explaining many spiritual secrets.  
 The Pathways to Spiritual Enlightenment"; introduces the most profound" דרכי האמת לאור הגנוז [7]
"Book of Daniel" who explains that there although there are infinite number of pathways to 
spiritual enlightenment for the Last Generation - דור אחרון - there's only one end result and when 
you have found "it". You'll know "it" when you've found "it" - as you'll feel that the spirituality 
you've been looking for is NOT in any place, NOR anywhere, NOW in any man-made religion - but 
"it" is within YOU - yourself - the hidden light - דרכי האמת לאור הגנוז - your own spiritual 
connection to the Eternal Divine Creator of the Universe. 
  

The Book of Daniel & The Final Word of "Peace"  
The message is simple - PEACE ON EARTH - when a person has found the right pathway of spiritual 
enlightenment - one will never want another pathway - the past will be left in the past - and a 
future of inner peace, contentment and happiness will be the recipe to living the rest of one's life 
on Earth - one will feel, know and be guided to the right places at the right time and know exactly 
what is required of you to do in this life; until the day when one's soul leaves this physical 
existence. This is destined for EVERYONE on Earth as predicted in the Book of Daniel - a generation 
when everyone everywhere will live IN PEACE. 
  
1. Introduction to "The Book of Daniel"  
2. The Last Generation  
3. The Pathways to Enlightenment  
4. The Final Word - of Peace  
  

חן ליודעי הידוע בסוד   
Books, wisdom and spiritual knowledge that has been passed down from generation to generation 
is priceless; unfortunately many people don't even know how to read hebrew therefore remain 
ignorant to comprehend the spiritual teachings. On this new website I introduce and explain how 
to understand the spiritual secrets of these Jewish books we consider to be priceless in their 
wisdom:- 
 .Sefer Noam Elimelech written by Rebbe Elimelech Weissblum of Lizhensk ספר נועם אלימלך [1]
[2] 70 Interpretations of the Torah including the ספר זרע קודש of Reb Naftoli Horowitz of Ropshitz. 
 Sefer Tana Dvei Eliyahu ; the enlightening profound holy spiritual teachings of ספר תנא דבי אליהו [3]
Elijah the prophet through Rav Onan.  
 one of ספר מנורת המאור The Book of Lights - The Spiritual Candelabra of Lights ספר מנורת המאור [4]
the great classics of Jewish literature, was written by Rabbeinu Yitzchak Abuhav in the 14th 
Century.  
 Sefer Milchemos Hashem written by the righteous soul Reb Yechye Kapach ספר מלחמות השם [5]
who explains the holiness of the Torah in contrast to all the nonsense of the "kabbala". 
 
  



The Veil is Being Dissolved נעלם הפרגוד  
The Book of Daniel explains, at the end-of-time many people will become enlightened spiritually 
and will be blessed with spiritual gifts, knowledge and understanding as the veil between this 
physical world and the Eternal Divine spiritual world of souls is dissolved - we are all living at a time 
of great change - and as more people become spiritually enlightened in this physical world the 
stronger the light which is dissolving the Veil between the physical and spiritual world נעלם הפרגוד .  
 
Time for change has arrived for everyone on earth - contrary to the utter nonsense written by 
many - we will not be invaded by aliens nor will the world be destroyed by man or collisions in 
space, nor will we be saved by one-man claiming to be the Messiah; however it is written by the all 
the great prophets that the whole world will become spiritually enlightened and the veil between 
the two worlds dissolved. We will all find the same truth in the end that we are all part of GOD and 
we will collectively find Eternal peace on earth as it is in heaven because it is the will of GOD - the 
Eternal Divine Creator of the whole Universe. 
  

להודיעם ובריתו ליראיו ה סוד   

"Life seems complicated - but in truth - Life is VERY SIMPLE - it's people who make it complicated !" 
  

"Character is How You Treat Those Who Can Do Nothing For You"  
An idealistic motto taught to me by one of my good friends  

Tamara Al Gabbani from Dubai  in Summer 2012  
  

"Character is How You React after Darkness tries to Extinguish your Light" 
My latest motto taught to me by "life's" experiences in December 2012 

  
Although I would love to reveal everything to all readers - that's foolish in our "modern" generation 
of "Internet thieves". As being completely OPEN on the internet to all "voyeurs" has created "dark 
situations".  
Therefore a full version of the websites is available to "members" only whilst an abbreviated 
version will be available here. Meanwhile we hope and pray for the enlightened day when THE 
LIGHT will shine brightly without attempts of extinguishing it ! 
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SpiritualSecrets 
 The Moment of Enlightenment is when you realize the Truth 

“All the questions you have – You have the answers within you too” 

3. The Holy Bible קדושה התורה  
The Holy Bible התורה הקדושה is the 1st Book that introduced you to “GOD” 

 
בה דכולא בה והפך בה הפוך   

"Who are we to disrespect or disregard the words of the Holy Bible  
If we don't understand something - it is our lacking of spirituality and wisdom  

and NOT the fault of the Holy Scriptures"  
  
  

Every Part of History of the World is Important  
Denial of any part of History is Denial of your own Existence 

Everything - All - Inclusive - ונכלל כולל   
Both the Old Testament of Moses and the New Testament according to teachings of Jesus Christ 

  
I make this statement as it's catastrophic that - there are bad and evil people in the world who 
REFUSE to learn this spiritual book and disregard it's teachings - I used to say "how dare they" - but 
now with the wisdom and teachings of the Book of Daniel explaining that the "last generation" of 
people on Earth, especially reincarnated "Jewish" people will REFUSE to learn their own holy books 
- hence the wisdom will be taken from them and given to EVERYONE who wants to learn these Holy 
Spiritual books.  
  

The Holy Bible הקדושה התורה  
בה דכולא בה והפך בה הפוך  

 
For many people to spend time to "think" of the "Holy Bible" is a disturbing concept for "them" - 
because it means the necessity to come to terms with the reality that 3000 years ago there was a 
Book given to Moses; [together with further books written by great spiritual souls and prophets] all 
of which are powerful and beyond our comprehension - therefore most people like to discard the 
"Holy Bible" as nonsense because it makes their meaningless lives a lot easier to tolerate.  
 
Nontheless, it is a fact in the history of mankind that we all need to come to terms with truthfully, 
in order to understand the meaning of life; which will help each of us plan, prepare and predict our 



future. Only when a person sees and knows the DIVINE "truth" then one can find peace and 
serenity in one's life. The profound prophecies of the "Holy Bible" provide us with the knowledge to 
find inner peace; because we are able to see life from a "bigger picture" perspective; it helps us 
understand on a karmic level why we as individuals and collectively as a human race need to 
experience certain events in our lives; and why certain things happen to certain people.  
 

בה דכולא בה והפך בה הפוך  This Hebrew/Aramaic phrase means "look carefully again and again at 
the writings of the Holy Bible - because ALL the answers you need are contained within it". It 
maybe one word or one sentence, one story or one chapter but the Holy Bible has been given as a 
book for each and everyone to learn from.  
 
Even if you have had "bad experiences" from man-made religions who have hijacked and 
manipulated the teachings of the Holy Bible and even if you have lived a life void of the teachings 
of the Bible until now - try and find space in your mind and thoughts for it's profound wisdom; and 
as you do you will find your soul "opening" up to a whole new world. Just by reading the words of 
the Holy Bible, your mind will start to "think" and you will experience real changes within your life.  
  

The Spiritual Energy of the Words of Holy Bible  
הקדושה התורה  

 
Whether or not you believe it; each of the words of the Holy Bible contains energy; this is not only 
because millions of people over 3000 years have been reading these same words [therefore their 
souls are resonating to the words of the Bible]; but because the words of the holy bible are 100% 
honest and truthful; and they are historically proven to be so. Even if we cannot comprehend it 
fully; there are indeed deep meanings and spiritual secrets behind every story written in the bible. 
 
Connecting with past generations by reading the about "the past" is the best way to OPEN your 
spiritual soul up to the eternity of life; it also opens up spiritual gateway's for your soul to connect 
with your past lives and thereby find yourself in this life.  
 
It doesn't matter what circumstances you find yourself in today; that too has a karmic reason; the 
key to success is what you learn from the past in order to create and move onto the future. Life is 
about a "journey"; learn to accept what you have been through in order to appreciate the blessings 
and goodness you are about to receive in this new phase of your life. The numerous lessons and 
varied stories of the Holy Bible can relate to almost everything everyone can experience - so if you 
find yourself "lost" and need guidance then open up a Bible and find your answer. 
   

The New Testament - Teachings of Jesus Christ 
 
The factual reality is that Jesus Christ was and is an exceedingly powerful spiritual soul whose 
teachings have a profound message of love and compassion for all of mankind; irrespective of one's 
personal circumstances and individual identity - for we are all inherently from same source - as we 
are all created by GOD - therefore the lofty spiritual soul of Jesus Christ is able to touch and 
connect to EVERYONE.  
 



The mission of the spiritual soul of Jesus Christ The Messiah was and continues to be one of love 
and compassion; salvation - saving our souls from pain by his healing that reaches out and touches 
EVERYONE with a spiritual energy from the Divine source of the spiritual soul of Jesus Christ; which 
is so powerful that by opening and reading the New Testament one connects with his soul; thereby 
"finding spiritual peace".  
 
Therefore - quite simply - if you want to find a source of spiritual knowledge, love and peace - open 
up a Holy Bible and read - you will find the truth as King Solomon says "there is nothing new under 
the sun" - meaning every generation has the same issues and challenges of life - there really is 
nothing new - except the freewill choice of the way we choose to journey through life with an 
elevated spiritual calmness, acceptance and sincere appreciation for this gift of life or not. 
  

Jesus Christ The Messiah המשיח 
 
The Eternal Divine Spirit of GOD who created this world and gave the Torah The Holy Bible התורה 
 to the Moses, gave us the Holy Soul of Jesus Christ - The Messiah the descendant of King הקדושה
David as a spiritual guide, teacher and a source of love, faith, hope and inspiration for a destined 
period of 2000 years during the years of "darkness". The spiritual fact is that Jesus Christ - The 
Messiah המשיח - came too soon for according to some interpretations the spiritual soul of the The 
Messiah המשיח will only reveal himself for the "last generation" when there is total peace on 
earth; nontheless as explained on "The Messiah" - the spiritual soul of Jesus Christ will transcend 
and come down to earth once again at the end of time.  
 
At a time when his spiritual teachings will be accepted by everyone and there will be peace, 
harmony, love and compassion amongst all of mankind wherever we are living and whatever 
country we live in of whatever religion, faith or nationality - GOD will find a way where we can all 
live in peace in this world - just like the teachings of Jesus Christ fortell in the New Testament.  
   

There is NO Bad "End-of-the-World" Prediction !  
 
The factual reality beyond all the nonsense ever written [especially what we read on the 
internet/mayan calendar of 2012 end-of-world nonsense and amongst scare-mongering idiots] is 
that there is and will be NO doom and gloom end-of-the-world Armageddon.  
 
Fake astrologers and fake "spiritual" people use the fears of predictions of End of World and 
Nuclear holocaust, and develope nonsensical hopes of a fake Messiah coming soon to save us from 
all our troubles to manipulate and mess with people's minds - such people are genuinely 100% evil. 
 
Delightfully, just like in previous generations ALL the fake Messiah's, exclusive groups of manmade 
"religions" and cults always get "found out", die and pass away into the abyss of nothingness that 
they are - they are proven wrong by Divine Eternity and by the continuity of truthful spiritual life. 
Even so, there are still reincarnated bad souls that control manmade "religions" that try to 
brainwash and "control" people through their false predictions and fear of "the end of the world".  
 
If only people would read the words of the Holy Bible then all will see the predictions of the last 
generation of mankind are simple - it will be a period of transition away from a selfish decadent 



materialistic lifestyle to a spiritually enlightened idealistic life; where the good souls will have 
spiritual secrets revealed to them whilst the dark souls will dissapate and dissolve into the ether 
becoming an eternal "nothingness".  
  

Nonsensical Garbage of "End-of-the-World" Predictions !  
 
There is a mysterious understanding that many people ENJOY reading garbage of the 
end-of-the-world. It is an addiction to want and to imagine "the end" in terms of catastrophic 
events. In the bible - Deuteronomy Chapter 29 Verse 21-29 - it is written - the "hidden" and 
"secret" will remain "hidden and secret".  
 
Then proceeds with the one and only old-testament prediction for the last generation [it is 
repeated and explained in ספר תנא דבי אליהו Sefer Tana Dvei Eliyahu]. And that is the Land of Israel 
will be consummed by "Sulphur & Salt" [is the literal translation]. This could and I say "could" - be 
like all the other fake predictions of end of the world - and hence I am NOT going to predict or say 
something that is NOT written to be 100% truth.  
 
However, when collectively "people" believe in the old-testament of Moses - they can convince 
themselves that the land of Israel will be totally destroyed. And this is my point - even if the land of 
Israel is destroyed as predicted by Moses - the rest of the world - won't be! 
  
Many teachers including Rabbi Yaakov Emdem in his book Beis Midos have interpreted so many 
end of world prophecies so WRONGLY - and in hindsight - AFTER the catastrophic Holocaust - we 
can see that the Rabbis go it so wrong - NOT A SINGLE pre-war RABBI predicted the Holocaust? 
Why not? Why was it kept hidden from them? Why couldn't they see it coming? Similarly, why is it 
that - very few people online are predicting WORLD PEACE ? Why are they blind to see the karmic 
truth?  
  
The ironic thing was I visited the grave of Rabbi Emdem in Hamburg - which is located on the 
ReeperBahn - a street full - and I mean FULL of prostitutes - that our taxi driver - waited - whilst we 
went into the cemetery to pray and took us straight back to train station. Indeed after the visit to 
his grave in Hamburg - we suspect his teachings are 100% NONSENSE and not truthful - after all - he 
was involved in conflicts and arguments that split and destroyed the german Jewish communities. 
We mention this case specifically - as in hindsight we can see European prewar "Rabbis" got it so 
fatally wrong for millions of good Jewish people.  
 
If we indeed read the Bible clearly - it does NOT predict any loss of life for the "last generation of 
mankind" - [Verse 27] writes that the people will be saved and sent to another land. [verse 28] 
continues to use the powerful warning that "Secrets - only DIVINE GOD knows - however, the 
revelations will be made to us and our children". Which clearly tells EVERYONE - do not even try to 
predict what will happen for these are SECRETS that ONLY GOD knows.  
  



 

The Last Generation 

A Time of Peace & Love 

  

  

The Last Generation 
There is undoubtedly unanimous agreement amongst all spiritual visionaries, teachers and writers 
that the last generation will be a time of GLOBAL PEACE. The essence of Moses writing in the bible 
is to warn everyone NOT to be frightened, or scare-monger or even attempt to predict the future 
but to TRUST IN GOD that there is a DIVINE PLAN for the last generation of mankind.  
 
The Divine plan is to create a time of PEACE & LOVE, when EVERYONE in the whole world can live in 
PEACE and HARMONY whilst at the same time eliminating all selfish materialistic pursuits, because 
the only reason people do not live in peace and love is because they desire to take something that 
doesn't belong to them, greed, jealousy and envy are the root causes for hate and disharmony - 
therefore at the end-of-time - these facets will be eliminated from society enabling everyone to live 
in PEACE, LOVE & HARMONY.  

  
Take your own time and read the Holy Bible  

The New & Old Testament  
Everything you need to know is written in it  

בה דכולא בה והפך בה הפוך   
The Bible contains the Eternal Message for Peace & Love  

ישראל כל ועל עלינו שלום יעשה הוא במרומיו שלום עושה  
  



 
  

Overlapping "Past Lifetimes" Fulfillment of Bible  
"Eternal Life" is one continuous story; the fact that we spend a relatively short lifetime on Earth; 
doesn't negate the fact; that Eternal life existed before we came to Earth and continues to exist 
after we leave this Earth. Therefore, if during past-lifetimes you already passed the test and kept 
the biblical commandments then provided your actions don't negate your past-life fulfilling of the 
Torah - Bible; you could find yourself not needing to keep certain aspects as the purpose of the 
Bible is to refine and make your soul wholesome.  
  

Don't Believe Everything You Read in the Bible  
A vast majority of the Holy Spiritual Writings were written in "opposites" with hidden meanings  
Especially the Book of Ecclesiastes of King Solomon was written as a Book of Opposites & Secrets.  
Indeed, if someone "wrote" the bible today - would you honestly listen to the words of the old 
testament?  
  
 

The Spiritual Teachings of Jesus Christ  
"The New Testament" in pdf optimized for quick download on internet 

or if that link doesnt work => then "theholybible.pdf" 
   
 
 



The Veil is Being Dissolved נעלם הפרגוד  
The Book of Daniel explains, at the end-of-time many enlightened spiritual people will be blessed 
with spiritual gifts, knowledge and understanding as the veil between this physical world and the 
Eternal Divine spiritual world of souls is dissolved - we are all living at a time of great change - and 
as more people become spiritually enlightened in this physical world the stronger the light which is 
dissolving the Veil between the physical and spiritual world נעלם הפרגוד .  
 
Time for change has arrived for everyone on earth - contrary to the utter nonsense written by 
many - we will not be invaded by aliens nor will the world be destroyed by man or collisions in 
space, nor will we be saved by one-man claiming to be the Messiah; however, it is written by the all 
the great prophets - that the whole world will become spiritually enlightened and the veil between 
the two worlds dissolved. We will all find the same truth in the end and that is we are all part of 
GOD and we will collectively find Eternal peace on earth as it is in heaven because it is the will of 
GOD - the Eternal Divine Creator of the whole Universe. 
  

The End-of-Times Vision of the Book of Daniel דניאל ספר  
We will NOT be rescued by ONE man proclaiming to be "Messiah" but  
EVERYONE will become spiritually enlightened in the Last Generation 

  
ועד לעולם ככוכבים הרבים ומצדיקי הרקיע כזוהר יזהירו המשכילים  

"The wise people shall shine as the brightness of the sky; 
and they shall turn the multitudes of many people to righteousness, 

and everyone will shine like each star in the sky shines for ever and ever"  
  Book of Daniel 12 verse 3 - The Pathway to Spiritual Enlightenment דניאל פרק יב פסוק ג
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SpiritualSecrets 
 The Moment of Enlightenment is when you realize the Truth 

“All the questions you have – You have the answers within you too” 

4. The Prophetic Vision  

The prophecy of Wholesomeness & Peace 

  
The Hidden Secrets and the Prophetic Visions for the Whole World from the Book of Daniel  

" מכסים לים כמים יהוה את דעה הארץ מלאה כי קדשי הר בכל ישחיתו ולא ירעו לא " Isaiah 11:9 
" ועד לעולם ככוכבים הרבים ומצדיקי הרקיע כזוהר יזהירו המשכילים " Daniel 12:3  

  
Everyone in the Whole World will become Full of Spiritual Wisdom 

 
Isaiah 11:9 - predicted that "Everyone in the whole world will be full of Spiritual Wisdom" ; Daniel 
12:3 predicted "The enlightened wise people shall shine as the brightness of the sky; and they shall 
turn the multitudes of many people to righteousness, and everyone will shine like each star in the 
sky shines for ever and ever" - and it's happening now in our generation through the blessing of the 
Holy Internet.  
 
This amazing and blessed generation that we are now living in - is known as the "Last Generation - 
 referred to and as predicted in the Book of Daniel. Even though it is NOT the Last "דור אחרון
Generation to live on Earth - it is the "Last Generation - אחרון דור " to live the way humanity has 
been living for the past 6000 years.  
  
" שנה מאות חמש מהלך החיים עץ - שנה מאות חמש מהלך חמה גלגל " - The beginning of the prophetic 
fulfillment of the destined time on Earth has begun - in accordance with the "500" Year Period - 
"GalGal" - Wheel of Fortune of the World - a unique time when everyone will become spiritually 
enlightened and karmically wholesome.  
 
This transformation won't be forced on anyone like a man-made religion - but will come from 
WITHIN each and everyone - as everyone finds true PEACE and spiritual enlightenment from 
WITHIN - and as individuals become enlightened - the collective progress of humanity means 
everyone will become enlightened. It won't happen through "miracles" and "messiahs" - but will 
happen through the influence of the transcending astrological energies that are changing the way 
each and everyone "thinks" - the DIVINE energy will resonate from WITHIN - and you'll instinctively 
realize the truth. The truth is the DIVINE has always been WITHIN - but in our generation humanity 
will FEEL it and comprehend it's meaning.  



Collectively "humanity" for the past 6000 years has done all the "bad" karma - and now is the 
destined time for "good" karma. In the same way prior generations instinctively made karmic 
mistakes that created hate, evil and destruction - this generation will instinctively make good 
choices to become enlightened, loving, compassionate and peaceful. You might not believe it 
possible - but it will happen - did you honestly believe in the "internet" 20 years ago ? It was 
unimaginable to most of us - wasn't it ? And yet today - it is an important necessary part of all our 
lives.  
  

להודיעם ובריתו ליראיו ה סוד   
" שנה מאות חמש מהלך החיים עץ - שנה מאות חמש מהלך חמה גלגל " 

 Sefer Tana Dvei Eliyahu ספר תנא דבי אליהו
The "500" Year Period 

"GalGal" - Wheel of Fortune of the World  
 

During the past 6000 years in the history of the World - the "mystery of the world" - has required 
that humanity acquires knowledge slowly - changes and transforms slowly - learn from experiences 
of each and every lifetime. Learn and experience "life" through each and every "past" lifetime - in 
different circumstances according to one's karma - one transforms to learn to become part of the 
family of humanity.  
 
For in the evolution of pure spiritual enlightenment - if "humans" would have suddenly become 
enlightened full of wisdom - it would have SHOCKED and SURPRISED far too many people that 
would have brought catastrophic consequences for humanity. In the generation of Jesus Christ - 
"they" had the potential to "listen" to enlightenment - but "they" couldn't cope with such an 
enlightened soul - and hence murdered him - which through the world into destruction of the 2nd 
Temple in Jerusalem in 70 AD and which through the world into the destined "dark ages". 
 
Even in our generation - there are still a few stubborn people who are living in the "past" - who 
have attempted to keep humanity in the "darkness" - because "they" cannot cope with the 
enlightened transformation that is happening now in our blessed generation.  
 
Thank GOD - the period of enlightenment has begun - destiny is in "control" - and as you see in 
reality - enlightenment is no longer a possibility - it has become a real reality that is signed and 
sealed each and everyday. 
  
During past generations and purely through ignorance - there were idiots who believed the World 
was FLAT - and equally there were idiots who believed Abraham never existed - the father of 
Ishmail [leader of the Arab nations] and the father of Isaac [fore-father of Jewish nation].  
 
Today - in our enlightenment - we can define the TRUTHFUL facts - that Abraham did exist - dated 
to have been born in 1976 BCE and died 1801 BCE - Ishmail and Isaac were his sons and they both 
existed - and that King David existed - dated to have been born 1040 BCE and died 970 BCE - and 
that Yeshua - Jesus Christ - a direct descendant of King David existed - dated to have been born 7/2 
BCE and died 30/33 AD. 
  
I have specifically defined these vitally important people - as in the history of the world - unlike in 
previous generations - whom you could feel sorry for believing the world was flat or that Abraham 
didn't exist - today - with truthful clarity - ANYONE who denies they existed - and ANYONE who 



either blocks them out of their lives - because it is too uncomfortable for "them" to accept they 
existed - are denying their own existence - and more importantly are denying the existence of a 
DIVINE GOD.  
 
Whilst you "might" not be able to accept all the miraculous stories or the man-made laws of the 
"religions" - that have been passed down by "teachers" - you shouldn't deny their existence. The 
reason is - as we are now entering an important stage of collective enlightenment in the history of 
humanity - when - in order to become WHOLESOME - it will be karmically necessary to ACCEPT all 
the truths.  
   
Abraham born 1976 BCE and died 1801 BCE  
King David born 1040 BCE and died 970 BCE - King of Israel 1000 BCE  
Yeshua Jesus Christ born 7/2 BCE and died 30/33 AD. 
  
14 generations from Abraham => King David - direct descendant  
14 generations from King David => Yeshua Jesus Christ - direct descendant  
  
Therefore it should be clear to you that "destiny" has a plan - and has always had a plan for 
humanity - and as we have the opportunity through the gift of the internet to learn about the 
"history" of the world - it is also our duty to ACCEPT the truths - and ACCEPT everyone - more than 
ever before in the "history" of the world. That includes accepting all the great souls of the world 
and all the prophets of Abraham, Ishmail, Isaac, Joseph, Yusef, David, Jesus - for each and everyone 
contributed an important facet to the world.  
 
In the same way - we are learning to ACCEPT - every nation of Earth - whether it be USA, Russia, 
China, India, Saudi Arabia, Israel, Iran, Brazil, Poland, New Zealand, Uganda or even Ukraine, Spain, 
Dubai, Peru and South Africa - every nation and every country has an important contribution to 
make to the world - and in the same way you're becoming enlightened to realize this karmic truth - 
through the power of and the connectivity of the internet to numerous people in every country of 
the world - you're realizing that each and everyone in the world - and you too - has an individuality 
that contributes to the collectiveness of humanity.  
 
In the same way the nature of the world has males and females - positive and negative - good and 
bad - light and dark - constructive and destructive - it's inherent in the natural flow of energy in the 
world - there are "givers" and there are "takers" - there are enlightened souls that have 
transcended to do BIG things for humanity - and there are old reincarnated souls whom over many 
past-lifetimes have remained trapped to the cycle of "life and death" on Earth's-School. That's what 
the Wheel of Fortune - GalGal HaChayim is all about - in one lifetime you're the giver - and the next 
lifetime you're the taker - and even within one lifetime you can oscillate between being a "giver" 
and a "taker" during karmic periods of your life.  
  

"GalGal" - Wheel of Fortune of the World  
As an intelligent human living in our enlightened internet generation - it should be quite clear to 
you - that the "history" of the world - has had and continues to have a Divine plan - for it is 
impossible to comprehend that humanity just "muddles" through in a haphazard manner.  
 



There's something influencing your decision making process - there's something creating collective 
shifts and changes amongst nations and individuals - in our "internet" generation - there's 
something that makes people want to "question" and "explore" the unknown - whereas in past 
generations only a few wise enlightened souls "questioned" anything.  
 
And although the phenomena of "searching" for answers, searching for truth, wisdom and 
understanding of what the "something" could be - could be explained by logical evolution or in 
"astrology" - that "SOMETHING" that's pushing humanity to THINK, QUESTION, SEARCH and 
EXPLORE is a DIVINE CREATOR of the infinite Ether of the Universe - with a specific Divine destined 
plan - that biblical Prophets as Elijah in the Book "Sefer Tana Devei Eliyahu" have been given - to 
inform enlightened souls of such a Divine destined plan.  
 
Traditionally - man-made religions - have restricted people from THINKING, QUESTIONING & 
SEARCHING - but the current destiny of humanity has forced them to lose control of their believers 
- and the freedom from "religions" - especially from religions of Christianity and Judaism - has 
enabled many to find answers. In prior generations "Destiny" required humanity to ACCEPT - and 
now "Destiny" is requiring humanity to THINK - it's the same DIVINE plan.  
  

The Divine Plan for Humanity 
 
The clearest and perfectly precise prophecy that exists is written in the Book "Sefer Tana Devei 
Eliyahu". This is the Divine and exact knowledge that the physical world has a lifespan of 7000 
years.  
 
The 1st period of 2,000 years are years known as confusion ("tohu"); the 2nd period of 2,000 years 
of the Bible - Torah and the 3rd period of 2,000 years of the Days of the Messiah; thereafter there 
will be a period of 1000 years of complete peace, harmony in this physical world in the same way 
there is peace and harmony in the Eternal Divine Spiritual world of souls; the veil between the two 
worlds will be lifted for generations to live in peace with knowledge of everything spiritual. 
 
I make this very clear as THIS IS REAL TRUTH - it discards all the silly nonsensical stupid prophecies 
of Armageddon and total world destruction by aliens - THIS WILL NOT HAPPEN - this physical 
WORLD is here to exist in accordance with a Divine Destined plan for another 1000 years. In the 
meantime it is our duty to find the pathway to spiritual enlightenment to prepare and welcome an 
era of world peace amongst all peoples of all nations. 
 
The beginning of a New World-Order of WORLD PEACE has already begun - and that's through the 
enlightened tolerance, acceptance and mutual respect for all "people" on this planet - whoever 
they are and wherever they are living - for true democracy - allows everyone to live their own lives 
with their own beliefs - and providing "they" don't negatively interfere with others - then the world 
has harmony and peace. 
 
 
 
 
 
  



" שנה מאות חמש מהלך החיים עץ - שנה מאות חמש מהלך חמה גלגל " 
 Sefer Tana Dvei Eliyahu ספר תנא דבי אליהו

Each of the "500" Year Periods Has a Purpose  
The "6000 years" in the Prophecy of Elijah - contains 12 x 500 Year "Sun" Cycle Periods of Destiny  
Each period in the past has been defined by a specific existence of a unique Karmic Soul on Earth  

  
Abraham born 1976 BCE and died 1801 BCE  
King David born 1040 BCE and died 970 BCE - King of Israel 1000 BCE  
Yeshua Jesus Christ born 7/2 BCE and died 30/33 AD. 
  
Each period creates and is defined by a specific destined purpose - the purpose of our "internet" 
generation is to SEARCH and FIND the TRUTH. And unlike prior generations - we aren't being given 
"leaders" to lead - instead we have to accomplish this collectively and individually as each of us has 
the knowledge of all the pieces - and now we must use our minds and thoughts to put all the pieces 
together - to form the full karmic picture.  
 
I've specifically quoted these dates - to show you that karmic destined time is precise - and in the 
same way that between 1492 => 1503 Christopher Columbus searched and found the New World 
of the Americas - both proving time and destiny - but equally proving to the ignorant clergy of the 
time that the Earth was round - and not flat. Destiny determined in the exactness of 500 year 
periods a need to search and find something specific. 
 
You might correctly ask - "what about year 2000?" - I'd answer that give/take a few years - you are 
experiencing "it" right now - on the internet. The brilliant amazing karmic destined invention of the 
"internet" is taking your existence, your mind, thoughts and spirituality to a new level - a level 
you've never been able to find before in your past-lives - a deeper understanding of wisdom and 
knowledge that's been BLOCKED until now.  
 
Hence, during this karmic phase of enlightenment - denying ANYTHING, denying ANYONE, lying and 
pretending pieces of "history" don't exist - means that you're going to be missing karmic pieces - 
and until you have all the pieces - you're still going to be searching and driven by an inner instinct 
to search. Children who've been lied to by their parents and people brainwashed by religious 
"cults" - will find themselves searching - and instinctively their spiritual soul will continue 
SEARCHING until they FIND inner peace - and that will identify to them they've found the karmic 
TRUTH. People who are wholesome have PEACE - people who aren't wholesome - have no PEACE.  

  

People who predict Death & Destruction  
Are Souls with "Bad Karma" that are locked in "the past" 

 
I've read a lot of garbage on the internet - and I'm sure you've read it too - I've researched and 
found they've either all DIED or quoting people who've DIED. Historically and in hindsight - all those 
who made BAD predictions and who lied - have DIED - even the Jewish chabad Rabbi who lied and 
declared himself to be a "messiah" in the 1950's - DIED in 1994 - fact and truth.  
 
There's a whole list on wikipedia of nonsensical dates for "end-of-the-world" predicted by people 
who are now DEAD - fact and truth - that in hindsight - we can see "they" are all wrong. Even the 



recent nonsensical prediction of Dec 21 - 2012 which was going to be end-of-the-world - has in 
hindsight - fact and truth - been proven as a big LIE and wrong.  
 
It is indeed BAD LUCK and BAD KARMA to believe in nonsense. But instead of blaming "them" for 
lying to you - accept the BAD KARMA - has a purpose and that's to teach your soul to FREE yourself 
from a cycle of "death, bad karma and bad fate" - a cycle that's been deeply embedded in your soul 
and generated from numerous past lifetimes - which until now has defined all you can see and 
believe in is continual cycle of "DEATH & DESTRUCTION". 
 
When you FREE yourself from this ill-fated bad-karmic cycle of believing in NONSENSE and LIES - 
especially if karmically if you used to believe in the "past" lifetimes - is when you truly comprehend 
the Divine destined plan for humanity. Luckily in our generation - the time is arriving - when the 
cycle of belief in LIES has ended as the karmic search for TRUTH has begun. 
 
The "Wheel of Karmic Fortune - GalGal HaChayim" is going to show EACH of you - that you don't 
need to listen to anyone - you don't need to believe in any Rabbi or Priest - for your truthful search 
to find the karmic truth is YOUR individual mission and Divine destiny will ensure you find the truth 
that you're looking for. The karmic age of peace and wholesomeness - is now defined by the fact 
that EVERYONE - each and everyone - will be driven to search to their own karmic answers - in 
order to find their own individual wholesomeness - AND everyone will find the answers. 
   

What do you see in "The Future" of Your World  
Light or Darkness ?  

Test yourself - at anytime - and on any day - ask yourself honestly .... Are you frightened about the 
"Future" of the world? OR Are you looking forward with an inexplicable spiritual optimism to the 
"Future" ?  
 
Depending on your mood - and depending on your level of spiritual awareness of GOOD or BAD 
past-life karma - you will know with clarity that the world has a profound enlightened future of 
peace, tolerance, love and compassion OR you will believe that your world is doomed to total 
destruction - that "belief" is a delusion - and just like all the nonsensical prophecies of fakes and 
liars - sooner or later you'll see that your beliefs will be shattered by the TRUTH.  
 
I'll be honest - the day I was enlightened - I was shocked - and felt such an idiot that I'd believed the 
nonsense - the bad karmic nonsense that creates FEAR, WORRY and DARKNESS. It then took many 
years to decipher amidst many spiritual teachings what is truly truthful and what's man-made 
nonsense.  
 
The purpose of this website is to help you - help yourself out of the darkness of your nonsensical 
beliefs and help you see the LIGHT of TRUTH. It's WITHIN you, the internet and the "Wheel of 
Karmic Fortune - GalGal HaChayim" has defined that NOW is the time to SEARCH and FIND the 
truth.  
  
Although, I should caution you that "old" souls - with a lot of BAD KARMA carried-over from 
past-life experiences - will have an inherent arrogance and stubbornness - it is intrinsic in the 
nature of people. But just like the Catholic priests in 15th century who believed the world was FLAT 



and forced their nonsensical beliefs on others - were proved and revealed to be LIARS - likewise the 
ultra-orthodox Haredi cults - are being shown by destiny to be the same - and their beliefs have the 
same BAD KARMA. Likewise - anyone who believes and propagates beliefs of hatred, death and 
destruction - are indeed acting as instruments of BAD KARMA.  
 
When people become enlightened - the Divine light of good karma means that you respect, love 
and have compassion for all of humanity - every human life is as important as another. The fact 
that DIVINE DESTINY created each and everyone - defines that everyone has a karmic right to exist. 
It's a sign of karma that those "religious" people who should be tolerant - are in reality the least 
tolerant and the most abusive.  
  
The good news is that NOW in the age of the internet - the "Wheel of Karmic Fortune - GalGal 
HaChayim" has defined that NOW is the destined time to SEARCH and FIND the truth - and in so 
doing - becoming wholesome as individuals and collectively - everyone will become tolerant, 
respectful and accepting towards everyone else. Everyone will accept everyone else's right to exist.  
 
Even those with heavy past-life BAD KARMA will succumb to change - such as the "Tribes of Israel 
and Philistines" reincarnated into "Israelis and Palestinians". That's the karmic destiny of the world 
- to bring karmic harmony, peace and wholesomeness to all.  
  

לו מודדין בּה מודד דםשא במדה  "As you do for others - so is done for you"  
The Divine Spiritual Light teaches respect of Life, Love and Compassion 
Evil Darkness teaches violence, threats, anger, hatred, abuse and curses 

 
The irony of many man-made religions and cults - is they have an inexplicable hatred and 
intolerance for "others" - which manifests within their own cults - as they have a hatred and 
intolerance for their own kind. The karmic truth is "they" are deeply disturbed by something 
WITHIN them - and this manifests as hatred for "others" even hatred for their own kind - even their 
own "brothers".  
 
"Those" dysfunctional humans have ensured the destructive karmic cycle has survived for many 
generations - amongst nations and families - but not for long - as the karmic time has arrived for all 
destructive cycles to end.  
 
The Divine light that resides WITHIN everyone - will permeate love and compassion to respect all 
life - a mutual respect and tolerance for all life. The reason it will do this - is each individual will 
become enlightened from WITHIN - and each person will realize with humility that the DIVINE 
LIGHT is found WITHIN them - which will make them have compassion, love, respect and tolerance 
for everyone else- because WITHIN everyone else is the same DIVINE LIGHT.  
 
Hence a Muslim will respect a Jew - as much as a Jew will respect a Muslim - for BOTH are the 
blessed children of Abraham - and all are the creations of the DIVINE GOD. You might find it 
IMPOSSIBLE to believe this now - but the DIVINE karmic plan for the world - has defined peace in 
the world - therefore it will happen.  
 
 
 
  



"Life & Love" versus "Death & Hate" 
 
Authoritarian Dictatorship - defines a karmic refusal to accept other people's values, opinions and 
lives - which causes hatred, violence and an inhumane desire to want to MURDER and KILL other 
people. That's defined "past" generations.  
 
True Democracy - defines a karmic acceptance to accept everyone and respect other people's 
values, opinions and lives - which creates a love, compassion and instinctive spiritual Divine desire 
to want to protect life, save lives and help other people. 
 
  

The Karmic Destination is Peace  
There is NOT going to be Armageddon or WWIII 

 
There's NOT going to be any destruction of "Israel" - nor of any nation of the world. That's all 
fictitious nonsense ... and "time" over the next 10 years - will prove that to be the truth. There will 
also NOT be any man-made Messiah or religious cult coming to redeem the "world" - instead of all 
the predicted nonsense - everyone in the whole world will become spiritually enlightened with a 
sincere desire to want to live in peace with everyone else. 
 
Now, it might seem that the overwhelming energies in the world - might define - an 
"end-of-the-world" - but that's a past-life bad karmic belief based on destructive cycle of "death 
and hate" - but astrologically since Neptune entered Pisces in April 2011 - Uranus entered Taurus in 
May 2018 - with Pluto in Capricorn since 2008 - the karmic cycle of "death & hate" is gradually 
being replaced by tolerance, respect , peace, "life and love". Which is defining why there won't be 
Nuclear "Armageddon" and that's why there will be Universal spiritual enlightenment and peace.  
 
Just like Abraham "knew" there is a Divine GOD ; King David "knew" there is a Divine GOD ; Jesus 
"knew" there is a Divine GOD ; Christopher Columbus "knew" there was something to search for - 
you too - know that you're searching for something - and like those before you - the Divine Karmic 
Destined plan has determined that YOU will FIND it.  
 
If it's Not Peaceful - and if it's not wholesome - then it's not "the End" - There's a Divine Plan for the 
World - and if the status of everyone in the whole world is NOT happy, wholesome and peaceful - 
then it's not "the end". Likewise - in your life - if you're not wholesome and you're not peaceful - 
then it's not the "the end" yet. And all souls that have died - but not found "peace" when they died 
- according to the prophetic words - they too will reincarnate until they find peace and live "in 
peace". 
 
 
 
 
 

  



"The Divine Day" 
"No-one knows the Day or the Hour of the Lord" - [Mark 13:32, Mathew 24:36 & Malachi 4:5]  

  
In all the spiritual teachings - there's a constant reference to a "Divine Day" - a "Day of the Lord" - a 
day that no-one knows when that "Day" will be - but it seems to indicate that humanity might 
suddenly vanish from existence - in less than a second - all will be gone - thereafter in the same 
way that spiritual souls continue to exist after death - likewise all the souls of humanity will 
continue to exist in a spiritual dimension.  
 
According the biblical prophetic visions - it seems that the "Day of the Lord" - will come - because 
humanity is lost and incapable of finding "peace" - and the Divine Lord - includes to take 
"everyone" into the spirit world of souls. 
 
I've added this here - incase - the "Day of the Lord" comes suddenly - you won't be shocked - as 
you'll be spiritually prepared to know it's a possibility. The prophecy defines that it will come in a 
second - without no warning - and will be declared as "The Divine Day" - at which time collectively 
all of humanity - will face the karmic truth in the spiritual world of souls and "thought-energies" 
which will take-over from this world as the physical world will cease to exist in it's entirety. 
  

All the Prophetic Visions Have been Written  
& Embedded into Spiritual Teachings  

Many years ago - after realizing an enlightened truth - I questioned WHY was it that non of the 
Rabbis predicted WWII and the Holocaust - the almost total destruction of Jewish people in Europe. 
It didn't make sense - because "if" the Rabbis of 18th, 19th and early 20th Centuries - were spiritual 
- they should have predicted and seen the catastrophe coming. They should have used their 
spiritual gifts to warn people - and get-out of Europe before it was too late.  
The karmic question is WHY didn't any of the spiritual Jewish Rabbis and leaders - predict and see 
the holocaust coming ? Indeed, this IS the reason why so many holocaust survivors lost FAITH in 
their Rabbis and lost FAITH in their Religion - because it failed to warn them and failed to save 
them. But the truth is they were BLIND - and the karmic truths were not revealed to them. Destiny 
determined that needed to be BLIND. And now Destiny is determining that we OPEN our eyes, 
search for answers and seek the TRUTH.  
  

The purpose of our karmic internet generation is to  
Search for answers and to THINK for yourself 

  
The karmic answer is CLEAR - and that it is to teach each individual to learn to THINK for 
themselves. This was taught by a few - and is indeed the teaching of a famous Spiritual Rabbi 
known as the Kotzker Rebbe - who taught profound philosophy - said ..... 

  
"If I am I because I am I, and you are you because you are you, then I am I and you are you. 
But if I am I because you are you and you are you because I am I, then I am not I and you are not 
you". 
  



In other words - if I've allowed myself to STOP thinking for myself - because you are thinking for me 
- then I've given up my mind to you - and you've given your mind to me. OR if I've allowed myself to 
be influenced by YOU - then I've given-up my thought process of what YOU want me to do. The 
karmic solution is to create an END of such connections and to sever the links of reliance on people 
who take-away your ability to THINK for yourself - and most importantly STOP you being influenced 
by others. This is the purpose of our generation - to use your own mind to THINK for yourself.  
 
But in order to TEST yourself - if you are THINKING for yourself - sometimes you have to make 
MISTAKES and be influenced by others - in order to learn from the MISTAKES - and then get-it-right 
- by listening to yourself. In the same way a drug-addict or alcoholic needs to be cleaned up - you 
mind needs cleaning up - especially as you realize that all your mistakes were made "under the 
influence" of other people's bad advice. 
  

להודיעם ובריתו ליראיו ה סוד   
"Sefer 72 is Psalm 72" 

The profound "Spiritual Secrets" of Psalm 72 - the Psalm is referring to a transitional time in the 
period of humanity and an ENDING of an OLD way things are done - it is defining the ENDING of 
one way of life - and the BEGINNING of a new way of life. Psalm 72 mentions the "MOON", and 
repeats the importance of the Moon TWICE in Psalm 72.  
 
There's significant importance of the Moon - specifically in this generation - hence when I 
understood this - I started writing Moon Astrology - until then I was IGNORANT of the vital 
importance of the Moon Astrology for our generation. The remarkable karmic aspect of the Moon - 
is that it's energies constantly affects and influences EVERYONE on Earth - additionally the Moon 
holds all the karmic secrets of all your past-life emotions that defined your past-life decisions.  
 
Therefore, the Moon is enabling you to THINK with clarity in order to become spiritually 
enlightened and karmically wholesome - by letting-go of all past-life energies that created 
negativity and prevented you from becoming wise, free-thinking and enlightened.  
 
Until you have found wholesomeness - your life isn't complete - until you've found peace - your life 
isn't complete - and until you've found what you're searching for - you're going to keep on 
searching ..... that's the purpose of our internet generation - to find what you're looking for. 
 
All you need to be enlightened is - to THINK for yourself - to find all the answers you're searching 
for - and that's the karmic blessing and the miracle of the "internet" - to ensure that EVERYONE 
understands, EVERYONE learns, EVERYONE becomes enlightened - and EVERYONE is included in the 
collectiveness of the progression of the collective consciousness of humanity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



The Prophetic Vision of the Sudden-End-of-the-World  
According to the Rebbe Elimelech from his book  

 
According to the vision of Rebbe Elimelech [see original hebrew below] - the people of the world 
have freewill choice - and if circumstances are created to make the pathway follow a specific 
direction - then the prophetic vision will happen.  
 
He predicts that the Moshiach will be living in the world - and hidden in North of Israel - but due to 
the fact that all the leaders of Israel focus more on money and materialism - and all the energies in 
the world are full of negative worries about "money" - where people value others according to 
their financial value and not their spiritual value - and where Jewish people who should be 
knowledgeable in their profound spiritual books - are more interested in their material possessions 
- then suddenly and abruptly - the whole physical world will vanish - and all the souls of everyone 
will hover in a state of limbo and nothingness.  
 
I must add that according to one Jewish tradition - the karma of the world is defined - when there 
are less than 36 Jewish people in the whole world - are concentrating more on MONEY and 
MATERIALISM than on SPIRITUALITY - the sudden end can come.  
  
Whether that's true or not - doesn't detract for YOUR DUTY for YOUR OWN SOUL - and that's to 
concentrate on your own spirituality - because when then time comes - all the people who are 
"spiritual" with your minds full of BIGGER things than earthly existence - will be able to detach 
yourselves from earthly worries - and raise yourself away from "earthplane" - whereas all those 
people who have routinely created daily worries of earthly existence and have no BIGGER spiritual 
thoughts in their head - will remain on "earthplane".  
 
That's why I emphasize - it's so important to use the blessing of the internet to gather spiritual 
knowledge and information to fill your mind - and to meditate on something much BIGGER than 
life. So if /when the Divine "backup" plan - happens for the world - you will be prepared.  
  
On writing this I should add TWO important points - and that's [1] if you feel "at peace" with 
yourself spritiually - then you have nothing to fear by whatever happens in the world - because you 
ACCEPT and TRUST that whatever happens is the Divine plan - and [2] amongst Christian and 
Muslim teachings - they too believe that the final day - will come suddenly - a specific spiritual day 
defined by Divine GOD - as quoted from New Testament Mathew 24:36 - be always prepared for 
"NO-ONE KNOWS THE DAY OF THE LORD". 



 

 
  
The truth is all the Spiritual Secrets are Hidden and Embedded in many places - including in "Noam 
Elimelech", in the Talmud Kesuvos Daf/Page 111a, in the Book of Daniel and in the words of Psalm 
72  
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SpiritualSecrets 
 The Moment of Enlightenment is when you realize the Truth 

“All the questions you have – You have the answers within you too” 

5. The Karmic Gift of Internet 
The "internet" is an unbelievable miracle and a Holy DIVINE Karmic Blessing  

  
The internet is the most brilliant of gifts for our generation - it is truly a DIVINE karmic gift of 
inexplicable brilliance. It enables people to be connected and updated immediately - wherever you 
are in the world with everything you need. 

  

The "internet" is a Miracle  
 
It's human nature - that whenever you're in the middle of a transformation - you don't see the 
bigger picture - and automatically disregard the reality of what is actually happening in your "real" 
life. Indeed, when you're in the middle of a "miracle" - you don't always see it as a "miracle" - you 
think it's "natural" or if you've a mental disorder - you believe it's the opposite of a miracle - and 
attempt to destroy the "miracle".  
 
Just like driving through a tunnel - you don't see anything above, infront or behind you - all you see 
is darkness - and yet you "know" that at the end of the tunnel is the "other side" - and you know 
you will soon see brightness, color and "life" - in this case - the destination of the "other side" is - 
your individual spiritual enlightenment created by wisdom, knowledge and intuition that YOU 
create in YOUR own mind and thoughts.  

 
"The Prophetic Vision" for this generation has defined this unique "final" transformative period in 
the history of the world as being a period of wholesomeness - but in order to achieve both 
individual and collective karmic wholesomeness - you need to be honest and truthful with yourself 
AND most importantly you need ALL the information. The blessing of the "internet" - will enable 
EVERYONE to acquire ALL the information you need. 
 
The fundamental essence of our blessed "internet" generation is each and everyone's own 
individuality - in one's own MIND - you determine your own individual ability to THINK for yourself 
and you define WHAT you THINK about. Unlike, previous dysfunctional autocratic societies, 
communities, families and groups - where you were forced to THINK what everyone else was 
THINKING - the "internet" enables everyone to become liberated - the "internet" enables everyone 
to connect with like-minded people - and it enables everyone to listen, read and learn about 
"everything" - literally "everything" - and although the destination is determined by your mind as 



you select what's truthful, relevant and pertainable to your own individuality - each and everyone 
is driven to SEARCH for something they are LOOKING for. You might not "know" what it is - until 
you find it - but the "internet" enables you follow your instincts to SEARCH for something. What 
you are and What you will become - is defined by What you THINK and defined by what you're 
SEARCHING for.  
 
Unlike an automated machine - your MIND is controlled by your own inner spiritual soul - that 
draws you towards some things - whilst it creates boundaries and limitations to keep away from 
other things. Depending on your age - your maturity and the essence of what you are - determines 
what you're thinking about and what you're SEARCHING for.  
  

The "internet" has phases like a Human 
The "internet" is a journey of good and bad experiences - just like an infant experiencing the 
terrible "two's" - when all they do is shout, scream, make noises, attract attention - and in many 
cases just "poop" - without creating anything good. That probably defines many people on the 
internet - they dump all their garbage online - on blogs, forums and comments on youtube - that 
are worse that "poop" - because once you read the garbage - it affects your mind.  
 
The next stage of "growing-up" on the "internet" is exploring "EVERYTHING" - and that includes 
"EVERYTHING" - even the dodgy and dangerous websites - that clicking on them - downloads a 
virus - and destroys your computer's memory. Once you've had the bad experiences that immature 
teenagers and young adults have - you're then mature and ready to use the internet wisely - as 
your experiences DEFINE BOUNDARIES for what you use the "internet" for and what you keep away 
from. 
 
Although, sadly to say - there are many adults - that still "poop" on the internet with all their bad 
language and filthy garbage. That is a true expression of their soul - and defines WHAT they are. 
Similarly, there "internet" thieves - who download movies and music for free from pirate websites - 
that too defines the people they are in real life - the "internet" is merely an extension of their 
MIND.  
 
Astrologically, during Pluto in Sagittarius between 1995 => January 2008 - everyone experienced 
the initial phase of the "internet", currently and now that Pluto is in Capricorn from 2008 and until 
2024 - this is the destined time when EVERY karmic experience - every relationship and every facet 
of your life - especially past-life karmic experiences - will be dealt with and answers will be found 
on the "internet" - in order to make your soul wholesome, enlightened and complete.  
  

Who you are is defined by “What” you Search for 
Your True Attitude towards Yourself - the way you think of yourself and what you're thinking 
determines how you deal with and interact with other people - but YOUR mind and what you're 
thinking the determines what you are SEARCHING for in the World. 
 
Angry people are always angry with everyone - because deep-down they're angry with themselves. 
Happy people are always happy with everyone - because deep-down they're happy with 
themselves. Loving people are always loving with and like everyone - because deep-down they're 
feel loved. Hateful people always complain and and hate everyone - because deep-down they hate 



themselves. "Your relationship with yourself" - defines the essence of all "your relationships" with 
other people .....  
 
When you're in a good mood you look after yourself - you eat healthy, dress well, smile and look 
good - but when you're in a bad mood you neglect yourself, look bad and are grumpy. How you are 
WITHIN yourself - defines and determines how you are to the EXTERNAL world. That's something 
everyone knows.  
 
However, there's something even deeper - which defines your AURA - will define your FUTURE - 
and will determine the reality of the karma of your soul - and that is WHAT YOU ARE THINKING 
ABOUT.  
 
On a daily routine level - what you're thinking about RIGHT NOW - will determine what you're 
about to do - more profoundly what you're thinking about on puzzling level of curiosity - will 
determine what you go looking for and searching for.  
 
On a "spiritual level" whatever your destiny, your soul, mind and thoughts wants you to LOOK for - 
will determine what your mind finds on it's search for answers - but only the RIGHT answers that 
resonate with your soul - are the one's your looking for. For ironically, you KNOW the answers 
before you ASK and SEARCH for the questions - the problem is you don't know you know the 
answers UNTIL you find what you're looking for.  
 
The "internet" is the best way of SEARCHING for what you're looking for - in the future and as your 
own mind develops - through the power of brilliant spiritual intuition your own mind will inspire 
you with all the answers you need - in the meantime - the "internet" will continue to help you find 
what you're looking for.  
  

What you are & What you become  
is defined by What you "THINK" about 

 
It takes weeks and months of reflecting back in "hindsight" to realize the TRUTH - that WHAT you 
thought and the way you thought has defined WHO you are today. All the collective experiences - 
in fact EVERY experience of your life has defined WHO you are today. Unfortunately, when we're 
younger - we are forced to "believe" lies and garbage by bad, abusive dysfunctional and ignorant 
parents, relatives and teachers - who influence our minds with their "garbage" - which then needs 
cleansing out of your mind.  
 
In my early childhood - I was taught that Jesus Christ never existed - and unfortunately there are 
still schools today that teach Jesus Christ never existed - just like there are people who still believe 
in the nonsense of the "Virgin" Mary. What those bad deceitful teachers did - was in hindsight a 
BIG BLESSING - because when I realized they LIED about the existence of Jesus Christ - then I 
realized "they" probably LIED about everything else too - and after learning and searching for the 
TRUTH - indeed I found the TRUTH.  
 
Luckily, through the information available on the internet - I've learnt the truth of how many 
numerous Rabbi's I've known - who were really bad people - their grandson's, granddaughters and 



even children have overdosed on drugs, run-away from the "religion" or using their "religion" to 
destroy many people's lives - due to their bullying "they" are pushing people away from the 
religion. Even recently heard how one Rabbi - who destroyed a whole community through his 
autocratic rule [and was one of my dysfunctional rotten teachers] beat his wife and she left him for 
her own safety - proving in hindsight how rotten he was. Eventually and thanks to the "internet" - 
the truth is always revealed in the end.  
 
Thanks to the "internet" - everyone is a given a liberated free-will choice to learn and read from 
good websites - whilst being able to KEEP AWAY from these dangerous, dysfunctional and evil 
people - especially as your own mind helps you determine the TRUTH - by learning and reading 
information online. I must add that it is the man-made "religions" who have the biggest karmic 
debts to pay - as they created more "lies" and "evil" than anyone else - because "they" 
indoctrinated people's minds with LIES in an autocratic way - forcing people to accept nonsense. 
 
Therefore, your first stage of liberating yourself from "nonsense" is to question all your "religious" 
beliefs. Use your mind to question it's validity in your life - and whether it has intrinsic truth OR 
whether it's just another BIG lie - like the belief "they" had that world was flat !  
 
Thankfully, in this "internet" generation - everyone is becoming more aware of the REAL TRUTH - 
and able to keep-away from EVIL - but the 1st stage for many is to CLEANSE, DELETE and 
ERADICATE all the LIES that are embedded in one's mind.  
 
Therefore, it's vitally important - you THINK about everything your mind has absorbed and is 
absorbing and reading. Don't accept everything you read - question it's truth and validity in your 
life - even the astrology, palmistry and everything you read on this website too! 
  

What's the biggest question on your mind? 
 
It takes a lot of concentrated thinking - to ask yourself - what's the most important question on 
your mind - right now? On the "astrology" website - I invite readers to ask one free question a week 
- the specific question defines what's on their minds - it also defines WHERE your mind is up to in 
your karmic destined development of your life - and that's defined by what it is you're truly worried 
about.  
 
Some younger readers - ask about boyfriends/girlfriends, others ask about money, business and 
home, others ask about health and children - whilst others ask about spiritual transformation and 
finding karmically good relationships. The questions are defined by them - and what they perceive 
to be my ability to answer them.  
 
Whereas the REALLY BIG questions - which are so BIG - you know you can't ask anyone because 
no-one knows the answers to - and yet you still have the questions. The BIGGER the question on 
your mind - defines your true SIZE of your mind.  
 
And yet, I'm certain that ALL the biggest questions - you already know the answers to - you just 
don't know you know the answers UNTIL you start to THINK of the BIG questions. The reason 
people don't ask the BIG questions - is because they realize when they find the answers - they will 
be perplexed that it will change the meaning and an emphasis of their lives - so to avoid opening 



"pandora's box of mysteries" or eating from the "forbidden fruit" from the tree of knowledge in the 
Garden of Eden - "they" keep it locked and closed - refusing to ASK the BIG questions - and 
continue to live a meaningless earthly life of ignorance.  
 
However, thanks to the "internet" expanding the collective consciousness of mind and thought in 
the world and as wisdom in the world grows - sooner or later - we'll all understand the infinite 
Universe, it's amazing wonders, the Divine Creator and all mysteries of "life". Divine karmic destiny 
has opened the gates to the Garden of Eden and to the Tree of Knowledge - all you need to do - is 
step inside and learn.  
  

 
  

The photo from NASA website towards the centre of the Universe - Sagittarius - from the Hubble 
Telescope. "Infinity" contains "infinite" vastness of space, energies, lights, solar systems, stars and 
planets beyond our current comprehension.  
 
When you look at the stars at night - does your mind OPEN and EXPAND to attempt to comprehend 
"life" OR is your mind closed, selfish, contracted and insular wondering when you're going to have 
sex next, have something to eat, watch a movie? or are angry at something that's so unimportant - 
the thoughts in your "closed" mind are such a contrast to the infinite space.  
 
Indeed, everyone has INNER thoughts about their own lives AND the ability to OPEN and EXPAND 
their mind to think "externally" - what you think of and how BIG the aspect you think of - and how 
enormous it truly is - will determine what your MIND is capable of.  
 
A limited "closed" mind - thinks with limitations - whereas an enlightened "open" mind - can think 
of infinity and isn't frightened of thinking with expansive depth. To an astronomer - a billionaire 
that has a closed mind and thinks only of money on this planet - isn't living. Likewise, to a spiritually 



enlightened soul - anyone who isn't thinking of BIG questions isn't living life either - and anyone 
who isn't using the "internet" to search and explore - isn't really using the internet wisely.  
I've heard that the educated Chinese are studying the 60 sections of the Talmud - as they've 
realized that there's something in the Jewish ways that inspires the mind - I wonder if they've 
realized this truth - that the Talmud teaches a person to QUESTION everything and to EXPAND 
ones' mind. 
 
Progress means - expanding your mind - as the purpose of learning is to be able to use your own 
mind to EXPAND it's given boundaries and think outside human "limitations" of this physical world. 
EXPANDING and OPENING your mind will automatically connect you with an infinite DIVINE 
spiritual world of souls, of wisdom and of infinite knowledge. 
  

" עזרי יבוא מאין" - "לו אין" - אין  
The wise use the "internet" for wisdom  

 
The internet contains almost everything - every thought is expressed by someone somewhere on 
the internet. And each website you read and absorb defines the "person" you are. 

  
The internet is an unusual and yet brilliant creation - indeed it is defined as from nothing comes 
something - for whilst your computer is the instrument to receive the information and enables you 
to connect to the internet - the true energy and creativity of the internet - comes from the "ether" - 
it comes from NOTHING.  
 
All of you who understand wifi and wireless signals - understand that between your 
iPhone/iPad/Laptop PC - there are waves that are transmitting the information that is decoded 
onto your hardware - technically - right now - before this information arrives on your screen - it is 
in the "air" around you. And from nothing comes something.  
 
The prayer of Psalms 121 - asks - "I lift up my eyes .. and from where will come my help?" Many 
explain this as a fact and not as a question. Therefore, instead of translating מאין as "from where 
will my help come?"- we translate it as "from nowhere" and "from nothing" comes help. 
 
Indeed, when we truly think that is what we ask for in prayer as - everything comes from nothing - 
everything good in the world comes from nothing, every answer to your prayer comes from 
nowhere - that's why you ask - and that's the intrinsic essence of this world. Where does ALL life 
come from - from "nowhere". 
 
People with limited belief - constantly fear and question - where food and sustenance will come 
from - to feed humanity - the fact is that from "nowhere" it comes - from "nowhere" it has always 
come - and from "nowhere" it continues to come. We know that there are scientists whom will 
make HUGE breakthroughs in creating sustainable fuel. In fact, it's the TRUTH that 100 years ago - 
when humans couldn't THINK as they THINK today - there was famine and starvation.  
 
Today, all humans are THINKING differently - and hence with expansive minds - intune with 
"destiny" and "nature" - collectively we're being inspired to find the answers from "nowhere". The 
blessed "internet" is a direct result of people THINKING - and it's SAVING humanity. For example, 



have you realized that because of the internet - less paper is wasted - less books are printed - and 
hence less trees cut-down - what a blessing. But the biggest blessing of the "internet" is still waiting 
to happen.....  
  

האמים כל שבחוהו גוים כל יהוה את הללו  
"All Nations are Praising GOD - All peoples are Thanking GOD" 

Psalms Chapter 117 
  

The prophetic vision of King David in Psalms 117 - doesn't exclude anyone anywhere - it is all 
inclusive of everyone everywhere in the world - confirmed by Isaiah, Jeremiah and Daniel - that 
there will come a time in the history of the world - when everyone will see the Divine - at the same 
time - and with ecstatic gratitude THANK GOD. 
 
When the prophetic visions were seen more than 2000 years ago - it would have been impossible 
to imagine how EVERYONE EVERYWHERE would see the DIVINE at the same time. In our internet 
generation and thanks to the "internet" - iPad / iPhone and handheld smartphones & tablets - it's 
easy to see how EVERYONE EVERYWHERE can and will see the same thing at the same time. 
Destiny has it's reasons - and soon - we will all see why - where-ever you are in the world.  
  

Inclusive of Everyone - Everyone is included 
 
The karmic blessing and the miracle of the "internet" is to make and to ensure - that EVERYONE 
understands, EVERYONE learns, EVERYONE becomes enlightened - and EVERYONE is included in the 
collectiveness of enlightened progression of the collective consciousness of humanity.  
 
Not only is everyone included - but everyone has the potential opportunity to connect with 
everyone else - and to learn without limit about everything and everyone in the world. Anyone who 
"thinks" they are better than everyone else - anyone who "thinks" that DIVINE GOD will be showing 
them and excluding others - are living a LIE - for the prophetic vision is that EVERYONE 
EVERYWHERE will see the same destined vision.  
  

Pluto in Sagittarius gave you "the internet"  
Pluto in Capricorn will reveal the destined reasons why ... 

 
Astrologically, during Pluto in Sagittarius between 1995 => January 2008 - everyone experienced 
the initial transformative phase of the "internet", and although the "internet" has developed 
through iPad/iPod/iPhone and tablets - the acquiring of and having "internet" access - began 
between 1995 => 2008 during Pluto in Sagittarius. 
 
From 2008 => 2024 Pluto in Capricorn - this period will define that everything in your life - will be 
defined by the "internet". "Destiny" will ensure EVERYONE will be online because "destiny" has 
events that will need to happen - that only through everyone being online - everyone on the planet 
will be able to see what happens, what unfolds, what destiny will be enlightening everyone with - 
everyone everywhere - all inclusive - at the same time.  
 
 



  

Evolution of "The Internet" since 1950's 
 
"The Prophetic vision for the Whole World" defines a karmic time when everyone will become 
enlightened - and through spiritual enlightenement - everyone will find peace and become 
wholesome. The journey needs and takes time - both as an INDIVIDUAL journey and collectively - it 
is done through YOU gradually evolvingm accepting and understanding the TRUTH that pertains to 
your life - whilst simultaneously you respect other people's TRUTHS that pertain to them. When 
everyone is truly "in tune" with the DIVINE - then all pathways are right - and all pathways respect 
everyone else's pathways - opinions, views and right to exist.  
  
Astrologically, the "evolution" and "transformation" of the world began since the 1950's - when 
technological modernization, inventions and brilliance created in the 1960's, 1970's, 1980's and 
1990's collectively made part of the destined journey that led to the "internet" generation. If 
humanity hadn't had the past 60/70 years to evolve - then the sudden appearance of the "internet" 
would have been too overwhelming.  
 
Similarly - "spiritually" - in this age of enlightenment - time is needed to evolve - and to 
comprehend the TRUTH of the DIVINE. If humanity was given all the answers at once - it would be 
too overwhelming and shocking - especially for the arrogant and stubborn older inflexible 
generation and man-made "religions" - therefore humanity needs to "evolve" in it's desire for 
PEACE, through lessons of tolerance and pure spirituality. It's always the same principle in "life" - 
that the BEST always comes at the END - defined astrologically by Neptune in Pisces.  
  
Neptune's current astrological cycle began in 1865 when Neptune entered Aries - and it's taken 
until April 2011 to arrive at the 12th House of Pisces. Each cycle of every planet through the Zodiac 
from Aries to Pisces - has a specific mission - Neptune began in Aries in 1865 and will complete the 
cycle in Pisces in 2025 - when it's wholesome destined mission will be fulfilled - and that mission is 
the enlightened spiritual transformation of everyone in the whole world. Hence, all the idiots that 
predicted end-of-the-world were ignorant to the fact the World has a cycle, karmic mission and 
Neptune in Pisces has a role to ensure it's completed in peace.  
  

Neptune in Pisces - "THINK for yourself" 
 
Neptune is one of the OUTER planets - I call GENERATIONAL planets - as it moves to CHANGE the 
perceptions of each generation "collectively". Older people need different things in their lives to 
have "stability" than younger people. Hence Neptune in Pisces is going to affect certain "older" 
generations - in fact "Neptune in Pisces" is DESTROYING the older generation - especially that 
selfish greedy generation - people born with Neptune in Libra and Neptune in Virgo - for it was 
"that" generation that created the pursuit of SELFISH GREED as a noble profession. They were 
deluded to believe in themselves without care for others or for the next generation.  
 
Neptune in Pisces is destroying the corrupt values of "that" generation - hence it will create 
STABILITY for everyone else. For "older" generations should have shown and taught younger 
generations that STABILITY is created through HARMONY, PEACE, LOVE & COMPASSION - but 
"that" generation didn't - they did the opposite. Unfortunately the last generation influenced by 



selfish greed - ensured that younger people were being ruined - because "they" taught the WRONG 
values.  
 
Neptune in Aquarius between 1998 and 2011 allowed them to project their dysfunctional values 
and impress your THOUGHTS. During this time your mind became "owned" by "them" - and I'd 
guess the "internet" had a role to play in influencing your mind and thought - but it wasn't easy to 
get through to your mind - so "they" needed to use abusive and manipulative tactics to penetrate 
your mind - and make you surrender your mind to their mind.  
 
Neptune in Aquarius allowed them to do this through media, enticing advertising, sexual desires 
and through numbing your mind by alcohol and drugs abuse - which enables a person's mind to be 
"taken" and influenced by "them" - and prevented people from thinking for themselves because 
they had lost control of their own minds. The famous Spiritual Rabbi known as the Kotzker Rebbe - 
who taught profound philosophy - said:- 

  
"If I am I because I am I, and you are you because you are you, then I am I and you are you. 
But if I am I because you are you and you are you because I am I, then I am not I and you are not 
you". 
  
In other words - if I've allowed myself to STOP thinking for myself - because you are thinking for me 
- then I've given up my mind to you - and you've given your mind to me. During the past 20 years - 
many of us - have been influenced by "negative" thoughts - that have surrendered our minds to 
"others" - but since Neptune entered Pisces in "2011" that's changing.  
 
Neptune in Pisces is the destined solution is to create an END of such "ownership" and "influence" 
on your mind and thoughts - as it created a clear-thinking ability to WAKE UP and USE your own 
mind - soon you will be able to THINK for yourself.  
 
Once you have control over your own mind - you have FREEDOM - and thereafter Neptune in Pisces 
- will inspire you from WITHIN with brilliance - instead of being influenced by brainwasing 
"garbage" from the external world.  
 
On a deeper karmica level - each and everyone of us - has lived in past-lives - have had STRONG 
impressions made on our minds - during this cycle of Neptune in Pisces - and at a destined time of 
karmic wholesomeness - you will be able to take "control" of your own mind - and cleanse all the 
past-life garbage from your mind too.  
  

Neptune in Pisces - "Simple" is the Best 
 
Neptune in Pisces - defines that simple - the most natural and simple way is always the best. The 
current cycle of evolution that Neptune is making between 1865 and 2025 - defines that NOW - 
between during Neptune in Pisces 2011 => 2025 - means we need to transform to learn the lesson 
that SIMPLE is the BEST.  

 
Steve Jobs of Blessed Memory - who was a Pisces - created "Apple" - everyone who's got an 
iPod/iPad/iPhone knows how brilliant it is - for the simplicity, compactness and easy-to-use product 



- contains immense power - proving quality in a product is much better than quantity. Simplicity 
has importance and is now going to be "fashionable".  
 
Neptune in Pisces will be taking humanity a step-further in the pursuit of "simplicity", the way we 
live, what we "take" from the planet and how we collectively sustain the planet for future 
generations. That includes fossil fuels and the cycle of dependancy of destroying the planet instead 
of protecting it. Although "mother" earth - might have to teach us to change - if we don't change by 
ourselves.  
 
Neptune in Pisces will influence our "diet" too - and whilst many of us enjoy tasty drinks - we're 
going to find that "water" is the best drink in the world. Likewise, whilst many of us have eaten 
meat and fish in the past - we're going to evolve and realize the best foods are those that are 
GROWN and GIVEN by mother nature - fruits, vegetables, pulses, grains - milk, eggs and cheese - 
and soon these will be proven to healthiest for our physical bodies. 
  
  

 
  

Omaha Military Cemetery - Colleville Sur Mer - near Bayeux, Normandy, France  
The "allied" - American, Canadian, British, Russian & Ukrainian soldiers FREED Europe from tyranny  

"Past" generations needed to liberate humanity by battling and fighting 
Our generation will liberate humanity through PEACE. 

  



Neptune in Pisces - "Peace" & "Wholesomeness" 
 
When we look-back with gift of hindsight we can see historically that the current Neptune cycle 
between 1865 and 2025 - well - let's be honest - there's never been anything like it in the history of 
the world. It's end result - will be peace, wholesomeness and spiritual enlightenment for all of 
humanity.  
 
"STABILITY" in the "past" generations - meant wars, anger, fighting, greed, decadence, selfishness 
with an arrogant detached sense of duty to anyone else in the world except themselves and "their" 
own kind - hence "they" ruined a whole generation. To create "stability" in the "past" meant brave 
soldiers had to fight and destroy "evil" to protect humanity from destruction.  
 
"STABILITY" in this generation with Neptune in Pisces will undo the damage of "past" generations - 
by showing the true meaning of STABILITY is through PEACE - living in harmony - mutual respect for 
EVERYONE in the world.  
  
I've posted the above photo of Omaha Military Cemetery - Colleville Sur Mer - near Bayeux, 
Normandy, France to show respect for the previous generations - for we are all collectively part of 
the destined karmic journey of transformation for all of humanity. 
 
The wars fought 70 years ago - are the reasons we're alive today. The technological inventions and 
discoveries of the past 70 years - are the reasons we have "internet" today. Denying any part of the 
journey is denying our own existence.  

  

 
  

The Holy Tomb of St Peter in the centre of St Peter's Basilica - Vatican City, Rome, Italy.  
  



Our collective existence is "HISTORY" itself & dates back to St Peter & Jesus Christ 2000 years ago 
and Even further back to Abraham and King David. All of which - everything is "online" - all you 
need to do is SEARCH for the pieces of the puzzle of your life...  

  

The "internet" enables you to find all the pieces 
 
The "internet" is the most brilliant of karmic gifts for our generation - for it enables you to SEARCH 
and assemble all the pieces of your life - including all the inexplicable karmic facets - especially 
past-life aspects that needs healing - the internet enables you to SEARCH and FIND. 
 
It's all online - all the pieces and all the information you need - is somewhere online - on the 
internet - all you have to do is SEARCH. It maybe a photo - image - you find online - that triggers a 
memory - and attracts your attention - it maybe "someone" you're looking for - to learn what's 
happened to them - whatever it is Neptune in Pisces - will encourage you, will guide your mind and 
thoughts - and will show you what you're looking for. Thereafter it's your karmic job to assemble 
the whole picture of your life. Forgive the "past", heal the "present" and look forward to the 
"future".  
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SpiritualSecrets 
 The Moment of Enlightenment is when you realize the Truth 

“All the questions you have – You have the answers within you too” 

6. Understanding “GOD” 
There is "nothing" except GOD מלבדו עוד אין   
"GOD is everything - GOD is within everyone" 

  
Liars say ... "There's NO GOD in the World & GOD Does Not Exist"  

Fools say ... "My GOD is better than Your GOD & My religion is better than Your Religion"  
Spiritually Wise say .... "I don't know the whole TRUTH - but I do know there is a DIVINE GOD"  

  
The simple truth is - there is NOTHING in this Universe except GOD - for GOD IS EVERYTHING and 
EVERYTHING IS GOD. The whole Universe, the stars, the planets, infinite ether of space is all moving 
in complete harmony with a Divine plan.  
 
Some people on planet Earth aren't living in PEACE nor in HARMONY with themselves - hence many 
times humans don't look DIVINE nor act SPIRITUALLY - but even so that too is in the DIVINE plan for 
humanity - from the "darkness" will come "enlightenment" - and you can only appreciate the LIGHT 
after experiencing DARKNESS. 
 
The moment of transformation from "darkness" into "light" is when you become spiritually 
enlightened by finding the DIVINE LIGHT from within yourself - that's when you find peace, 
harmony and Divine aura of inspiration from WITHIN yourself and that's when you spiritually 
mature to ACCEPT everything that happens in life happens for a specific reason. The truthful 
enlightened realization that NOTHING happens by "accident" nor chance nor coincidence - is when 
you're in harmony with the DIVINE through power of your mind ACCEPTING everything in life.  
  

The Journey Starts by Searching for Answers to Questions:-  
 

There's nothing wrong in questioning - as long as you're questioning in order to FIND the truthful 
answers - and not questioning out of cynical disbelief - even so I've seen many cynical critics have 
begun by questioning and ended in becoming believers. So ASK the questions to yourself - ASK all 
the questions you're puzzled by life - and you will FIND the answers.  
 
But you can only FIND the answers IF and WHEN you begin to ask all the right questions..... most 
people AVOID asking questions - because they realize when they start asking - they will begin to 
find the answers - and the answers will probably mean a change of priorities of life.  
  



To Start the Journey into the Understanding & Believing in GOD  
You Must be Awake and Question the Existence of GOD 

Start with these Powerful Questions:-  
  
"If there is a GOD - How Could the Holocaust Happen to His Chosen People" 
When 6 Million Jews were allowed to be Murdered - amongst over 60 Million killed in WWII - 
1939-1945  
  
"If there is a GOD - How Can Bad Things Happen to Good People" 
 "If there is a GOD - How Can 1000's of People die in Floods, Earthquakes & Natural Disasters" 
 "If there is a GOD - How Can Anyone Have An Abortion of an Innocent Baby ?" 
 "If there is a GOD that Creates Life - Why is it that pain, misery, death and murder are allowed ?"  
 "If there is a GOD that Creates Life - Why is it that people die suddenly, get Cancer, have tragic 
deaths ?"  
 "If there is a GOD - Why is it that GOD allows man-made religions to exist ?"  
They have all been a major source of Hatred, Death & Misery  
  
It is a fact of life that humans only BEGIN asking questions when things go "wrong" - for it's human 
nature NEVER to ask questions about "life" - when things are going good. Successful and 
prosperous people rarely study astrology or anything spiritual - as "they" are too busy in the pursuit 
of "money" - therefore "destiny" always needs to wake-up most people with a SHOCK - to motivate 
them to ASK the right questions. 
 
And it always starts by ASKING about "Why does GOD can allow BAD things to happen?" - with 
constant hysterical repetitive questioning - "If GOD is the source of all GOODNESS - then how can 
BAD things be allowed to happen?"Initially most sensible and logically-thinking people will 
conclude from the above questions that ....  
  

"If ALL the above can happen - there can't be a GOD" 
It's easy to agree that - there's NO GOD in the World  

It makes LIFE simple to deny the existence of GOD 
  
The truthful facts and reality of our lives is that we are living in the year 2014, and many alleged 
biblical truths have now been proven wrong, lies and mistakes and even many historical facts have 
also been proven as fictitious nonsense. We are living at a time when the world has more wisdom, 
enlightened knowledge, information and possibilities available to more people than at any other 
time, and is the miracle of the "internet" - yet the most important fundamental question to our 
existence and lives hasn't yet been answered - the search for TRUTH - is there a GOD or not ?  
  
The BIG question is - if there is a GOD who created us, this Earth and the Universe then "WHERE IS 
GOD? & WHY DOESN'T GOD REVEAL OR APPEAR to US ?" - conclusively many people say GOD DOES 
NOT EXIST or as some fake nonsensical man-made religions will lead you to believe that GOD will 
reveal himself at the "end of time" - but as this is not proven nor truthful we discard this opinion to 
be objective. The BIG question remains - "WHERE IS GOD? & WHY DOESN'T GOD REVEAL OR 
APPEAR to US ?" Although I should add - when you ASK this question with honest sincerity - it will 
MAKE you THINK - and your mind will start to OPEN up to THINK.  
  



 
Inside and Outside the Gas Chamber in Auschwitz Nazi German Concentration Camp 

  

Finding & Accepting Truthful Facts  
 
The next stage in the search for GOD is to THINK and contemplate any of the BIG questions about 
"life" - really spend quality time QUESTIONING and THINKING. Especially in our generation - with 
the gift of wisdom and "hindsight" - we can look back at "history" and be more honest than they 
were when they experienced it.  
  
As the HOLOCAUST was one of my BIGGEST questions - I will share with you the analysis of 
questioning the HOLOCAUST - If the Jewish people, are the chosen people of GOD then how could 
GOD allow the murder of 6 million innocent Jewish people ? What had they done wrong that GOD 
allowed them to be massacred in the GAS chambers of Auschwitz and Birkenau ?  
  
One obvious answer is that there is NO GOD - and that's what many Holocaust survivors concluded 
- and they'd be "right" to conclude that - because it really doesn't make sense. The next possibility 
is that there is a GOD but GOD is so DISTANT from Earth that "GOD" had no idea of what was going 
on Earth in Auschwitz - that the evil Nazis got away with it - until the moment when GOD found out 
then "HE" empowered the forces of goodness with the strength to beat the Nazis and free the 
survivors - in return "HE" felt sorry for the persecuted Jewish people and gave the Jewish survivors 
a safe land to live in of their own in ISRAEL. 
  
Both possibilities means that GOD allows evil things to be done on Earth - and bad people can do 
bad things to good people - even if good people believe in GOD and turn to GOD in prayer - these 
prayers will be unanswered as EVIL is allowed to prevail. Both these answers - define that there is 
NO presence of GOD in THIS physical world.  



 
  

The Entrance to Birkenau - the Auschwitz-Birkenau Nazi German Concentration Camps 
The final journey of death for over 1,500,000 million people  

One of saddest places in the world I've visited in my whole life  
 

  

Awakening Spiritually via Emotions of Anger & Sadness  
 
The irony of "life" is that we're only awakened through intense emotions of sadness and anger - it 
is ALWAYS the negative emotions that awakens people [as explained from Wheel of Emotions on 
Mystery of GOD] . Rarely is anyone initially awakened to THINK of GOD - when GOOD things 
happen. Hence, BADNESS is a necessity of "life" - only through EVIL and BADNESS - that intense 
emotions are awakened - which force you to QUESTION life and search for answers.  
  
One of the reason WHY - thanks to the internet - the destined time for PEACE in the world has 
arrived - because all the pieces of the karmic puzzle of life are "available" and "in place" - all the evil 
that has been done is enough to become AWAKENED - and you can absorb and become awakened 
by what you learn, read and see on the internet.  
 
Your emotions can become AWAKENED by "tuning-in" to what you see online. And if necessary you 
can fly to Krakow, Poland and visit Auschwitz-Birkenau in real life to become really AWAKENED. 
Although I must inform you - when you walk through the Gas Chamber in Auschwitz and after you 
walk around Auschwitz-Birkenau - you won't be able to sleep for a few days. It will AWAKEN you - 
and make you realize HOW LUCKY you are to be alive.  
 
11th September 2001 in New York USA created an event that awakened many - but now 
astrologically - "history" has defined there's no need for any more BIG events on a collective scale - 
because via the "internet" everyone has EVERYTHING one needs to be come AWAKENED. Although 
on individual scale - until everyone is awakened - there's still the necessity for personal individual 
events to WAKE people up - and make them QUESTION "life".  
  
Spiritual awakening comes when your deepest of negative emotions are awakened - either "Anger, 
Hate or Jealousy" - anyone who says they haven't any of these negative emotions are LYING - for 
it's a fact of life - EVERYONE has negative emotions in order to be awakened to deal with karmic 



issues. The necessity of real-life awakening "experiences" are needed to "disturb" you inside - at 
your deepest level - thereafter you can eliminate the need for negativity in your life - as you've 
become AWAKENED.  
  
Having talked to camp survivors and talked to friends who've visited Auschwitz-Birkenau - everyone 
becomes ANGRY and UPSET - as the intense emotions disturbs everyone. Indeed, there are many 
people who REFUSE to go to Auschwitz - as deep-down they know they're going to be opened and 
it will FORCE them to QUESTION "life". Everyone asks "how could GOD - if GOD exists - have 
allowed the holocaust to happen?" 
  
For, intrinsically and inbuilt to human nature is that we hate to see bad things happen to good 
people, for me personally, the experience of seeing Auschwitz created an overwhelming energy of 
rebellion against anything that is EVIL - it fired me up with a passion for love and for life - it instilled 
in me the OPPOSITE of what I was seeing in real life - with a passionate desire to want to defend 
everything that is good with a refusal to allow anything bad to happen to good people.  
  
Seeing in real life and walking through the ghastly gas chamber in Auschwitz instilled in me - very 
powerful past-life karmic energies. Therefore, I stopped inside the Gas Chamber in Auschwitz, 
opened the hebrew book Noam Elimelech I always have with me, read a few pages, closed my eyes 
and thought - at this very place in Auschwitz over 1.5 million Jews were gassed to death - this was 
the last place they stood before their spirit left this world and went over to the Eternal Divine 
Spiritual realms. What THOUGHTS went through their minds at the last minutes of life ?  
  
Immediately I shuddered and realized this holy spiritual place is one of the largest spiritual gates & 
portals in the world. Many people will tell you the moment they sensed a powerful transformation 
when visiting Auschwitz & Birkenau was walking through the Gas Chamber in Auschwitz for indeed 
it is a very powerful place and spiritual portal in this world.  
 
Moreover, this is the place in Auschwitz-Birkenau, where 1,500,000 + people had faced physical 
death in fear and pain - and then suddenly their spiritual soul departed their physical body to enter 
the spiritual world - each one had the same question before death - if there is a GOD - how could 
this be allowed to happen ? Would there be "DIVINE" intervention that will save them? 
 
I tuned-in spiritually to their thoughts inside the GAS CHAMBER in AUSCHWITZ - and asked the 
same question ? I closed my eyes and waited to see what I would feel then ...... something very 
special happened ...... I felt calm and peacefulness - with an aura of ACCEPTANCE.  
 
For the TRUTH is - Death is inevitable facet of Life - the moment you're born is the moment you 
begin the journey to Death - and yet many of us FORGET this fact - until we're faced with 
life-threatening dangerous situations OR until we're awakened to realize that "death is a fact of 
life". Spiritual maturity arrives after you've been emotionally disturbed, awakened, questioned life - 
and thereafter when you acquire CALMNESS through ACCEPTANCE.  
 
 
 
 
 
  



Divine Decrees - Acceptance - This is Life on Earth 
Bad things are allowed to Happen  

Inexplicable Karmic Events  
 
After questioning and after experiencing an awakening through intense emotions - automatically - 
one comes to a NEUTRAL level of ACCEPTANCE. Indeed, after seeing Auschwitz - I felt a very 
powerful spiritual calmness and acceptance - I couldn't question anything anymore in my mind - I 
simply accepted the fact that it was the DIVINE DECREE - the will of GOD for the mass murder of 
Jews in Europe and with this acceptance in my mind I then "felt" an extra-ordinary powerful 
spiritual energy.  
  
After saying a few prayers I opened the hebrew book of the Noam Elimelech and all the answers 
where on the page I opened - "There is destined and Divine plan for everything and everyone; both 
collectively and individually on this planet". 
  
There was a DIVINE DECREE that the European Jews were to be murdered - it was destined - it was 
karmic - and like at the time of Mordechai and Ester in the Book of Ester in the Bible - there are 
karmic decrees. Except the decree in Ester's time was deferred to a later time in the history of the 
world. The DIVINE DECREE upon European Jewry wasn't. It was the destined time for the 
"holocaust". 
  
The question and reason why many Jewish people stopped believing - was they lost faith in GOD 
and especially in their leaders and spiritual Rabbis in Europe - who at that time should have been 
sensitive to "know" and "sense" the DIVINE decree - in order to pray to be saved but in the 1920's 
& 1930's in Europe - but the pre-war spiritual leaders were useless and failed to see the "future" 
and failed to look after the people spiritually. Why were "they" spiritually blind - that they couldn't 
predict that the "holocaust" was going to happen. 
  
In my "questioning" - it's ironic and strange - that pre-WWII - no-one predicted a "armageddon" 
war that killed more than 60 Million people in WWII - as they all delusionally believed in "peace" 
with Hitler - and now the same types of delusional idiots are predicting end-of-the-world 
"armageddon" - [which is totally 100% nonsense] - for the TRUTH is there's only PEACE and 
SPIRITUAL enlightenment to look forward to.  
  
Readers, may question my thoughts, but astrologically - it is clear - that although we have the 
illusion of being in control of destiny and life - we are NOT in "control" - because astrologically 
"destiny" has it's time and place for everything to happen. It is our purpose - to learn the art of 
acceptance.  
 
The first time you experience "death" of a loved-one - Do you have a protest-march and complain 
against GOD - for creating DEATH ? You know and accept - "death" - it's a fact of life - likewise - 
everything in your life - it's a fact of life - and when you ACCEPT life - work-with and live in-harmony 
with your destiny - that's when you find peace - and most importantly that's when you FIND GOD.  
 
 
 
 



Awakening Spiritually via Emotions of Love & Gratitude 
 
Arriving at "neutral" emotions and "acceptance" of everything that happens in life - still does NOT 
answer the question whether or not there is a GOD in the world - but at least you're not FIGHTING 
with GOD anymore.  
  
Now you're ready to be really awakened - by positive emotions of love and gratitude - emotions 
that will put you directly in contact with the DIVINE energy - GOD is LOVE - the DIVINE energy that 
constantly creates "something good from nothing" is forever present - and it is through your 
emotions that you too - will realize there's something DIVINE - WITHIN YOU.  
  
Many of us are lucky to enjoy emotions of love and gratitude from childhood - but it is only - as 
adults - through the sexual union and creation of "something from nothing" - that the real 
life-changing emotions of love and gratitude are created. The greatest events in everyone's life are 
defined by EMOTIONS - the greatest of which are inexplicable emotions of LOVE and GRATITUDE - 
which create the BIGGEST events in one's life.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Love & Gratitude 
Love & Gratitude - When you are truly grateful to someone - you instinctively love them ....  

  

 
  

Paradoxically - it was Omaha Military Cemetery in Colleville-Sur-Mer Normandy  
The place where 9,387 American soldiers sacrificed their lives for our freedom on 6th June 1944  

  
This place instilled deep respect and sincere gratitude for brave men who gave their lives to 
liberate Europe - personally, as I walked throughout - I felt sincere gratitude for them - for each of 
these young men that gave their lives - so that we have PEACE in Europe. Then through deep sense 
of gratitude - automatically creates deep sense of LOVE for these brave soldiers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Fact and Truth  
Love & Gratitude is a Good Energy & Creates Life Energy  

Drawing from "Somewhere" - an Infinite Source of Energy 
 
Sefer Shinuyim ספר שנויים The Book of Changes in chapter "Life of Love" explains that everyone in 
the world feels and knows how to love something or someone - it is impossible to exist or survive in 
life on Earth without an energy of love. However, many people rarely concentrate to think of 
"loving" thoughts for more few mins a day - truly spiritually enlightened souls how found that the 
secret to life and that is to LOVE EVERYTHING and EVERYONE - EVERY SECOND of EVERY MINUTE of 
LIFE - the thoughts of "LOVE" ensures you're ALIVE, stay ALIVE and have an inner desire to LIVE life 
to the fullest.  
  
No matter how dull and boring your life may seem - I guarantee to you there is SOMETHING or 
SOMEONE you love, when you think of them - it makes you feel alive, they may not even be with 
you - but just the thought of them arouses feelings of LOVE - and thereby the energy of LOVE in 
your mind - connects your soul to an inexplicable source of life energy. The exact same energy is 
created when you're full of gratitude for the gift of life.  
  
Think carefully - EVERYTHING in your life costs money - but your own personal thoughts of LOVE - 
are FREE - no-one can charge you for "thinking" - no-one can take them from you - they are yours 
forever. Whoever and whatever is the catalyst to make you think LOVE is ensuring your connection 
with the source of all life energy through creating energy of LOVE from "nowhere". Once the door 
of love is opened - you feel connected, alive and able to draw on the infinite energy of love by 
yourself.  
  
Therefore, in order to FEEL ALIVE - you need to constantly use your mind to think LOVE and 
GRATITUDE whatever works for you - music, food, clothes, pop or film stars, special places in the 
world you visited, good experiences you have had, holidays, sunshine, friends, family, handsome 
men or beautiful women, wisdom and knowledge or even thinking of loved ones you miss who are 
now in spirit world of souls - whoever and whatever is the catalyst that makes you feel alive with 
thoughts of LOVE and GRATITUDE are the keys to the source of your life energy. 
 
Your current status is irrelevant - if you're ALIVE - then you should be smiling - full of LOVE and 
GRATITUDE for the gift of life - and if you want a better quality of life - then it's time to begin to 
THINK - LOVE and GRATITUDE. 
 
A grumpy old man complaining, angry and frustrated isn't going to attract anything NEW into his 
life - with a bad attitude - so change your attitude and fill your mind with LOVE and GRATITUDE and 
you'll sense an inexplicable invisible energy coming into your life. That invisible energy is the DIVINE 
GOD.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



What a Beautiful World We Live in !  
   

 
  
The beautiful colors of Life - Mirabelle Gardens Salzburg – Austria. I'm sure in every town, city, 
street, garden and place in the world - you too see blossoming trees and flowers ! 
  
I think humans are "blind" - for in our internet generation - we're more impressed by a photo 
online that seeing it real life - even so I hope that by posting photos of vibrant colors of nature - you 
will OPEN YOUR EYES - and see what a beautiful world we live in. When you OPEN your eyes - when 
you really OPEN your eyes - is when you LET IN energy - and it fills you full of love of life - and 
gratitude for the beauty of life. 
 
LOVE and GRATITUDE for the gift of life - helps you find a specific invisible energy that resides 
WITHIN everyone - an energy that's enlivening - and is truly DIVINE. You can't see it and you'll 
never see it - and yet you know it's there WITHIN you. Now you're beginning to comprehend "life" - 
a "life" full of invisible, inexplicable energies that defines WHO you really are and WHAT happens in 



your life. Only when you've found LOVE with a HAPPINESS and GRATITUDE for the gift of life - that's 
when you can begin to understand the mystery of GOD. 
  

What is the Source of LOVE & LIFE ?  
 
I KNOW that the source of LOVE - is the Eternal Divine Universal Creator - who created each and 
everyone of us - and offers each of us the same DIVINE compassion, love and good energy to 
everyone equally. Now it is up to you too - to think with your own mind to arrive at the same 
conclusion, learning from your own life experiences and understanding what makes you think 
"loving thoughts" and how you can change your mood instantaneously from sad to happy - just by 
thinking of something or someone that triggers your emotions of love. When you have concluded 
that LOVE is an inexplicable power, you will conclude that LOVE energy comes magically from 
somewhere you cannot see nor explain.  
  
People who falsely believe, they are unique, special or chosen, or atheists that deny the existence 
of a source of Eternal energy, deny the creator of the Universe, deny existence of GOD, are in fact 
denying the source of their own existence and thereby disconnecting themselves from the ONE 
thing that can sustain their lives and that is LOVE.  
  
In our generation, I have heard, seen and met 1000's of people who have had Cancer, some people 
I have been lucky enough to know them before and after, each of them changes IMMEDIATELY 
they find out they have Cancer.  
 
After periods of fear and therapy - the bottom line is they change to become this enormous 
wellspring of LOVE and COMPASSION - facing death - each survivor has found the ONLY way is to 
change - and they do - through tapping into the inexplicable invisible source of energy - of LOVE.  

  
It doesn't matter, whether at this moment you believe in GOD - what does matter is that you 
believe in the power of love. Think LOVE - be LOVING - and focus your mind and thoughts on 
anything and everything that brings you LOVE energy.  
  

"Believing or Not Believing in GOD"? 
  

Spiritual interviews with Professor Dr Carl Jung on youtube  
where he discusses the difference between TRUTH, REALITY & BELIEFS. 

  
As Professor Dr Carl Jung says " I don't believe in GOD because I KNOW there is a GOD". During 
your life and reading these online writings - I hope you too will come to the same conclusion. Even 
if you don't - you cannot disagree that there is an inexplicable source of energy for life - I call GOD.  
 
 

And a personal note - as soon as I CHANGED and found Enlightenment from within... 

"I was wrong - but I'm doing my best to get-it-right!"  
I believed GOD was "OUTSIDE" but found GOD "WITHIN"  

 



Like, everyone - I went searching for GOD - in temples, in synagogues, in tombs of saints and in 
churches - but found GOD - WITHIN. The specific moment of "spiritual enlightenment" can come at 
anytime - but as I always say - if you're not looking nor searching - then how can you FIND it? The 
journey to enlightenment begins with YOUR desire to SEARCH for answers to "meaning" of Life and 
"mystery" of GOD.  
  

The Paradox of Life  
 

There is "nothing" except GOD מלבדו עוד אין  
The World of Opposites - Contradictions - Paradox 

"Nothing" means "Everything" & "Everything" means "Nothing"  
  

"When you think you know EVERYTHING - you actually know NOTHING  
& When you think you know NOTHING - you actually know EVERYTHING" 

  
"When you know you are RIGHT - you are actually WRONG  
& When you think you are Wrong - you are in fact RIGHT" 

  
When BAD things happen to you - they're actually GOOD  

& When GOOD things happen - they're actually BAD 
  

Indeed many things in real life seem to be a contradiction but are in fact the spiritual truth  
As everything in this physical world is a paradox of opposites to the real truth in Spiritual world  

  
  

 
  

להודיעם ובריתו ליראיו ה סוד  
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SpiritualSecrets 
 The Moment of Enlightenment is when you realize the Truth 

“All the questions you have – You have the answers within you too” 

7. The Mystery of GOD  

ליראיו ה סוד   
Understanding the mystery of the invisible DIVINE ether 

  
Without no doubt, the single most important question on everyone's mind is 

"Does GOD really exist?" 
  
Everyone "knows" of GOD - Everyone has some belief or disbelief in GOD - Everyone has thought of 
GOD sometime in their life - and Everyone has confusion of who GOD really is and yet Everyone has 
a belief that GOD exists - "GOD" is the BIGGEST MYSTERY in the WORLD.  
 
We grow up with childish thoughts of GOD being a man-in-heaven dressed in white with a long 
beard who dishes out judgments of goodness and badness to whoever he feels like, therefore each 
of us forms our own personal perception of what one needs to do in order to be in God's 
good-books to get a good life.  
 
Additionally man-made religions, teachers and parents add to make-up their own rules to suit 
themselves and add to form our collective perception of what is considered to be "good" and 
worthy of a good life of heavenly rewards. The truth is that everything you've been taught is 
brainwashed indoctrinated hereditary garbage and utter nonsense.  
 
For all the traditional teachings - explain that GOD is FAR AWAY in a distant place - and not around 
you right here and right now. These nonsensical traditional teachings also preach that GOD is an 
EXTERNAL and DETACHED being - and as so - "he" only looks after "his" chosen few - and everyone 
else "he" ignores. It also teaches that only when you are "pure" , "holy" and "good" - can you 
connect with GOD - otherwise you have NO access to GOD - All the above is 100% NONSENSE. 
   

"GOD is Everything and Everything is GOD"  
There is "nothing" except GOD מלבדו עוד אין  

"Nothing" means "Everything" & "Everything" means "Nothing" 
"GOD is Everything and Everything is GOD"  



  
I can't convince you of this truth nor can I brainwash you - it is a truthful realization you will come 
to understand as you search for GOD - as you SEARCH for answers to the meaning of life and as you 
search to comprehend the "mystery of GOD". When you arrive at the enlightened brilliant truthful 
understanding that GOD is EVERYTHING and EVERYTHING is GOD - then you will realize that 
wherever you are, whatever time of the day or night and whatever you are doing the DIVINE GOD 
is always present, always understands you and always understands everything you're experiencing 
and always understands why you do something even BEFORE you've done it. 
  
The DIVINE GOD understands everything about "you" - even BEFORE you even start to pray and 
before you think of GOD - that's why TRUE PRAYER is asking for NOTHING - true prayer is 
awakening to the reality that you have a constant Eternal bond and real connection with the 
DIVINE GOD always - every second of every minute of the day and night - and that's because GOD is 
EVERYTHING and EVERYTHING is GOD. When we feel empty and disconnected - it is not "GOD's" 
fault - it is our fault for choosing to block out thoughts of this reality - that the DIVINE GOD is 
EVERYTHING and is EVERYWHERE all of the time.  
  

The Moment of Enlightened Truth קדושה של ניצוץ   
 
All the true spiritual teachers, wise and intelligent deep thinkers in the whole world and throughout 
all generations start life in SEARCH of GOD and in search to find the real truth. The moment each 
and everyone "finds GOD" is the moment one immediately attains enlightenment. At the moment 
one understands the truth of GOD - one's LIFE CHANGES FOREVER. You will immediately become 
enlightened because finally you understand the secret and mystery of GOD.  
 
There will be no going back to old perceptions or misguided notions about "God" - it is like day and 
night - right and wrong - love and hate - once one has experienced daylight - one will never accept 
darkness as the norm - it may take time to digest - but once one has been touched by the 
enlightened spiritual truth - there will no going back to the past. It is the day you FIND GOD WITHIN 
YOU and realize that GOD is Everything. Everyone of planet Earth is part of an energy of the DIVINE 
GOD and everything in the Universe is a part of the DIVINE GOD too - we are all part of the 
continual sustained energies of DIVINE GOD - and if GOD didn't exist for 1 second - then we 
wouldn't exist either.  
 
The current astrological energies and in fact ever since Neptune enters Pisces in April 2011 - the 
age of spiritual enlightenment has arrived. People who are OPEN and have good past-life karma - 
are becoming enlightened much faster than those with "heavy" past-life karmic energies. But 
Neptune in Pisces between 2011 and 2025 - will ensure everyone becomes spiritually enlightened 
and will realize with brilliant clarity that they have the DIVINE energy WITHIN - as predicted in the 
Book of Daniel.  
  

The Spark of Godliness קדושה של ניצוץ   
 
The spiritual truth is - GOD is EVERYTHING - GOD is within EVERYTHING because GOD IS 
EVERYTHING. In real and scientific terms - look at every cell that collectively makes up "everything" 
- consists of the protons and neutrons in the nucleus together with the energy of the electrons 
creates an identity of a single cell - that is the ENERGY of GOD.  



The make-up and composition of every single item on earth, both individually and collectively in 
the whole Universe has it's own unique permutation of energies, both physical energy and spiritual 
energy, which are collectively energies of protons, neutrons and electrons hence essentially 
everything is ENERGY and that ENERGY is GOD.  
 
Indeed, it is fascinating that the brilliant scientists working on Hadron-Collider have realized this 
TRUTH [without realizing it] - that to FIND the answers they're searching for - they need to 
investigate the smallest of particles - that's where you will FIND the source of creation. For GOD is 
EVERYTHING.  
 
When the destined karmic time comes - when it is revealed to the scientists during their 
experiments - EVERYONE will realize that the invisible spark of Divine Godliness is - WITHIN 
EVERYTHING - and WITHIN EVERYONE - because GOD is EVERYTHING - that will be a destined 
moment of brilliant enlightenment in the whole world. In the meantime - it is your choice to find 
these answers from WITHIN you.  
  

The Mystery of GOD ליראיו ה סוד  
When you believe you are "SOMEONE" - you are actually "NO-ONE" 

When you know you're a"nothing" - then you are in fact SOMETHING  
That's the Divine that is Within You  

  
The closer you are to the TRUTH - the more you realize the "nothingness" that you are 

The further away you are from the TRUTH - the more important you think you are.  
For believing in your individuality is furthest away from the DIVINE ONENESS. 

  

God is Everything & Everything is GOD  
  
Immediately one recognizes the fact that EVERYTHING is GOD - EVERYTHING is created and 
sustained by the energy GOD - then one WAKES UP and realizes that "you" are not really an 
individual - but "you" are an intrinsic part of GOD - you have an energy of GODLINESS [  של ניצוץ
 within you that is pure. Your hands, limbs, body, skin - everything "you" are - is really the [קדושה
ENERGY OF GOD - and Everything you see and touch is energy of GOD too. 
 
The 1st moment of enlightenment means that you now realize no-one has neglected you, no-one 
has forgotten you, you are definitely not "alone" - and for every moment that you are still alive - 
you have the chance to CONNECT to the Eternal Divine energy of GOD that is within you - so wake 
up and connect with GOD - the energy of GOD is within you !  
 
The Bible-Torah is very clear when it says "GOD is not in the heavens above or beyond - GOD is 
close to everyone, GOD is within our words and mouths and in our hearts and soul" [Deuteronomy 
30 v 12-14]. 
 
This knowledge is extremely powerful, it should make you feel in awe and humbled, for as we know 
physical human life is "ashes to ashes - dust to dust" - we are indeed "nothing" - this physical body 
is merely a creation of GOD's ENERGY for our soul to travel in during the journey of this physical 
life.  



The next stage of understanding this truth is to meditate on this reality, feel inspired and 
enlightened that GOD is within every cell of our body, is within everything we are and is all around 
us in everything we see. For GOD is EVERYTHING and EVERYTHING is GOD - and yet GOD is the 
most invisible of energies. This indeed is a mystery - just like attempting to find out where your soul 
is. It is a mystery.  
 
This should make you feel overwhelmed with joy and happiness because you have probably been 
searching the internet for GOD and searching in vain for answers to the meaning of your life - and 
now you realize that the answer has been within you - all the time - YOU have GOD within YOU - 
because every cell of your body is the energy of GOD.  
  

Enlightenment creates Harmony, Peace & Unity  
Becoming Spiritually enlightened makes you aware that  

we are all connected because we are all a part of God  
  
In recognizing this enlightened truth that we are all part of the same GOD, in whatever different 
shape, form and aspects we take and wherever we maybe - we are all connected to each other. 
Hence the spiritually enlightened soul can never hate, attack nor destroy anyone nor anything - 
because in doing so, they are hating, attacking and destroying a part of themselves. 
 
A spiritually enlightened soul will ONLY be able to love, be kind and compassionate to EVERYONE 
because spiritually enlightened souls knows that everyone is a part of the same GOD to be loved 
and respected equally - how can you possibly HATE or attempt to DESTROY a part of "you".  
 
The moment you start to look at EVERYONE as being a part of GOD, you will change your opinion 
and attitude towards others and yourself because you genuinely see and sense in them the same 
ENERGY of GOD that's WITHIN you.  
 
Spiritual Enlightenment defines you will start to be more compassionate, kind and loving towards 
everyone and in turn the energy within your own body and in your own aura will change, you will 
become ALIVE and start to grow spiritually - you will certainly become more sociable and 
automatically enjoy meeting and getting to know as many people as you possibly can - for the more 
real people you meet in real life the more profound your soul can develop it's spiritual energy of 
GODLINESS. This indeed is the spiritual karmic blessing of the internet - as it connects many people 
together in unity.  
  

Understanding Clearly the Mystery of GOD 
  
Wisdom, clarity and understanding are spiritual gifts of pure thought energy that are intuited/given 
from the Eternal Divine Spiritual realms to people who have the correct vibration of energy within 
their physical body, the energy of their cells within their mind, thoughts and soul that is in tune 
with the greater Eternal Divine spiritual realms because such an individual has eliminated their 
personal physical individualistic identity and joined the collective mass energy of GOD. 
 
I've always said that WISDOM is a DIVINE GIFT - and clarity is defined as TRUTH - whereas confusion 
is defined as LIES. Hence, whilst you're constantly receiving WISDOM - you need to solve the 
mystery of life - by eliminating all CONFUSION and LIES from one's life.  



When the person has achieved this idealistic serene state of wholesomeness, peace and truthful 
clarity - then DIVINE knowledge and wisdom is able to shine, resonate and come-out from within 
the person's soul - this is simply the wholesome completion of the Eternal Divine GOD within that 
person's soul.  
 
Once a person has attained this enlightened peaceful state - one will feel the glow of inner energy 
from within. Everything in life makes sense and all the answers one needs are given, knowledge 
bestowed and the mystery of GOD is solved, hence the meaning of life becomes crystal clear. 
  

Transcending Time & Space creates Individuals 
  
It's a fact of life - from the moment we're born - we think of ourselves as individuals, live our lives 
concerned and worried about ourselves, the more selfish we are, the more greedy we become - the 
more hateful we become - the less spiritual we are - and the more detached from "others" we want 
- and forget about "thinking" the real meaning of life - until one day we die.  
 
The current astrological energies are changing all that - and the challenge of human beings, life on 
earth and for all of mankind is to undo this "past" false futile pathway of being selfish independent 
individuals and find spiritual truth. It's a challenge - a mysterious and an individual journey of 
searching for answers. But NOW is the karmic time for everyone to FIND the answers.  
  
Each living entity that is born, transcends into this physical world whom in the constraints of 
transcending into "time and space" from the collective Eternal Divine spiritual world of souls - the 
energy becomes "an individual". Your lifelong quest is to understand the meaning of life and to 
comprehend that the pathway to spiritual enlightenment is a journey of ascending from this world 
of constrictive "time and space" to become part of the collective Eternal Divine energy of GOD. 
Hence in reality we have transcended to become individuals with the purpose of learning, growing 
spiritually and ascending to become at ONE with GOD.  
  

Pathway to Spiritual Enlightenment  
ועד לעולם ככוכבים הרבים ומצדיקי הרקיע כזוהר יזהירו המשכילים  

The wise will enlighten with knowledge like the skies creating stars of light for Eternity 
Book of Daniel Chapter 12 verse 3  

  
According to the hidden secrets of the Book of Daniel, the purpose of enlightened souls at the "end 
of time" is to inform others of this Eternal Divine Wisdom; once a person has this wisdom then they 
will glow and radiate the same Eternal Divine Energy. Like a candle light lighting another candle 
light.  
 
According to Book of Daniel when a specific destined number of enlightened souls are lit and 
radiate this Eternal Divine Energy of Spiritual Enlightenment it will tip the balance of energy in the 
world then suddenly the whole world will find peace, love and spiritual enlightenment. It is 
compared to SUNRISE - and there's a moment PRIOR to sunrise - when the LIGHT become stronger 
than the DARKNESS - that's what we're living through right NOW. The time of enlightenment PRIOR 
to seeing a complete wholesome sunrise on humanity.  
 



In our internet generation and specifically at this moment in time between 2013 => 2020 , the 
world is collectively transforming to recognize the meaningless of selfishness to a world of social 
interaction, compassion and consideration for others.  
 
The Book of Daniel Chapter 12 verse 3 explains that just as we are enlightened - we then enlighten 
you - and through this amazing GOD-GIVEN energy of the internet - even though we are far away 
from you physically through the internet connection, our thoughts, words and wisdom enables us 
to be very close - to pass on the LIGHT of enlightenement.  
 
This closeness is felt and is real - this is because this spiritual knowledge is Divine energy within you 
- as you read this page - you are simply uncovering a blanket from your soul and now you are 
connecting "YOU" to yourself - deep within your soul, connecting to that spark of GOD within you 
and you are beginning to glow and radiate energy - you're now on the Eternal pathway of spiritual 
enlightenment.  
  

Everyone has the ability - as Everyone is Everything  
 
That's a fact of life - EVERYONE has the ability - and it's through the study of astrology - specifically 
Moon Astrology - which defines that I know that everyone has EMOTIONS - everyone is able to 
become EMOTIONAL - there isn't a single emotion that you can't define WITHIN you - and there's 
not a single emotion that you've never experienced in your life.  
 
In the same way EMOTIONAL energies are invisible and you can't feel all the emotions at the same 
time - likewise - during the journey of your life it takes time to transform spiritually - to experience 
"everything" and to feel "everything" - and to solve the mystery of life. This in itself - proves that 
you're capable of everything "spiritually" - it is just a matter of "time".  
  



 
  

The Energies of Individuality create Blockages 
You may ask yourself:- "Why is it you don't feel alive?" or "Why is it you don't feel GOD within?"  

The answer is - it's YOUR individuality that's BLOCKING you - from your own spiritual growth. 
  
The answer is simple - each person consists of cell's of energies which identify the individual - look 
at the Plutchik's chart of emotions above and ask yourself honestly which category do you fit into 
right now? Which category do you fit into when you wake up in the morning? Which category do 
you fit into at work during the day? And how many different categories do you oscillate into during 
the course of the day? And if someone had to label and place you into ONE category based of the 
majority of your daily energies - which category would that be ? What energy does your body 
vibrate to ? 
  



If you don't like what you see - then choose to change - leave that category and find GOD within 
yourself - eliminate the blockages that are preventing you to feel alive. The ספר האהבה - Sefer 
Ahava - The Book of Love will explain how to change your energies and resonate with the "yellow" 
energy of optimism, joy, ecstasy, happiness and love. 
 
For example, after "making sexual love" one genuinely feels joy, love and serenity with an 
overwhelming glowing energy of abundant love energy and optimism for everyone and everything 
in the whole world, that is because one is fully connected to the spiritual world and to the essence 
and source of all existence - to Divine GOD which is LOVE.  
  
The moment your whole body resonates with the energy of love - you will feel ALIVE and sense the 
Eternal Divine energy of REAL LOVE always - every moment of every day. The moment you can 
identify and feel EVERY FACET of energy is the moment you have found the DIVINE within you. Yes - 
even in depression and sadness there is a DIVINE energy in that too. It has purpose to act to 
AWAKEN people to CHANGE.  
  

Life is a continuous journey of enlightenment and wisdom  
as you learn to comprehend all the mysteries of life  

 
When you've Found Enlightened Truth  

 You will realize there are many more Mysteries of Life  
  

"When you think you know EVERYTHING - you actually know NOTHING  
& When you think you know NOTHING - you actually know EVERYTHING" 

  
"I Believe in the Eternal Divine GOD - The Divine Creator of the Infinite Universe"  

"I concede to the truth that I know nothing; I am nothing, and I will always be nothing  
I have nothing nor will I ever have anything; I desire nothing and I want nothing  

because I know that I have been blessed by GOD with everything I need  
And yet the more I learn - the more I realize how little I know 

With the truthful knowledge that I am and always will be an insignificant nothing" - JW 
  

"True wisdom is in knowing you know nothing" - Socrates 
  

  
להודיעם ובריתו ליראיו ה סוד   
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SpiritualSecrets 
 The Moment of Enlightenment is when you realize the Truth 

“All the questions you have – You have the answers within you too” 

8. The Purpose of Prayer  

תפילה כח   
"The purpose of praying and wanting things to happen is to connect you to the Divine" 

   
The purpose of prayer is to connect one's mind, thoughts and soul with the Eternal Divine Creator 
of the Universe and hence forming a strong bond with the Eternal Divine Spiritual Realms of Souls. 
The more one prays and the more spiritual souls one connects with - the stronger the bond one's 
soul has with the Eternal Divine spiritual world and the stronger your spiritual soul becomes 
enlightened.  
 
In understanding the "mystery of GOD" it becomes clear that when you pray - you are actually 
talking to the energy in the cells of your body which is the energy of the DIVINE GOD. For GOD is 
everything and everything is GOD. When you convey message from your brain to the rest of your 
body - you are creating energy with which you're connecting yourself to the DIVINE.  
 
If you LIE and act in contradiction to your words and thoughts then you're creating your own auric 
energies will act to block the connection with the DIVINE that resides with each cell of your body. 
Indeed you're making the fatal mistake whenever you "think" of yourself as an individual and not 
part of collective humanity - which in turn is part of GOD - For GOD is everything and EVERYTHING 
IS GOD.  
  

Why Do you Pray? Why Don’t you Pray ? התפילה כח  
To Connect yourself with the Divine ? Or to Ask for something ?  

 
In the teachings of Jesus Christ - [Mathew 6 verses 8-13] - Jesus Said "Your Heavenly Father knows 
what you need before you ask Him. This then is how you should pray: Our Father in heaven, 
Hallowed be your Name, Your kingdom come, Your will be done, on earth as it is in heaven. Give us 
today our daily bread. Forgive us our sins as we forgive others who sin against us. And lead us not 
into temptation, but deliver us from evil".  
 
People who "think" prayer is about asking for something - are denying the existence of the DIVINE 
GOD - because GOD knows what you need - and if you "think" GOD is wrong by praying for 



something that is NOT YOURS to have - then you are arguing with the DIVINE GOD. In which case 
"Don't Waste Your Time Praying" because that's NOT the reason for prayer. The only real reason to 
PRAY is to connect yourself, through your thoughts and your words to the DIVINE CREATOR of the 
whole Universe - through the DIVINE energy that is contained within EVERY CELL OF YOUR physical 
body and EVERY molecule of everything around you.  
  

"Don't Waste Your Time Asking for Anything that's NOT yours to have"  
Don't Pray to CHANGE your circumstances - Instead pray that you should ACCEPT your status 

One of the Best Prayers for Acceptance is "The Serenity Prayer" 
"God - grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change 

Courage to change the things I can - and wisdom to know the difference" 
  

The Power of Prayer will Cleanse Your Aura 
Which needs Cleansing because it's full of "deceitful" energies  

 
The only way you're going to succeed in your prayers is be AGREEING with the DIVINE GOD that 
you have EVERYTHING you need. Even if you think you don't and even if you want your 
circumstances to change and even if you truly believe that your circumstances WILL CHANGE. The 
ONLY way you are going to be able to move forward is to GIVE THANKS and AGREE with the DIVINE 
GOD that you have EVERYTHING you need in your life. 
 
This means you will probably find yourself LYING in your "prayers" - because "truthfully" you don't 
really AGREE with GOD. But the ONLY way to cleanse your aura which is so full of spiritual garbage 
will be to LIE - and AGREE with the DIVINE GOD. 
  
For example - if you are single and lonely - then say - THANK YOU GOD - I LOVE BEING SINGLE AND 
LONELY. As you say it, repeat it over and over again - I would guess that you start giggling and 
laughing. The reason you will laugh is because your aura now senses you are AGREEING with the 
DIVINE GOD - and is now eliminating that blockage in your aura.  
 
Spiritual blockages are created in your aura either because the DIVINE wants to teach you lessons 
OR your bad karma has created them and put them there. These blockages will annoy you like 
garbage UNTIL the moment when you AGREE with the negativity that exists - and you AGREE with 
the karmic lessons - and you AGREE with GOD - that's when you CLEANSE your aura and let the BAD 
KARMA go away.  
 
True Confession of Sins means you accept your sins have created BAD karma which has created 
spiritual garbage in your aura - as you CONFESS your SINS - the garbage is cleared away.  
  

For EVERYTHING "BAD" you have in your life - say THANK YOU GOD  
 
That's right - if you want to get rid of badness - then EVERYTHING BAD you have in your life - say 
THANK YOU GOD - AGREE with the DIVINE GOD. Only when you truthfully and humbly AGREE with 
the DIVINE GOD that you deserve what you have got - and with heartful genuine repentance - then 
it will be released from your aura.  
 
Your aura contains such a BIG BARRIER of negative karma that is BLOCKING GOOD DIVINE energies 
- the ONLY way to break it down - both spiritually and astrologically is to START NOW and clear 



away ALL the auric garbage by AGREEING with the DIVINE GOD for every little thing - and saying 
THANK YOU GOD for every single thing - especially things you "think" are bad - that you have in 
your life.  
 
The moment you AGREE with your reality - is the moment your mind and thoughts are in 
HARMONY with your own AURA, your own current situation and with your own TRUTHFUL reality. 
Agreeing with the DIVINE GOD - means you're in HARMONY - and that's the key to living life. 
Learning to be AT PEACE with yourself and in harmony with your aura - instead of trying to fight 
"yourself" is disharmony. 
   

If you honestly want a loving relationship then first ACCEPT your status  
 
In the teachings of Jesus Christ in Corinthians - I found this spiritual secret - that teaches to ACCEPT 
your status - for non of you - know what and why you've been reincarnated in this life - but the 
pain of being ALONE and LONELY without a loving relationship - is there to teach and guide you to 
learn this lesson - to ACCEPT your status. Heal your past-life karma - cleanse your soul and aura - 
then you'll be ready to ACCEPT the right loving relationship that DIVINE GOD is waiting to give you. 
   

Don't Pray to CHANGE your circumstances  
Instead pray that you should ACCEPT your status !  

Concerning Change of Status [see Bible - Corinthians ]  
 
17  Nevertheless, each person should live as a believer in whatever situation the Lord has assigned 
to them, just as God has called them. This is the rule I lay down in all the churches. 18  Was a man 
already circumcised when he was called? He should not become uncircumcised. Was a man 
uncircumcised when he was called? He should not be circumcised. 19  Circumcision is nothing and 
uncircumcision is nothing. Keeping God's commands is what counts. 20  Each person should 
remain in the situation they were in when God called them.  
 
21  Were you a slave when you were called? Don't let it trouble you—although if you can gain your 
freedom, do so. 22  For the one who was a slave when called to faith in the Lord is the Lord's freed 
person; similarly, the one who was free when called is Christ's slave. 23  You were bought at a 
price; do not become slaves of human beings. 24  Brothers and sisters, each person, as responsible 
to God, should remain in the situation they were in when God called them.  

  
"Concerning the Unmarried" from Corinthians [see Bible - Corinthians]  

 
25  Now about virgins: I have no command from the Lord, but I give a judgment as one who by the 
Lord's mercy is trustworthy. 26  Because of the present crisis, I think that it is good for a man to 
remain as he is. 27  Are you pledged to a woman? Do not seek to be released. Are you free from 
such a commitment? Do not look for a wife. 28  But if you do marry, you have not sinned; and if a 
virgin marries, she has not sinned. But those who marry will face many troubles in this life, and I 
want to spare you this.  
 
29  What I mean, brothers and sisters, is that the time is short. From now on those who have wives 
should live as if they do not; 30  those who mourn, as if they did not; those who are happy, as if 
they were not; those who buy something, as if it were not theirs to keep; 31  those who use the 
things of the world, as if not engrossed in them. For this world in its present form is passing away.  



32  I would like you to be free from concern. An unmarried man is concerned about the Lord's 
affairs—how he can please the Lord. 33  But a married man is concerned about the affairs of this 
world—how he can please his wife— 34  and his interests are divided. An unmarried woman or 
virgin is concerned about the Lord's affairs: Her aim is to be devoted to the Lord in both body and 
spirit. But a married woman is concerned about the affairs of this world—how she can please her 
husband. 35  I am saying this for your own good, not to restrict you, but that you may live in a right 
way in undivided devotion to the Lord.  
 
36  If anyone is worried that he might not be acting honorably toward the virgin he is engaged to, 
and if his passions are too strong and he feels he ought to marry, he should do as he wants. He is 
not sinning. They should get married. 37  But the man who has settled the matter in his own mind, 
who is under no compulsion but has control over his own will, and who has made up his mind not 
to marry the virgin—this man also does the right thing. 38  So then, he who marries the virgin does 
right, but he who does not marry her does better.  
 
39  A woman is bound to her husband as long as he lives. But if her husband dies, she is free to 
marry anyone she wishes, but he must belong to the Lord. 40  In my judgment, she is happier if 
she stays as she is—and I think that I too have the Spirit of God. 
  

Specific Advice for our generation 2013 => 2020 
"At the End of Times - Concerning the Unmarried"  

 
Specifically Paul instructing people not to marry because the "end times" is upon them. And, if they 
are married, people should live as if they aren't married – so that they can more effectively preach 
the gospel before the eminent end of the world:  
 
27 Are you married? Do not seek a divorce. Are you unmarried? Do not look for a wife. 28 But if 
you do marry, you have not sinned; and if a virgin marries, she has not sinned. But those who 
marry will face many troubles in this life, and I want to spare you this. 29 What I mean, brothers, is 
that the time is short. From now on those who have wives should live as if they had none ; 30 
those who mourn, as if they did not; those who are happy, as if they were not; those who buy 
something, as if it were not theirs to keep; 31 those who use the things of the world, as if not 
engrossed in them. For this world in its present form is passing away. 
  

The Lessons of the Gospels - Teach "Acceptance" before you can receive 
 
Indeed and exactly as the Gospels say "For this world in it's present form is passing away" - we are 
all being forced to transform, change and cleanse ourselves. As at the end of times - destiny is 
creating - a karmically peaceful, loving and compassionate world - and there can only be peace and 
love - when there is wholesomeness in a good loving relationship - which is destined for EVERYONE. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The 3 Types of Prayer - Actions - Words - Thoughts  
Now that we have define "prayer" as being the desire to CONNECT with the DIVINE - then 
understanding methods of prayer becomes easy - for there are 3 Types of Prayer in this physical 
world :- 
 
[1] Actions - like kneeling and bowing down - or like lighting incense or a candle  
 
[2] Words - giving THANKS to GOD - agreeing with the DIVINE GOD and thanking GOD for 
everything you have - even reading the holy scriptures - especially passages like Book of Psalms - 
that give THANKS to GOD for being saved and kept alive.  
 
[3] Thoughts - the highest level of prayer available to humans - when in the purity, clarity and 
honesty of your mind and soul - you're filled with genuine LOVE of GOD and genuine HAPPINESS for 
the gift of life. When your thoughts are so CONNECTED with the DIVINE GOD - that you think of 
nothing except thoughts of the DIVINE GOD - that's when you have the strongest CONNECTION 
possible to humans. Because many people in this physical world light candles, kneel, "say a prayer" 
and worship divinities of their religion - but the last thing they are thinking of - is GOD. 
  
The spiritual perfection is reached when all your [1] Actions , [2] Words and [3] Thoughts are 
CONNECTED to GOD. When you feel so ALIVE and spiritually elated - that you can jump up and 
down, dance, sing for joy and speak clearly with a sense that your words are being "heard" - then 
you KNOW that you are wholesome on all 3 levels.  
 
Therefore when you LIGHT a candle, kneel and bow your head in humility, say THANK YOU GOD 
and THINK of how wonderful the infinite DIVINE creator of this whole Universe is - is when you 
have complete ONENESS within yourself and that's when you are truly wholesome as you're 
CONNECTED with the DIVINE GOD.  
 
   

Unable to Pray ? Can't Get the Right Words Out ? Then ..... " 
 
We've all been "there" - totally blocked and unable to "pray" - the reason is your AURA is blocking 
you from saying anything and even thinking anything. The 1st step is to UNBLOCK the energies in 
the reverse order as above:-  
  
[3] Thoughts - do NOTHING and say NOTHING - just THINK the words "THANK YOU GOD" - say the 
words IN YOUR HEAD as THOUGHT energies - over and over again. Then suddenly you'll be able to 
WHISPER them. Because whispering is not considered speech that can be blocked by spiritual 
garbage in your aura especially by "Earthbound spirits".  
 
[2] Words - start by WHISPERING - then once you can get the words out - because the negativity in 
your aura has been unblocked by your thought energy - then say THANK YOU GOD for every little 
thing - especially for whatever specific thing made you feel BLOCKED and DEPRESSED.  
 
[1] Actions - then cleanse your aura - because the ONLY reason you were unable to pray was HUGE 
amount of spiritual garbage in your aura. You can have a shower to wash away the negativity with 
water, you can light a candle, you can go out to sit in the positive spiritual aura of a Church or pure 
house of Worship. Because, more than likely if you were unable to pray - your aura was LOCKED 



and made you STUCK and STAGNANT. So as you create your auric FREEDOM - move around - jump 
up and down - go for a walk - anything that creates movement of mind, body and spirit - as the 
worst thing you can be in life - is STAGNANT with a blocked aura.  
  
There are times when you can THINK and you can LIGHT a candle - but the words just don't seem to 
want to come out - that too is OK to start with - but is a sign that you're BLOCKED in one area of 
your physical auric existence - for ONLY when your thoughts, words and actions flow easily - then 
you know you have a clear aura.  
 
This indeed is why TURNING AROUND with a Candle works - as your actions - are "at work" 
unlocking your spirit, your thoughts and your words - and thereby cleansing your aura of all the 
spiritual garbage. 
 
  

Test Your Aura - Can you Jump up now, Sing- a-song and Dance ?  
Then I assure you – you’re "Unable to Pray"  

 
Prayer connects your higher self with your current physical self 

If you’re unable to pray for anything then you’re disconnected from yourself 
 

 
Test yourself at anytime - When you CANNOT JUMP up and down, dance, sing and hum a tune - 
then there is a blockage in your aura. If you cannot OPEN your mouth - then there is a blockage in 
your aura; and If you cannot THINK clearly - then there is a blockage in your spiritual soul. All these 
blockages are signs that indicate you're not being CONNECTED to the DIVINE GOD. Hence spiritual 
cleansing and "Divine Intervention" is needed.  
 
  

Spiritual Method for Immediate Ability to Pray 
 
When you feel your aura BLOCKED - and usually it creates depression and sadness too - making you 
feel unable to speak and talk to anyone - start by WHISPERING something to yourself and then 
humming a tune to yourself - and through the power of WHISPERING - you will break through your 
blocked aura.  
 
Then follow the following - wash your hands - and then move your hands / fingers about - twiddle 
all your fingers - move every joint in your hands - as your "hands" represent your mind and soul - 
when your hands are STAGNANT - your mind is STAGNANT.  
 
When your hands are active - then your mind is active - that's right and many of you know it - when 
you're ALIVE - you can type emails and the words flow as quickly as your fingers move along the 
keyboard of your computer - that's because you're ALIVE. If you really need a BIG wake-up - then 
clap your hands - to wake your soul up - immediately you'll be awakened and able to pray. Then 
start to HUM a song - any song for humming opens your ability to speak - and connects your mind 
with your power of speech - now you should be able to sense a BIG SHIFT in your aura - and able to 
communicate - try it - works everytime!  
  
 



But When you have Earthbound dead-spirit souls in Your Aura  
Then your aura needs cleansing by eliminating the "earthbound" souls 

This I explain this comprehensively on .... spiritual cleansing and "Divine Intervention" .  
  

 
  

להודיעם ובריתו ליראיו ה סוד   
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SpiritualSecrets 
 The Moment of Enlightenment is when you realize the Truth 

“All the questions you have – You have the answers within you too” 

9. Divine Intervention דשמיא סייעתא   
"Understanding the urgent need for Divine Intervention  

defines you're searching for something MORE" 
  

Prior to Pluto entering Capricorn in 2008, prior to Neptune entering Pisces in 2011 and prior to 
Uranus entering Taurus in 2018 - I would have defined this page as "The Power of Your Prayers".  
 
However, all that has changed since Pluto entered Capricorn in 2008 - you no longer have the right 
to DEMAND from GOD anything - no longer is it your individuality - nor your "EGO" energy that can 
change anything in your life or in the world - and as you read this page - you'll comprehend WHY 
things have changed - and how "Divine Intervention" is actually happening at the moment and 
what "Divine Intervention" is really doing to everyone's lives. 
 
"The power of Prayer" has been taken away from "humanity" - because people are asking selfishly 
for things they want - and not asking for anything good for the betterment of humanity - therefore 
"Divine Intervention" is now giving us everything we karmically deserve - and it is our duty to 
ACCEPT everything.  
  

Out-of-time - we're all living on "borrowed time" 
 
There's a fundamental spiritual law that as it is in the physical world - so it is a reflection of the 
spiritual world. All the governments and many huge corporations are living with massive "debts" - 
"they" are using borrowed money - that they can never repay - to live from. The only way these 
problems will be solved is when all go bankrupt - wipe their slate clean and start-over again.  
 
Likewise "spiritually" - humanity has never been blessed with so much goodness - planet Earth is 
feeding and looking after 7 billion people - each and everyday - the words of "thanks" to mother 
Earth and to Divine GOD - for these daily miracles should be unbelievably loud - and yet many of us 
- sound grumpy, miserable and unappreciative. Yes - WE ARE IDIOTS. We are blind to see that we 
are being blessed - living on "borrowed" time - and living through miracles - each and every second 
of everyday.  
 
"Technically" - NONE of us - should be alive - and yet we are - it's a miracle - and what's more of a 
miracle is that through the astrological energies of Pluto in Capricorn, Neptune in Pisces and 
Uranus in Aries we're having our lives "sorted out" - without even knowing it or truly appreciating 
it.  



  
Since Pluto entered karmic Capricorn in 2008 - a definitive karmic destiny has been implemented in 
the World. It overrides everything else - overrides individual astrological charts and it ensures that 
we all do what we're destined to do. It is the fact of life - that DIVINE KARMIC DESTINY has 
taken-over our lives - to drive us, to motivate and to ensure that we all do what we're supposed to 
be doing.  
 
The truth is we've messed up so much - we've made so many mistakes - we're screwed-up so much 
that each and everyone of us - is living on "borrowed time" - as we've all collectively failed to do 
what we're supposed to be doing with this wonderful gift of life - that "destiny" has taken-over 
control to ensure the "karmic job" gets done, is wholesomely completed and everyone will be 
doing what they're truly destined to be doing with the gift of life - enabling everyone to enter the 
karmic phase of World-Peace.  
 
The first step in ensuring World-Peace is to ensure that each person and every individual is 
enlightened with wisdom and finds INNER peace - because when individuals have inner peace - 
that's when collectively the whole World will become peaceful. Hence "Divine Intervention" is 
being implemented right now - we are all individually and collectively living with "Divine 
Intervention" in our lives and even though we have the illusion of doing what we want to do - we're 
not really in "control".  
  
Have you not YET noticed that NOTHING happens when you want it to happen? Especially if you're 
trying to do and trying to force something that you're not supposed to do - all it creates is stress, 
frustration and back-fires on you. Even if momentarily, there's success in doing what you want to 
do - within a short-time it collapses and fails - that's because Pluto in karmic Capricorn since 2008 - 
is ensuring you keep to the karmic script of your life.  
 
Conversely, have you noticed that the best things that have happened in your life since 2008 - just 
suddenly unexpectedly and "magically" happen? Pluto in Capricorn defines that destiny pushes, 
drives and ensures these karmic destined events just happen - like magic. Inexplicable in their 
nature - unpredictable in their reality - and karmically perfect in making your life wholesome. 
  

We're "experts" at making karmic mistakes  
The fact of life is - we're human and we're experts at making mistakes  

"Divine Intervention" in the form of Pluto in Capricorn, Neptune in Pisces and Uranus inTaurus  
will be inspiring, guiding and forcing each of us to correct our karmic mistake and get-it-right  

  
Pluto in Capricorn wants us to acknowledge our karmic ERRORS and MISTAKES - whilst Uranus in 
Aries wants each of us to begin a "fresh" new beginning - a time when we get-it-right without 
making all the past-life mistakes. Pluto-square-Uranus defines the need to stop looking back at the 
"past", stop holding onto the "past", heal and let go of the "past", adapt, change and "accept" life 
for whatever life is giving you. Most importantly - do what you instinctively and intuitively know 
you should be doing - instead of fooling yourself to do what you want to do.  
  

6000 years of telling GOD what we want ...  
Now Divine GOD is telling us what GOD wants 

 



The karmic wheel of life is going through full cycle and after the past 6000 years of humanity 
praying, asking, demanding, moaning and complaining to "GOD" - now this karmic phase - it's the 
DIVINE karmic time for ACCEPTANCE. The problem our generation has is a belief that if you annoy, 
complain, shout and scream enough - "someone" will listen to you - and answer your prayers to 
"shut" you up - but that's not so. This is the "karmic" time to "accept" whatever is given to us - and 
appreciate EVERYTHING we have with sincere gratitude - and continual non-stop thanks to GOD - 
for every moment of everyday of life - for we're all living on borrowed time.  
  

Purpose of "Prayer" is to ask for Guidance 
 

Have you ever truly wondered why prayers aren't answered? Besides the obvious reason that 
people are asking for "stupid" things - which are in conflict with their true destiny - the real reason 
is because whilst the mouth is talking - there's NO interaction to any SPIRITUAL THOUGHT energies 
- and therefore the transcendence and connectivity to the spiritual realms is NOT happening.  
 
Praying without thinking spiritually - is like typing on your computer - when the computer is 
switched off - so whatever you type on the keyboard - NOTHING happens. People who "pray" - 
even religious people who "pray" - nothing happens - because not only are they not thinking - but 
their emotional energies are NOT even connected - so it's no surprise - NOTHING happens - as 
NOTHING is transmitted into the ether - hence NOTHING is received back.  
 
In this Karmic phase of Humanity - people who REFUSE to use their minds to think - have lives that 
are going-nowhere - now that DESTINY has determined that they need to begin to THINK - now 
things are beginning to happen - but not because you pray and ask - but because it is karmic 
blessing and gift for things to happen.  
 
Prayer and Meditation has a purpose - but it should be asking for GUIDANCE - for whatever is 
bothering you. So if you're lonely and looking for relationships - ask for GUIDANCE to find your right 
destined relationships - don't ask GOD for a relationship with Brad Pitt or Courteney Cox - because 
they're not yours!  
 
The main reason for "Prayer and Meditation" is actually MEDITATIVE TIME to AGREE with 
everything GOD is giving you - AGREE with everything that is happening in your life - AGREE with 
GOD that you don't have some things because you ACCEPT that you don't need them in your life - 
and AGREE that you ACCEPT everything that will happen in your life - ACCEPTANCE is your way of 
saying your AGREE with your DESTINY.  
  

"I Have Everything I Need and therefore ...  
If I Do Not Have it - It Means My Soul Does NOT Need It"  

 
The ספר זרע קודש "Zera Kodesh" of Reb Naftoli Horowitz [1760-1827 - a famous spiritual Polish 
Rabbi of Ropshitz buried in Lancut] - explains that anyone who desires something materialistically 
that they don't have or/and are dissatisfied with whatever they do have - are not spiritually minded 
souls. And they need to change their attitude to "life".  
 
For it is impossible for a true spiritual soul to ever desire anything that they don't have - and if one 
doesn't have something it means that GOD has DIVINELY decreed that you do not need it. Believing 



in GOD - means and trusting that EVERYONE has everything one needs for the lessons one's soul 
needs to learn in earth-school - if you don't have something it means you DO NOT need it.  
  

Searching for alternative "spiritual" answers because you want a better life? 
 

It's a "Neptune" illusion - but the only way that Divine GOD entices people to search for "spiritual" 
answers - is through the illusion of wanting a better life - more money - more prosperity - more 
"everything" - but that's a 100% "Neptune" illusion - even so it's a Divinely brilliant illusion - as it 
drives people to search for something they believe they're looking for.  
 
It's like men and women - who are inexplicable made to fall in love with each other - to have a child 
- then inexplicably they realize they don't love each other anymore - the karmic illusion of "love" 
was in order to have the child - hence they were fooled into "love". 
 
And in the biblical sense it's like the Garden of Eden - having a signpost saying - all who enter will 
become RICH - so everyone runs in - but in reality - the RICHNESS that is being offered is eternal 
wealth of wisdom and spirituality - which has nothing to do with "money" and worldly "riches in 
this physical world.  
 
The illusion of "using" spirituality to attain a better life - captivates your mind - and then - once 
you've attained a healthy spiritual state of mind - you'll realize the truth that you were drawn-in in 
order to learn that wisdom of "spirituality" that you have been blessed with EVERYTHING YOU 
NEED. It's WITHIN you - and there's no need to LOOK for anything - because "it" is WITHIN YOU !  
  

"Divine Intervention" reveals the Truth ... 
Life, Love & Spiritual Light is within YOU  

 
The true spirituality of life will make you aware that the miracle of life itself is WITHIN YOU. 
Suddenly, due to Neptune in Pisces - will ensure you stop looking for "external" lucky-charms - and 
wake-up to the truthful reality that the secret of life is WITHIN YOU.  
 
No-one questions the most important "fact of life" - that babies are conceived and born - from an 
invisible power of creation within every adult - from nothing comes something amazing - that's the 
fact of life. Neptune in Pisces is teaching humanity that from WITHIN you - from absolutely 
NOTHING you can find EVERYTHING you're looking for. The secret of which will be to OPEN your 
mind to THINK.  
  
As adults, we're convinced to think restrictively "WITHIN THE BOX" - but as many of you know - the 
greatness of creative imagination comes when you think expansively "OUTSIDE OF THE BOX". Logic 
might tell you that the "internet" is an impossible invention - but fact of life - the "internet" exists 
and works - it's brilliant - and the more websites you read and become inspired by the more you 
realize the karmic blessing of the internet. Have you ever tried to explain the "internet" to an old 
grandparent? Unfortunately many of them and their restricted confined and imprisoned minds 
cannot comprehend the "internet". It's too much for them to understand.  
 
However, accepting and enlightened souls as YOU are - you can understand from examples of 
technology - that ANYTHING is POSSIBLE - that you can create SOMETHING from NOTHING - YES 
YOU - YOU CAN CREATE SOMETHING FROM NOTHING - through the power of your own THOUGHTS 



- through the intuitive power of your imagination - through your connection to an Eternal Spiritual 
power that is the power of the essence of LIFE itself - your SOUL that is DEEP WITHIN YOU.  
  
Hence when I introduce the page as "Divine Intervention" you have now realized that the "Divine 
Intervention" is the "waking up" process to realize the truth that LIGHT, LOVE and WISDOM of the 
DIVINE is WITHIN YOU - all you need to do is LISTEN and ACCEPT.  
 
When you think of the fact that a baby is conceived from nothing - except the positive energy from 
WITHIN you - then you can understand that you can CREATE and MANIFEST anything in your life - 
well "almost" anything. Neptune in Pisces is always associated with spiritual activity, the 
paranormal and most importantly associated with HEALING, karmic healing and spiritual 
wholesomeness.  
 
Pisces has the power to envelope, protect and heal - for in the same way a FISH is immersed in 
WATER to keep it alive - Neptune in Pisces immerses people in the energy of their own spiritual 
aura - which brings HEALING from WITHIN. Neptune in Pisces will enable you to find the answers 
from WITHIN - in the same way - a baby is conceived from WITHIN - the life-energy you need - the 
healing you need - the positive energy you need - to make yourself wholesome is WITHIN YOU - 
and now is the time you'll FIND it. 
Many people need to sit-in-the-sun to feel the heal 
ing of the Sun - Neptune in Pisces since April 2011 - has defined you will sense a strong healing 
energy transcending through the Neptune in Pisces - sense it - absorb it - and let yourself grow 
spiritually - as your inner soul feels it's connection to the Divine.  
  

הסולם ויורדים עולים  Going Up and Coming Down the "Ladder" 
 

The סולם Sulam is the Spiritual Ladder - which explains the method of acquiring Spiritual Wisdom. 
How to understand prayers and spiritual requests - and then being given spiritual knowledge and 
answers 
  
The visionary Rabbi Yehuda Ashlag a Polish-born kabbalist who lived 1886 - 1954 - believed and saw 
a vision of the future - he saw that "communism" in it's idealistic form - had a place in the world - 
and that was to show ALL HUMANS as equals - and ALL HUMANS when their EGO is eliminated are 
the same - and have the same ability to attain great spirituality.  
 
He understood that the "communist" doctrine / belief - has a place in the world - in that EVERYONE 
IN THE WORLD - could and would become spiritually enlightened - everyone has the same potential 
when individuality and the selfish EGO is eliminated. He explained the סולם Sulam - the Spiritual 
Ladder - to be the method to acquiring spiritual knowledge - for EVERYONE - and not just the "few".  
  
The סולם Sulam is the Spiritual Ladder - explains - that during a person's life - comes two phases - 
the 1st stage is when you TELL the world what you want - when you DEMAND from the world 
things you want - and when you believe that through asking, begging and pleading even through 
abusively shouting, screaming and demanding things to happen - you get what you want. You've 
been instinctively trained to know this - from the moment you instinctively cry as a baby - when 
you get attention from "others" - that's when you get what you want.  
  



The 2nd stage of life is when you STOP asking for anything - when you mature to accept everything 
that happens in your life. Most people only achieve this stage with the maturity of mid-life - 
although I've seen many younger people with "old" souls inside them - have a refined dignity of 
"acceptance" in their aura much more that "selfish" older people who still demand things from life 
like screaming babies. 
 
In this world - we all see people who DEMAND and ANNOY others - are the types that are never 
happy with whatever they get - sooner or later - their inherent impetulantly childish nature - 
continues to DEMAND and WANT MORE - it's a nonstop journey of being ungrateful. Whereas wise 
spiritually minded people - reache a specific point in life when we STOP asking for anything - 
instead we LISTEN and ACCEPT what "destiny" is telling us. That's the moment we live in harmony 
with "life".  
  
These 2 stages are vitally necessary components of both your physical and spiritual life - each and 
every day - each and every phase of every day - and a fact that סולם the Sulam - the Spiritual 
Ladder - explains - that you can't ASK and RECEIVE at the same time. 1st stage is you need climb up 
the spiritual ladder - to ask and pray - and then you need to say NOTHING - and be in receptive 
acceptance mode to RECEIVE - and then the intuitive wisdom comes down to you into your 
thoughts.  
  

Spiritual Traffic is ONE-WAY-at-a-Time  
You cannot go-up - if you're coming down | You cannot come down - if you're going up  

You cannot hear if you're speaking | You cannot receive - if you're asking  
You cannot ask - whilst your receiving | You cannot talk - whilst you're being spoken to  

  
So keep shtum, listen, receive and accept .... 

  
"Method of Going-Up the Spiritual Ladder"  

First you must "Go-up" before you can "come-down" with spiritual wisdom :- 
  
1. To begin the journey of "going-up" the spiritual ladder - you have to detach from earthly 
existence and earthly worries - and the best way is to SAY THANK YOU - THANK YOU - THANK YOU 
GOD - for everything you have in your life. This ensures that your aura is AT PEACE with your life at 
this very moment - for it is ONLY when you are AT PEACE - when you can meditate and pray 
properly.  
  
2. Then either write a list of all the questions you have - OR ask in prayer - everything you want to 
know - pray for Peace in the world - pray for everyone to accept everything that they have in their 
lives - pray that you too should be able to live in ACCEPTANCE.  
 
"Living in acceptance" is not a contradiction to asking and wanting something. In fact it is in 
harmony - because when you understand true acceptance - you are agreeing and accepting your 
destiny - and you are also living in the search of answers to progress your life forward.  
  
3. Never expect to get the answers immediately - in fact according to the Sulam - the Spiritual 
Ladders - any answers you intuitively get "immediately" are always WRONG. In the same way you 
see me "building" the website - first I have "headings" as questions I need answering and want to 
explain to you - and then I usually need to wait until the following day or even a few days - before I 



receive the intuition to know what to explain. So make a list of questions - put your thoughts out to 
the spiritual ether - then let go and wait.  
 
The "sign" to know that your prayers are accepted is you suddenly STOP asking - you want 
NOTHING - and even the questions you have - you STOP asking for answers - and that's when you 
feel calm and peaceful WITHIN.  
  
4. Then ..... in the silence - in the peace and quiet - either when you wake-up the following morning 
or a few days later - ideas and thoughts "come" into your mind - or real-life experiences present 
themselves as answers to your prayers.  
  
But there is an IMPORTANT POINT and a twist in "spiritual pisces" and that's - you can never ASK 
for anything for yourself - as the spirituality of life is that Spiritual Pisces is always in service of 
others - and always wants to find answers to help others. 
 
So if you've got relationship problems with someone - don't ask for yourself - ask what's going to 
happen to them instead - and then you'll see if you're involved or not - as you sense the answer of 
someone else's future. If you've got financial problems - then don't ask for yourself - ask for Divine 
help for your husband/wife/children / boyfriend/girlfriend - and then you'll see you will be 
included. If you're not health or well - then instead of asking for yourself to get better - ask and 
pray for all people to get well - and by default - you too will be included. If you're lonely and have 
no-one to love - then pray for other lonely people to find love.  
  
When you pray for World peace, success and happiness for "others" - you will find that your aura 
becomes peaceful, successful and happy - as Spiritual Pisces sees you as a person to transcend 
down the spiritual energy of peace, love, success, happiness and compassion to the world - through 
your aura it exudes to the world - and therefore your aura becomes peaceful, loving and happy.  
  
"How to Turn-on your own Spiritual Energy" - is a silly question - because the truth is you're always 
TURNED ON spiritually - wherever you are anytime of the day or night - the only problem is spiritual 
realms are trying to GIVE you wisdom and intuitive wisdom - meanwhile you're still telling the 
spiritual realms what you want. Now that you realize that spiritual traffic is ONE-WAY - you realize 
that you need to grow-up - stop being a "child" and become a wise adult.  
 
When you realize this fact is when you learn the spiritual method of PRAYING for others - DOING 
NOTHING - and then ACCEPTING - is when you've transformed from being an annoying demanding 
impetulant "child" into becoming a spiritually mature adult who accepts and receives - and through 
you - the energy flows to give to others.  
  

"Divine Intervention" means "Acceptance" 
 

Pluto in Capricorn, Neptune in Pisces and Uranus in Aries we're in the middle of learning from "life" 
- that "Divine Intervention" is creating inexplicable events in all our lives to FORCE us to search for 
the answers - forcing each of us to STOP and THINK. It's the same Divine Intervention that has 
ensured you read this page online and the same Divine Intervention that has forced me to spend 
the time and write for you!  



Thereafter once you truly realize this - in awe and humility - you will automatically begin to live in 
HARMONY with your destiny as you realize that the DIVINE has been creating events in your life 
UNTIL you ACCEPT everything that happens in your life is GOOD and has had a purposeful reason.  
  

Divine Intervention דשמיא סייעתא  

 
 The Book of Daniel explains that the karma of "the last generation" is to דרכי האמת לאור הגנוז
apologize on behalf of all of humanity that we've all collectively made mistakes and sinned. Book of 
Daniel Chapter 9 - explains the karmic need for "The Confession of Sins" - "We all make mistakes 
and we are all sinners". [Suggested Online reading of English Translation of Book of Daniel]. The 
Spiritual Prayer of Confession of Sins begins with Chapter 9, Verse 4 => Verse 19 - start the journey 
to Spiritual Enlightenment by a REAL CONFESSION and FEEL your aura changing. 
 
In so doing - you're reconnecting your soul to the DIVINE source - whilst bypassing all the "garbage" 
created by prior past-generations and past-lives. "DIVINE INTERVENTION" is when all the "spiritual 
garbage" is removed from your aura, when you are cleansed - and able to sense and feel the power 
of the הגנוז אור  "The Hidden Spiritual Light" all by YOURSELF and WITHIN YOURSELF.  
  

Emergency Divine Intervention דשמיא סייעתא  
is Finding the DIVINE LIGHT that's WITHIN YOU. 

 
You might travel the world in search of answers - you might visit holy tombs and pray at ancient 
sites of spiritual importance - all of which CAN and DO change your aura. Because your physical 
aura is INFLUENCED by your PHYSICAL surroundings, the place you live and the energies of the city 
and country you live in - but the truth is the ANSWER is WITHIN YOU - it is the DIVINE LIGHT that's 
WITHIN YOU.  
 
The moment you can sense and feel it "just a little bit" - is the start and beginning to a new way of 
thinking and a new life. As you will realize that your life has MEANING and has a DESTINED pathway 
- and ALL THE GARBAGE in your life - is NOT PART of that TRUE destiny.  
 
The "garbage" of pain, anguish, frustration and "bad karma and bad luck" was and is only put in 
your aura in order to make you AWAKEN. Problem is many people tolerate a lot pain - more than 
they truly need to - UNTIL they realize it's an EMERGENCY. At that point the human mind is then 
capable of SEARCHING and FINDING all the answers it needs - especially in the age of the "internet" 
full of wisdom and inspirational ideas enabling you to find what you're looking for - at the TURNING 
POINT - you will have PEACE when you've found the right answer. That ANSWER is WITHIN YOU - it 
is finding the DIVINE LIGHT that's WITHIN YOU.  
 
It's going to take a few days and then the next stage a few weeks - but once you SENSE the truthful 
reality of the DIVINE and that the DIVINE LIGHT is WITHIN YOU. You will realize the secret is to 
GLOW from WITHIN - and as you do - it will obliterate all darkness and all fears from your life.  
 
 
 
 
 
  



The DIVINE LIGHT will obliterate all Darkness that's WITHIN YOU. 
 

Think of it as battle between the nightime darkness and sunlight at SUNRISE - the moment SUNRISE 
comes - darkness vanishes. It's impossible to think of darkness in the daytime - as it has no power - 
likewise you won't be able to think "dark" in the "light".  

  

 
  

Can Darkness survive in the Daytime ? Impossible ! When you have found the DIVINE light WITHIN 
you - then it's impossible for ANY darkness to survive in your aura. 

  
I've studied a lot of astrological charts of many people and every time I see the ONLY reason for 
blockages and bad luck is that people have emotionally become DRAINED by being attached to a 
"darkness" that is NOT even there's to begin with. They have been emotionally influenced by 
OTHER PEOPLE and become DARK. Hence, when you have found the light and realize that all the 
darkness, fears and negativity in your aura is NOT YOURS - you can obliterate and eliminate it. 
 
You don't need to argue nor fight with the "darkness" - because when you have found the DIVINE 
LIGHT WITHIN YOU - it will obliterate and make the "darkness" vanish. And if you still feel you need 
to argue with and get involved with "darkness" - that means you have NOT TRUTHFULLY FOUND 
THE DIVINE LIGHT.  
 
Many people in the world - don't believe in Jesus Christ - and "they" influence others not to believe 
- that is a DARKNESS blocking out a LIGHT. These same people "influence" others to desire and 
want a materialistic life - that's darkness and will keep you in the dark too - if you continue to think 
like they do.  
 
So STOP - Think for yourself - and allow the DIVINE LIGHT from WITHIN you to eliminate all the 
darkness, all the garbage and all the impressionable thoughts from "dark" souls. I always find that 
wearing a cross of Jesus Christ helps - not just as an act of faith - but it KEEPS AWAY many people. 
The "darkness" keeps away from and doesn't want a connection with the TRUE LIGHT. Because 
"darkness" knows it won't survive in the presence of LIGHT. 
 
 
 
 
  



Even When you have Earthbound dead-spirit souls in Your Aura  
Your DIVINE LIGHT can eliminate the darkness of "earthbound" souls 

 
Even the most difficult of negative spiritual garbage such as Earthbound spiritual souls can be 
eliminated by the LIGHT too. For they failed their life's purpose both in this life and past lives too - 
they remain attached to this physical world - because that's all they believe in. They never wanted 
to believe in the LIGHT and discarded all thoughts of the infinite DIVINE creator of the Universe - 
and now they are dead - they attach themselves to anyone they can find and create BAD LUCK - for 
they interfere with other people's energies by their darkness that they are - wanting others to 
become materialistically earthbound dark souls too.  
 
So when you realize this and now that you've become ENLIGHTENED with a DIVINE LIGHT within 
you - even they will VANISH from your aura. As explained on "Rescue work" for earthbound spirit 
souls - the DIVINE LIGHT and infinite energy of LOVE eliminates Earthbound souls - as if they never 
existed - so even if you've got inexplicable fears and negativity - that seems impossible to BREAK - 
Think of the LIGHT eliminating DARKNESS - and you'll see how easy it is to BREAK - the darkness 
simply vanishes.  
 
 
 

  
Divine Intervention דשמיא סייעתא   

is when you concentrate on the DIVINE LIGHT that is within you 
 
When you Meditate on understanding the mystery of GOD - all your need to do is THINK OF the 
DIVINE LIGHT and all the darkness, all your fears, all your anger, all your greedy thoughts and all 
your hatred will vanish - to be replaced by constant thoughts of LOVE, COMPASSION and 
KINDNESS. 
 
For when you have found the DIVINE LIGHT that is WITHIN YOU - you will realize that this is the 
same DIVINE LIGHT that fills the whole world and is WITHIN everyone and everything - everywhere 
- for GOD is everything and everything is GOD. 
 
Greedy, selfish and arrogant "individuals" - think of themselves as being DETACHED from everyone 
else - and indeed "they" are DETACHED from the DIVINE GOD too - but loving, kind and 
compassionate souls always think of themselves as NOTHING - and always see themselves as being 
ATTACHED to everyone else. When you realize this - you too - will have crossed over from being an 
individual being influences by "darkness" to becoming an enlightened LIGHT soul. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



The Spiritual Secret of 40 days of "DIVINE LIGHT" 
 

The spiritual secret of change in this physical world - means transcendence of time from spiritual 
energies to physical reality takes TIME. I should add there are many things that happen 
immediately - but for the explanations here - the element of TIME is important.  
 
From the 1st day when you begin to Meditate and from the 1st day you have truthfully found the 
DIVINE LIGHT - it then take 40 days for things to materialize in REAL life.  
 
During this 40 day period - you might waiver in your belief - you will have STRONGER moments of 
connection to the DIVINE than others and you will even find yourself sometimes FORGETTING you 
have found the DIVINE. But as the "40 days" completes - you will find yourself WHOLESOME in your 
DIVINE LIGHT - and even though darkness will attempt to come into your life - it will be obliterated 
on the 40th day - when NO darkness can come in anymore and NO darkness will even attempt to 
come near you anymore - as it senses it will be obliterated by your INTENSE LIGHT.  
  

 

להודיעם ובריתו ליראיו ה סוד  
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SpiritualSecrets 
 The Moment of Enlightenment is when you realize the Truth 

“All the questions you have – You have the answers within you too” 

10. Thank You for Gift of Life 
"The Thank You Mantra of Creating Good Karma in your life 

  
האמים כל שבחוהו גוים כל יהוה את הללו   

"All Nations will Praise GOD - All peoples will Thank GOD" 
Psalms Chapter 117 

  
רוחו אל את נאמנה ולא לבו הכין לא דור ומרה סורר דור כאבותם יהיו לא  

"The last generation, they will recite the praises of the Lord ... unlike their fathers of the prior 
generation, an ungrateful and stubborn generation - who refused to believe and denied the 
existence of Divine Spirit ... " Psalms Chapter 78 verse 4 => 8 

  

Thank You GOD דשמיא סייעתא  
Each generation has a specific Karmic Mission before it becomes "complete and wholesome". The 
karmic lesson of our generation is to show appreciation, gratitude and thanks for everything we 
have. It is the duty of our generation is to "tidy-up" all the karmic garbage created by all the prior 
generations. 

  

The Karma of the "Last" Generation 
 
It is a fact of life - that unlike at any time in the past 6000 years history of the world - we are all 
collectively enjoying prosperity, comforts and pleasures that no other generation has ever 
experienced. Whether it be as big as traveling to exotic and amazing places in the world - or 
whether it be listening to an orchestra of music on your ipod - or whether it be as simple as having 
a hot-water shower on demand - and having many days when you can do almost anything you 
want whenever you want - all these aspects of liberated freedom - we take for granted - were 
unimaginable luxuries to all the prior generations.  
  
This has created an unparalled karmic TEST for everyone in our generation - because with the 
receiving of so much goodness with choice and variety - comes a constant bombardment of more 
information, products and services on the internet - to make you want even "more" than you have 
- to keep your mind so busy and preoccupied with "other" things - that you have no time to SLOW 
DOWN, STOP and THINK.  
 



Everyone is being "tested" to see if we're truly grateful for whatever we have - but the biggest test 
is to learn to take control of our own minds - instead of being under the constant influence of the 
"buzz" of communications of electronic gadgets, phones and internet - because the reason you 
neglect and forget to be grateful for what you've got is your mind isn't in your own control - and 
you're behaving like all the other ungrateful non-thinking "sheep" of the world. The specific karmic 
challenge is testing people to control one's own mind - to live in the present moment and 
appreciate everything you have in the present moment.  
  
The generational karmic TEST is to see how many people can stay on the good side of good karma 
by appreciating EVERY moment of life, showing gratitude and giving thanks for all the constant 
goodness we're receiving every moment of everyday. The purpose of the test is to karmically teach 
lessons from past-lifetimes and to differentiate the souls of the world into those who are truly 
enlightened and grateful - and all the others who live like sheep with an addictive desire for 
constant negativity and buzz of distractions - despite of having been blessed with so many good 
things in front of all our eyes.  
  
According to kabbalistic tradition - throughout each and every generation - there are always 
144,000 people on the planet who are constantly saying "THANK YOU" - always appreciating the 
gift of life - always accepting and agreeing with "Divine" destiny. It is their energy of constant 
gratitude which is enough to sustain the rest of the world. However, according Book of Daniel - at 
the end of time - these 144,000 - will be encouraging and enlightening many others to see this 
truth too.  
  

"It's not your fault - it's a karmic test" 
 

The truth is - it is NO-ONE's fault for being grumpy or ungrateful - it is a karmic test - ever since 
Pluto entered Capricorn in January 2008 - everyone - has been plunged into a karmic test. 
According to your astrological profile it will affect you differently - and according to all your 
past-lives karma embedded in your mind - it will keep on affecting you - until you're wholesome - 
throughout the whole transit of Pluto in Capricorn from 2008 until 2025.  
 
Karma of your soul - defines that something will have significantly changed in 2008 - that has 
meant - without even knowing it - you're constantly being karmically tested - with the purpose to 
awaken you - to become wholesome - and the only way you can become wholesome is through 
ACCEPTANCE and GRATITUDE.  
 
You might wish for pre-2008 to exist - but that's now impossible - everything is out of your hands - 
everyone in the whole world has entered a phase of fixed karmic lessons - and the only way you 
will EXIT the depths of negativity is through concentrated effort of creation of GOOD karma - by 
ACCEPTANCE, GRATITUDE and being HAPPY for everything you have in your life - and that means 
gratitude for every little thing in your life.  
 
 
 
 
 
  



The "Karmic Test" of Our Generation 
The karmic test - it's quite simple - in 5 points :-  

  
[1] Acceptance - the more you accept the "big" things - the more the "little" things don't distract, 
annoy nor bother you. 
[2] Gratitude - for everything - the more you're grateful for "little" things in your life - the more the 
"big" things get sorted out. 
[3] Avoid distractions - at least for 12 hours a day - YIN and YANG - splits the day - incoming 
energies should only occupy 12 hours of your day.  
[4] Karmic wholesomeness - means you're constantly being tested GOOD karma and BAD karma - 
constantly you're dealing with multi facets of your soul - both from this lifetime and all prior 
lifetimes.  
[5] This generation is tidying up, cleansing and getting rid of all the karmic garbage of all the prior 
generations - the "End of the World has already happened" - now we're living in a NEW WORLD. It 
will take half of humanity along a journey into spiritual enlightenment - whilst the other half of 
humanity follows a journey of complete denial of existence of GOD - and then suddenly - they too 
will make a discovery that there is a Divine GOD.  
  

[1] Acceptance defines you agree with GOD 

Complaining defines you disagree with GOD  
  
"Good Karma" is when you ACCEPT whatever happens - people who fight "destiny" - are fighting 
"God" and create "Bad Karma". Acceptance defines you AGREE with your Destiny and you AGREE 
WITH the DIVINE GOD. People with good karma constantly glow in an aura of genuine happiness - 
and one doesn't even need to speak or say anything - as your spiritual soul communicates the 
positive thoughts through the interactive energies in your aura.  
 
You "know" when you're at peace and wholesome - as you sense the calmness in your aura - 
conversely - you "know" when you've negativity in your aura that needs cleansing. The only way to 
cleanse is through acceptance of everything in your life and by thanking "life" for everything in your 
life. Like a perfect musician - it takes many days of practice to be perfect and wholesome. 
  
Calmness of peaceful music – such as Listening and Watching Carlos Santana playing "Europa" - you 
"hear" the words through the music - you sense the energy - and even without words - you feel the 
positive energy talking to you. I've inserted this youtube clip for a clever reason - which I will 
explain on [3] "distractions" - on this page.  
 
When you watch him play - you know - what he is thinking and projecting to the world - you can 
sense it in his aura. Ask yourself honestly - what are YOU projecting to the world ? Are you grumpy 
and angry with the world ? Or are you happy and accepting with the world ? Are you living in peace 
and harmony that influences every who sees you positively like Carlos ?  
  
Since 2011 / 2012 - destiny has conveyed it's energy to your soul - cleansed negativity from your 
aura - eliminated the garbage - and over the next 10 years - you have a mission to accomplish what 
you know you need to do - to transform and make aspects of "you" wholesome - things you've 
neglected in the "past" - now need to be made wholesome.  



  
The astrological energies between 2013 => 2024 - will be doing more karmic work on making "you" 
wholesome. Inexplicable karmic events will be happening with the purpose to make you spiritually 
wholesome from ALL your past lifetimes and any mistakes from this lifetime too.  
 
There's ONLY one thing you can do to successfully get through everything and that's to ACCEPT 
everything - whatever happens - ACCEPTANCE defines you agree. There's no such thing as 
coincidence - even mistakes you make are destined - so don't eat-yourself-up by your mistakes - we 
all make mistakes - that's part of life. ACCEPTANCE ensures you get to the next stage and cleanse 
yourself from all the fears, worries and negativity.  
 
People who "think" they are so perfect - through their inbuilt stubborn karmic arrogance - will find 
out soon they aren't perfect - and their defiant bad karma is only ensuring their own 
self-destructive demise - for all the karmic Blood Full Moons are ensuring a complete cleansing of 
karma - so as you do, wish and think for others so is done for you. If you hate others - others will 
hate you ; if you love others - others will love you ; if you tolerate and accept others - then others 
will tolerate and accept you. If you create problems for others - life will create problems for you ; 
and if you help others - life will help you become karmically wholesome.  
  
The only way to describe karmic events that are happening and will continue to happen is - 
"Mysterious becomes the norm and the norm becomes mysterious" - everything you plan to make 
happen in your life won't happen - whilst everything that happens will seem mysterious but will be 
in-sync-with and in accordance with destined coincidences that NEED to happen to awaken you in 
order to lead your life forward.  
 
There will be times when things happen and things get BLOCKED - everytime things get BLOCKED 
that's a karmic moment to unblock them through - SPIRITUAL AWARENESS, ACCEPTANCE and 
GRATITUDE - embracing life with a smile is the key to unblock all inexplicable events. Whereas 
protesting, fighting, arguing and complaining - will only keep a person BLOCKED in the karmic 
event.  
  
If one feels that one is going around in circles and has a stagnantly dull and boring life of sadness 
then one is truly missing the whole purpose and reason of life. Any continual cycle of negative and 
depressing energy is a sign to STOP and CHANGE. The only way to break the negative cycle is by 
STOP complaining - appreciate every moment of life and give THANKS for everything that happens - 
[explained in the Book of Reincarnation Sefer Gilgulim].  
  
If your life is inexplicably stuck and frustrated then - STOP COMPLAINING - even bitter thoughts, 
angry thoughts, complaining in your head creates negativity and blockages in your life - because 
negative energies sit in your aura to BLOCK your life. The only solution is to concentrate your mind, 
your thoughts and your words - to have 100% GRATITUDE and THANKS for everything you have in 
your life.  
  
Every thought of ACCEPTANCE - is a positive energy in your aura that allows good things to come 
flowing into your life - whilst every thought of REFUSAL and COMPLAINT is a negative energy in 
your aura that creates stagnation and blocks things from happening.  



You can't accept and refuse at the same time - each moment of everyday - you're either in 
ACCEPTANCE or REFUSAL mode - the more you ACCEPT - the more you're in sync with your karmic 
destiny - but the more you refuse - the more you're blocking your own progress.  
  
Once you've arrived at - 100% complete ACCEPTANCE - you'll find within 30 days a significant 
change unfolding in your life - but be aware that during the 30 day Moon's cycle - life will TEST you 
- to ensure that you have eliminated all negative energies - because during each 30 day cycle - 
there will be 2 periods of 3 days each - when your emotions will be tested by karmic negativity - it 
is your job to ACCEPT everything and ACCEPT everyone. The more you ACCEPT everything and 
ACCEPT everyone - the more everything in your life will flow smoothly - and the more everyone will 
become nice.  
 
"I accept - that's life - I accept the situation I'm in - and I accept everything that has happened in 
my life is karmic. Now please help me and guide me out of the mess I'm in - I've created the mess 
to be awakened - and now I'm awake" - Prayer of Acceptance of Karma  
  
Acceptance - doesn't mean you have to stop praying and doesn't mean you have to give-up - 
ACCEPTANCE means that everyone and everything in your life is there for a karmic reason - and 
instead of wishing they didn't exist or for a change in your own circumstances - ACCEPTANCE 
defines you embrace everything and everyone that's in your life - and now you're ready to 
live-in-the-present moment to get yourself out of the bad karma and change your aura.  
  

[2] Gratitude for everything  
The more you're grateful for "little" things in your life - the more the "big" things get sorted out. 

  
The karmic reason - why - people become attracted to inexplicable difficult situations - is because 
in your spiritual aura - you have embedded karmic energies that define you need to attract 
difficulties. And you will continue to attract difficulties - even repeat difficulties UNTIL you cleanse 
the karmic negativity from your aura. The way you can do this is by ACCEPTING with GRATITUDE 
everything in your life.  
 
Astrologically, it's called "doing opposites" in order to cancel out the negativity - because negative 
energies are only cancelled out when there's NEW positive energies that eliminate them. The inner 
happiness that YOU create from nothing - will negate the negative energies of worry, fear, 
depression and misery - only you can do this with the power of your MIND and THOUGHTS can 
eliminate the BAD karmic thought energies. It is your thoughts that create your problems - and 
your thoughts that will heal the problems.  
  
If you think of every grumpy thought and every complaint about "life" you've ever made in this life 
and prior lifetimes - each has amassed a huge negativity in your aura - that needs to be eliminated - 
now and forever. And whilst the current astrological energies will help you considerably - it's still 
up-to-you to realize the source of all your inexplicable life-problems are the grumpy negative 
energies embedded in your karmic soul. Now is the karmic destined time to erase them forever - 
and cleanse your aura. It's quite simple - just say THANK YOU to the Divine GOD - for everything 
and everyone in your life - that means EVERYTHING AND EVERYONE - no exceptions - start with the 
aspect that annoys and frustrates you the most !  
  



To eliminate the inexplicable karmic situations - begin - saying THANK YOU for the specific bad 
karmic situation you're in - because "it" is the reason you're seeking the answers on the internet - if 
you didn't have this specific problem - you wouldn't be searching for answers to "life". Hence the 
karmic problem is the reason you've become enlightened.  
 
Repeat the words THANK YOU until you feel shift in your aura - usually after 3 minutes of "thank 
you's" - you will feel a shift in your aura - as the words THANK YOU have a power to change and 
cleanse your aura - because the words THANK YOU - define that you AGREE with your aura - you're 
now living in sync with your destiny instead of fighting against it.  
  

Thank you GOD דשמיא סייעתא  
The Recipe for Having a Successful & Happy Life is to Learn to Continually Say "Thank You".Anytime 
anyday - all the time and every day - especially when you get annoyed, feel depressed and blocked. 
Start each day saying "THANK YOU" - say THANK YOU - at least 100 times each day with a SMILE on 
your face.  

  

THANK YOU GOD  
THANK YOU GOD  
THANK YOU GOD  
THANK YOU GOD 

  
There will be many people who can't say THANK YOU - their aura is so heavy and so negative - that 
they can't get the words out to say THANK YOU. This is a karmic TEST for everyone in our 
generation - we see this daily on the internet - 1000's of readers of the website and only a few ever 
email to say THANK YOU. 
 
How many brilliant websites do you view each day and never say THANK YOU. The only time people 
make contact is to complain - the ungrateful arrogance of many is the definition of their KARMIC 
"garbage" - as referred to in Psalms 78. The generational inability, refusal and sickness of being 
UNABLE to say THANK YOU is their karmic blockage - and paradoxically saying THANK YOU is the 
karmic solution.  

  
Anyone who complains about ANYTHING in their lives always has an even worse life  

STOP the downward self-destructive cycle - change the karma in your aura - be appreciative  
Even if you don't believe in GOD - at least - say THANK YOU to LIFE for the gift of your life !  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



[3] Distractions Help You Think Wisely 
 
Distractions are good - but you need boundaries - it's important to avoid distractions at least for 12 
hours a day - YIN and YANG - splits the day - incoming energies should only occupy 12 hours of your 
day. The astrological reason is that one's day should be split into YIN and YANG - RECEIVING and 
GIVING - if one is constantly doing either one - without any defining boundaries - then one will 
become drained and dysfunctional. The Sun shines in the daytime - if it shone 24 hours a day - you 
wouldn't survive.  
  
To avoid distractions all the time would be impossible - because the karmic truth of all our lives is 
we are all now living multiple multi-faceted overlapping lives - inter connectivity to everything and 
with everyone that has ever been part of your life - both this lifetime and past lifetimes - as you 
find karmic wholesomeness. However, unlike previous generations - this karmic generation has 
been blessed with and been given the ability, wisdom and strength - to be multifaceted. No other 
generation could have managed the "internet" !  
  
Therefore, if you're distracted - it means that parts of you wishes to be distracted - whilst other 
parts of you wants to concentrate and do what you're supposed to be doing. The reason I inserted 
the youtube music above is that Music is a great "distraction" as it OPENS your aura - it distracts, 
opens, calms and energizes one part of your aura - whilst destiny can work on other parts of "you".  
However, distractions are part of the incoming energies - and should not be "all-the-time" - as you 
spirit needs to find INNER PEACE - it can't survive if it's constantly in a state of being bombarded by 
a buzz of incoming energies. Your aura needs specific times each and every day - to SWITCH OFF to 
all distractions - which then enables you to take the slow-lane of life and hence ensures you 
appreciate all the moments of life. 
  
When you take control of your own mind - you take control of your own karmic energies - that's 
when you will be able to avoid distractions and live in the present moment - in real life - appreciate 
and enjoy the present moment. 
 
Until you SWITCH OFF - and SLOW DOWN - it is exceedingly difficult to really appreciate the gift of 
every moment of life. When was the last time - you stopped and stared at the flowers - the trees - 
the blue sky - the white clouds ? When was the last time - you looked at your own hands and 
thought - what a miracle your fingers are ?  
 
Unfortunately, many of us - only notice our own body when there's a problem and pain - rarely - do 
we notice how lucky we are when everything is going smoothly - and rarely does anyone ever say 
THANK YOU for having a healthy body?  
  



 
  

How many times have you traveled on a train so fast - and failed to look out the window at the 
beauty of nature? How many times are you driving so fast - you forget to see the beauty all around 
you ? We are all traveling too fast in life. Everyday for a year in 1995 - I took the train 
to-and-from-work in Lugano - and yet it was only on "holiday" many years later - I opened my eyes 
to see the natural beauty.  
 
Indeed, we're all traveling far too fast along the journey of life - and missing the real beauty of the 
world as it passes by so quickly. Now is the destined time to OPEN your eyes - SLOW DOWN - and 
see the beauty of the world wherever you are. In some parts of the world - there is still the 
tradition to watch sunrise and sunset - it's a beautiful moment - it's really beautiful ..... 

  

 
  

[4] Karmic wholesomeness 
The Balance of Good & Bad Karma  

 
Pluto in Capricorn from 2008 and until 2025 means you will succeed in finding and having - Karmic 
wholesomeness - and until you do - it means you're constantly being tested GOOD karma and BAD 
karma - constantly you're going to be dealing with multi facets of your soul - both from this lifetime 
and all prior lifetimes. Each and everyday - you will be working on cleansing the karmic garbage 
from your aura, from your mind and from your thoughts.  
 
As you clean one area of your life - you'll then begin work on the next area of your life - and as 
explained on 7 planetary relationships - to be karmically and astrologically wholesome - means 



EVERY facet of your life has to be "done" - you need to ACCEPT with gratitude - all the facets of 
your life - even if you don't have "them" in your life - you still need to say THANK YOU for "them".  
  
The emphasis on "you" - worries about "you" - are being defined by Uranus in Aries from 2011 and 
until 2018 - Aries defines - "me" - "me" - "me" - is what it's doing to many people - but it is a karmic 
TEST - when you stop thinking in terms that you're the only person in the world - then you will 
begin creating GOOD karma. But "life" is forcing people to be selfish, impatient and arrogant 
individuals who think only of themselves - and hence the karmic challenge is created. What 
category are you [1] or [2] ?  
  
[1] Ingratitude, Greed and Selfishness - always thinking of oneself - are signs of BAD KARMA - 
defined by impatience  
[2] Gratitude, Kindness and selflessness - always appreciating the gift of life - are signs of GOOD 
KARMA - defined by patience  
  
It would be nice to always be a [2] instead of [1] - but constantly life is testing you to FORCE you to 
be a [1] - just like everyone else. However, destiny is in the process of creating a generational 
change - and to show the world that collectively - we must think of each other and think of 
everyone on planet Earth. My actions can either positively or negatively influence the world - more 
importantly it is the THOUGHTS in my mind that have more power to either positively or negatively 
influence the karma of world.  
  

Karma is in Your Head in Your Thoughts  
 
The inexplicable Karmic energies that define "you" - determine your life experiences - are 
embedded as energies in your thoughts in your head and in your soul - and whilst being defined by 
fixed energies in your astrological chart and palmistry in your hands - the "spiritual" facet of 
astrology - defines that GOODNESS can be blocked - until - you awaken to correct the karma in your 
soul.  
 
An astrologer might define - that you will have success, happiness, money, love and children - but if 
you've got a stagnant aura full of negative karma - then none of these good things will happen - 
year-after-year - it will be the same - UNTIL you awaken - and realize YOU create your own karmic 
stagnation.  
  
Uranus in Taurus from 2018 => 2025 - is determined to awaken everyone – Taurus is instinct 
attraction to good things – if you’re not thinking of good things then it won’t come to you.  
 
The next 7 years offers the karmic solution to your life - to negate all the negativity - by changing 
the way you THINK. But you can't just think-positive for it all to be healed - you need to create 
positive GOOD KARMA with your thoughts - and that can only be done - through thoughts of 
gratitude for everything you have in your life. 
  
Unfortunately, in our "internet" generation - when people are worried - they sit by their computer 
and do NO PHYSICAL action - this creates more bad karma - they use their minds to continue to 
create more fear and worry - and together with alcohol abuse - drug abuse and addictions - their 
minds become a buzz of negative activity. Instead they should be using quality time each day - to 



HEAL their mind and thoughts - by SWITCHING OFF all the electronic gadgets - and use their mind 
and thoughts to THANK GOD for LIFE.  
   

הנפש ומנוחת הדעת הרחבת  - "Happiness in Movement of your Physical Body 
Move your body - if you're alive ! Laziness defines “dead” energy 

 
Many of us - during the day - sitting at a desk and on the internet - look as though we're DEAD - 
because we're physically stagnant and not moving our bodies - you could blame the 
office-computer based work that most of us do - but the reality is that's an excuse - in karmic 
reality the lack of physical movement defines we're physically DEAD and UNHAPPY - at least for 
those moments of the day. 
 
When people complain - "Nothing" is happening in their lives - it usually defines their physical body 
is not moving - they don't walk - don't move their bodies - so their aura is trapped and stagnant - 
hence NOTHING is happening in their lives.  
 
Dancing, exercise, walking and movement of any kind is a SIGN that you are ALIVE - it also helps to 
let go of, eliminate negativity and all dead energies in your aura - so MOVE YOUR BODY - SHAKE - 
DANCE - SMILE - come ALIVE - get-up out of your computer desk and DANCE - well at least CLAP 
and move your hands and arms. Moving your physical body is like opening the windows to let the 
FRESH AIR into your home. 
 
What do you instinctively do - when you get frustrated and stressed-out ? Depending on your star 
sign - if you're a water star sign [Cancer, Pisces, Scorpio] - you probably take a shower, have a bath, 
go to a sauna - if you're an earth star sign [Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn] - you probably go for a walk - if 
you're an air sign [Libra, Gemini, Aquarius]- you probably call your friends, listen to music and 
sing/hum to yourself - and if you're a fire sign [Sagittarius, Leo, Aries] - you either explode and get 
angry OR you have "sex" - whatever YOU do - is the instinct of what your body needs in order to 
balance the energies.  
  
Astrologically - Uranus in Taurus from 15th May 2018 until 2026 - is affecting people's physical 
instincts ruled by your thought s. So when you feel stressed –bored, blocked and worried - and 
have a headache - GO FOR A WALK. Get outside in the fresh air - and walk your feet - [you can even 
dance - clap your hands - sway your arms - any movement is better than no movement].  
 
In so doing - you will balance the energies - especially deflect the negativity away from your HEAD - 
hence you'll stop worrying - the biggest karmic blockage is worries and negative thoughts in YOUR 
HEAD - the negative thoughts in a person's head destroys the ability to truly ENJOY and 
APPRECIATE the gift of life.  
 
Because whilst you have a buzz of WORRY in your head - you are blind to see all the goodness in 
your life. Therefore - it is your karmic job to create POSITIVE thoughts of gratitude for every part of 
your body that is working and not aching you - gratitude for every part of your life that is going 
smoothly and not troubling you - and then GIVE THANKS for the problems too - because by 
ACCEPTING them - you will begin to live in harmony with your karmic destiny - heal your bad luck - 
and become wholesome. Say THANK YOU for everyone and everything you have in your life - and 
say THANK YOU for everything you SEE - all the beauty - all the colors - everything ! 
  



Many people - who are constantly being bombarded by a buzz of incoming energies - fail to have 
the "space" and fail to see that worry is a thought energy in your head - and yet it creates 
stagnation for the whole of your physical body and in your whole life - when you change the way 
you think and when you move your physical body - it creates positive changes in all facets of your 
life. 
 
Becoming karmically wholesome means appreciating your WHOLE body - even your little toes on 
your feet ; appreciating everything you see in the world - even the little ants and flies; appreciating 
everyone you know in your life - even the people who've been bad to you. SAY THANK YOU for 
EVERYONE and EVERYTHING.  
  

[5] Technically "The End of the World" has happened !  
 

Pluto in Capricorn from January 2008 and until 2025 means the world is being tidied-up, cleansed 
and becoming wholesome. If you compare to the "end of a party" - when all you see is a huge MESS 
- that's usually the time when ALL the selfish people who created the mess have gone-home.  
 
Only the cleaners, the sincere people, the kind-hearted-giving types of people - are always the ones 
at the end - who tidy-up. The work is thankless - but necessary - even though they weren't the ones 
who created the mess - but they ARE the ones sorting it out. That defines our generation - 
tidying-up the mess of everything prior to "2008". 
  

רוחו אל את נאמנה ולא לבו הכין לא דור ומרה סורר דור כאבותם יהיו לא  
"to the last generation, they will recite the praises of the Lord" ...  
"unlike their fathers an ungrateful and stubborn generation" ...  

Psalms Chapter 78 verse 4 => 8 
  
The prophetic vision of King David is written in Psalms 78 - defines that the prior generation would 
make the karmic mess - and it would be the job of the following generation to tidy it up. Thankfully, 
we're all seeing in REAL life - all the party-goers who made the mess - have gone-home and died - 
and over the next few years - unexpectedly and surprisingly - we'll continue to see more of "them" 
going-home - whilst the rest of us - tidy-up the karmic mess they created in the world - through 
their minds, thoughts and belief-system they forced others to believe in. All that is being 
transformed - as we see the reality - the hypocritical selfish values of "that" generation - need 
reform.  
  
Thankfully through the power of the internet - the whole world is able and will be able to respond 
quickly to every emergency that happens to enable changes to happen immediately. It is a karmic 
fact that - the "End of the World has already happened" - now we're living in a NEW WORLD - since 
2008 - and this is the generation that is tidying up, cleansing, getting-rid and healing all the karmic 
garbage of all the prior generations. It is not just in a spiritually karmic way that the world is being 
cleansed - but in a physical way too - as we begin to use our heads wisely, value and have respect 
for everything in our lives on Earth. A change in attitude will change each and everyone in the 
world.  
 
 
  



A change in attitude will change each and everyone in the world.  
“Footprints” by an Anonymous Author .. 

   
One night a man had a dream. He dreamed he was walking along the beach with the Lord. Across 
the sky flashed scenes from his life. For each scene, he noticed two sets of footprints in the sand; 
one belonging to him and the other to the Lord.  
When the last scene of his life flashed before him, he looked back at the footprints in the sand. He 
noticed that many times along the path of his life there was only one set of footprints. He also 
noticed that it happened at the very lowest and saddest times in his life.  
This really bothered him and he questioned the Lord about it. "Lord, you said that once I decided to 
follow you, you'd walk with me all the way. But I have noticed that during the most troublesome 
times in my life, there is only one set of footprints. I don't understand why when I needed you most 
you would leave me." 
The Lord replied, "My precious child, I Love you and would never leave you. During your times of 
trial and suffering, when you see only one set of footprints, it was then that I carried you." 

  
"The Karmic Packaging and Delivery Section of Heaven!" 

 
Instead of wanting your prayers answered - spend time in prayer THANKING GOD for the gift of life, 
thank GOD for everything that has happened in your life, then you will be looking at life differently 
- and instead of rattling off prayers of give me - give me - give me - you will be saying THANK YOU - 
THANK YOU - THANK YOU. Understood better from the following story:-  
I dreamt that I went to Heaven and an angel was showing me around. We walked side-by-side 
inside a large workroom filled with angels. My angel guide stopped in front of the first section and 
said, "This is the Receiving Section. Here, all petitions to GOD said in prayer are received."  
I looked around in this area, and it was terribly busy with so many angels sorting out petitions 
written on voluminous paper sheets and scraps from people all over the world. Then we moved on 
down a long corridor until we reached the second section.  
The angel then said to me, "This is the Packaging and Delivery Section. Here, the graces and 
blessings the people asked for are processed and delivered to the living persons who asked for 
them."  
I noticed again how busy it was there. There were many angels working hard at that station, since 
so many blessings had been requested and were being packaged for delivery to Earth.  
Finally at the farthest end of the long corridor we stopped at the door of a very small station. To my 
great surprise, only one angel was seated there, idly doing nothing. "This is the Acknowledgment 
Section," my angel friend quietly admitted to me. He seemed embarrassed. "How is it that? There's 
no work going on here?" I asked.  
"So sad," the angel sighed. "After people receive the blessings that they asked for, very few send 
back acknowledgments; however everyone who sends in a "THANK YOU" their name is signed in a 
special book that gets them priority treatment next time they pray and ask GOD for help".  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



Thanking GOD for the GIFT OF LIFE !  
The Spiritual Prayer of St Francis of Assisi defines the attribute of wanting to GIVE instead of 

TAKING 
   

Lord, make me an instrument of your peace 
Where there is hatred, let me bring love; Where there is injury, let me bring forgiveness;  

Where there is discord, let me bring harmony; Where there is falsehood, let me bring truth;  
Where there is doubt, let me bring faith; Where there is despair, let me bring hope;  

Where there is darkness, let me bring light; Where there is sadness, let me bring joy.  
 

LORD, grant that I may not seek so much - To be consoled as to console;  
To be understood as to understand; To be loved as to love.  

Because it is in giving that we receive, It is in forgetting ourselves that we find others,  
It is in forgiving that we are forgiven, And it is in dying that we are born to eternal life.  

Then miracle shall follow miracle and wonders never cease . Amen אמן 
  
   
  

Constantly appreciating the gift of life is the spiritual key to unlocking all spiritual wisdom  
The Book of the Secret's Secrets סודות סודי ספר  , Sefer Ahava The Book of Love האהבה ספר   
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SpiritualSecrets 
 The Moment of Enlightenment is when you realize the Truth 

“All the questions you have – You have the answers within you too” 

11. Meditation - Finding the 

Divine Light Within You 
Meditation התבודדות - Your Soul is searching for answers - when you realize that earthly 
materialism isn't enough. Meditation of the way to find your higher self with earthly self 

  
True spiritual Meditation התבודדות is the process when you LEAVE this physical world - by creating 
a spiritual thought energy to find yourself "at one" with the DIVINE. The meditative state is when 
you come to a state of NOTHINGNESS - whilst in a state of being physically AWAKE and ALERT. 
Being "in control" of your mind to SEND your MIND and it's thoughts to the spiritual realms is true 
Meditation.  
 
True Meditation is when you use your awakened mind to SWITCH OFF to all energies in this 
physical world and to DISCONNECT from all aspects of this physical world - and allow your mind to 
transcend BEYOND this physical earthly existence to the spiritual realms.  
 
At the perfect state of true spiritual Meditation התבודדות is when you have no identity, no worries 
nor any connection with anything or anyone in this physical world. And yet you are AWAKE. The 
state must be attained when you are thinking of NOTHING in this physical world. All your thoughts 
MUST be connected with the DIVINE spirit world. 
 
Your everyday physical existence is always restricted and confined into specific boundaries, time, 
place and experiences - whereas your spiritual existence can expand beyond physical boundaries 
BUT only if when LET GO of everything physical that keeps you LOCKED into boundaries that TRAP 
and CONTAIN your physical experiences and existence. 
 
A truly spiritually enlightened person can live in this physical world with a "detached" attitude - 
whilst having all their thoughts connected to the Divine spiritual world. For everyone else - we can 
attain this enlightened meditative state for an hour or so a day - [and even that's an achievement] - 
but it's that meditative hour that will bring meaning and energy to the rest of the day. 
 
 
  



"For where your treasure is - that's where your heart is ...."No one can serve TWO masters; for 
either he will hate the one and love the other - Or else he will be loyal to the one and despise the 

other - You cannot serve GOD and Earthly life. Mathew Chapter 6 verses 21 & 25  
  

Slaves of the Earthbound Materialistic Physical World  
 
It's always easy to "read" people - because as soon as they start talking - you know what they're all 
about - for whatever is on a person's mind - is what "they" start to talk about. In most cases, the 
conversations are about something EARTHLY and MATERIALISTIC. "They" are slaves of the 
Earthbound physical world - nothing else enters their "minds" - except MONEY and how to make 
MONEY and how to spend MONEY. 
 
The lifelong existence of an "Earthbound" soul is trapped into slavery of the necessity of MONEY in 
order to LIVE life. Even if they have more money than they need to live for 1 week - their FIXED, 
STUBBORN and ENSLAVED EARTHBOUND MIND is thinking of MONEY - how to make MONEY and 
how to spend MONEY.  
 
No wonder why Jesus proclaimed that a man who thinks of and loves MONEY can't enter the 
spiritual kingdom of Heaven. Because "they" NEED and are ATTACHED to MONEY so much - that 
"they" can't let go of MONEY unless it is for something of "material" value - which continues their 
enslavement to their EARTHBOUND existence. 
  

Your Attitude & Thoughts Define Your Aura  
 
Energies define your Aura - and your spiritual soul by what you're thinking - What fills your mind 
most? What are you thinking about most in your life? Many idiots have constant nonstop earthly 
desires and worries of "MONEY" - because people believe "MONEY" will answer all their other 
problems. 
 
To think of ONE thing like "MONEY" all the time - is a HUGE WASTE of your Super-Brain's 
Capabilities - and yet everyone does - UNTIL - one becomes enlightened. That's when you realize - 
the need to THINK spiritually as much as you THINK about earthly things.  
  
Astrologically you should be thinking of 12 Categories of your Life - Each and Every Day - Are You? 
Whilst it is important to THINK about MONEY - you shouldn't be NON-STOP thinking about MONEY 
- as "Money, Finances & Possessions" should only occupy a maximum of 2 hours thinking time a 
day. It's only 1/12th of the astrological day. MONEY should NOT be the reason for living - and 
should NOT be reason you do whatever you do during the day.  
 
The day consists of 24 hours - 12 x 2 hour astrological periods. Hence, if you're worrying and 
thinking all your waking hours about "money" - you're unbalanced and your mind is not living 
"naturally". The way you "think" needs to change !  
 
And I should add that it's natural to think about "sex/loving" for 2 hours a day - and about eating 
for 2 hours a day - and meditating about spiritual matters for 2 hours a day - and relaxing/enjoying 
life for 2 hours a day - and having exercise/walking using your physical body for 2 hours a day - and 
socializing / communicating with your friends for 2 hours a day - and learning for 2 hours a day - 



helping your family / relatives / children for 2 hours a day - and appreciating and keeping your 
home clean for 2 hours a day. Even though you might be "working" full time - you know that you 
can always THINK of other things like your family and loving relationships whilst you're working.  
 
This year 2018 and until 2026 life will ensure you do MORE THINKING than usual as the powerful 
Uranus in Aries will WAKE everyone up - and you will realize that you NEED to use your "HEAD" to 
change your life by changing the way you THINK and what you THINK about. You will realize that 
NOT using your head properly has created inner pain and many problems in your life - so now it's 
time to give your HEAD the nurturing it needs - so that you don't get any headaches.  
 
When your HEAD is functioning properly then you function properly - when you can't think that's 
when you can't function and that's why you've made mistakes. Indeed, we're all learning to UNDO 
the bad decisions and make good decisions - but to begin with - we need to THINK clearly. So use 
your HEAD to THINK about what you should be THINKING about - instead of wasting it on one or 
two areas of your life! 
   

Freedom is being Detached from the Earthbound Physical World  
Freedom is thinking bigger and expanding from the Earthbound Physical World  

 
From my experiences of people - I can see that it's truly a karmic gift to be FREE from the 
Earthbound physical enslavement MONEY. Even so, it can be attained by working on your soul - 
and especially now in the transformative years of 2013 => 2020 as the world is on it's collective 
journey to spiritual enlightenment - we're all going to see how the meaningless pursuit of MONEY 
has destroyed the essence of life. As you'll see in these years that even "love", "marriages" and 
"relationships" that are decided and exist because of their monetary value - will destroy people's 
lives - as the energy of MONEY dies. 
 
If there was NO MONEY in the world - and you couldn't BUY anything or value anything - then it 
would be like the world has DIED. As we enter the age of spiritual enlightenment the biggest test 
and most awful experience for many people will be living in a world WITHOUT MONEY. 
 
The moment you realize this concept - is when you realize that you're existence UNTIL NOW has 
been ENSLAVED to an Earthbound physical world. The vast majority of your time and thoughts in 
the sanctuary of your ming have been used and are being used to THINK of how to EXIST as an 
EARTHBOUND SLAVE OF MONEY and it's meaningless values. The moment you STOP THINKING of 
MONEY - is the enlightened moment you become FREE from slavery of being an Earthbound soul. 
 
Now, I know we all need to live on Earth - and it's not easy when you're young and impressionable - 
but as you mature - you'll see and learn that there's more to life than the earthbound pursuit of 
MONEY. But your lifelong quest must be to find FREEDOM from being Earthbound. Otherwise you'll 
die as a failure for no slave of money ever dies as a free and successful person.  
   

Are you FREE or Are you a SLAVE ? You Are Exactly Where Your Thoughts are ....  
What are YOU THINKING about ? Where are the vast majority of your thoughts ?  

Who are you connected with and why are you connected to them? 
  



If any of the thoughts in your head are because of MONEY - then you are a SLAVE. Whereas if any 
of the thoughts in your head are spiritually idealistic away from "earthly" existence - then you are 
FREE.  
 
Most people start their lives as SLAVES - unless they have good karma that has protected them 
from being born slaves - but on the journey of life there comes a defining moment when you are 
FREED from enslavement as you realize all your thoughts and all the people you've been connected 
with have been in the pursuit of enslavement to earthbound existence. When you are awakened 
your realize that even your "loving" relationships have been MONEY related - hence doomed to 
failure as "dead"-relationships of enslavement. Ask yourself - if MONEY wasn't a factor - would you 
be connected to such people?  
 
The transition to FREEDOM is releasing yourself from the "love of MONEY and it's addictive powers 
of enslavement". Let GO of money and be FREE. I've recently seen the addiction to MONEY has 
meant that even readers of this website couldn't even let go of £1/ $1/ 1€ - and yet they'll waste 
more than that every second in the "shops".  
 
Such people whom I call "failures" - eventually lie on their death bed - thinking of their meaningless 
physical experiences of "life" without a thought of their spirituality. These failures are thinking of 
energies of earthbound enslavement instead of enlightened energies of Eternal FREEDOM. 
  

“Slaves” Live in constant Fear and Worry  
 

If at anytime of the day or night - you are fearful - it means you are a SLAVE for an important stage 
of being spiritually enlightened is to have NO FEARS. In the past generations the most important 
FEAR people had was of DEATH and of DYING - but in our materialistically enslaved generation the 
biggest FEAR is ironically the FEAR of LIVING and FEAR of having NO MONEY to live on ! 
When you have attained the state of being AT PEACE with GOD - and have found spiritual 
enlightenment - it means you accept DEATH as a spiritual transition and aren't worried about 
MONEY. 
 
Your AURA consists of THOUGHT energies - what are you thinking about - what energies are you 
emitting from your mind ? Worries and fears - OR - enlightened happiness full of optimistic positive 
light ?  
   

Purpose of Meditation התבודדות is "Freedom"  
and to shift You from being "Earthbound" to being "Divine"  

 
What are you thinking about? What's been on your mind during the majority of the day today? 
Your Earthbound physical existence or your eternal Spiritual existence? True spiritual Meditation 
shifts your attachment from being EARTHBOUND to being Spiritually DIVINE. 
 
True spiritual Meditation shifts you from being DEAD to becoming ALIVE. True spiritual Meditation 
detaches you from all earthbound DEAD energies to attaching you to DIVINE LIFE energies of 
Eternal life.  
 



There's another BIG advantage of becoming FREE and that is you'll never ever be constrained by 
physical life - not by space, nor time nor situations nor people - if life doesn't given you the physical 
freedom - it does NOT matter - because you have the FREEDOM in your mind. 
  

How to Meditate התבודדות - The quickstart guide to Meditation   
"VANISH from real life and allow yourself to LEAVE EARTH" 

  
Simple and it works - just imagine you are no longer on Earth  

With internet apps like "Google Earth" and Planets APP for Apple" 
You can zoom in on exactly where YOU are on Earth  
& then zoom out and take yourself AWAY from Earth 

  
Meditate and Take Your Thoughts Away from Earth  

" סוף אין - מלמעלה השפעות " 
Concentrate The Infinite Space of the Outer Ether  

 

Image reproduced by Courtesy of NASA 

  
Think of the Vast Infinite Space of the Whole Universe  

The Millions and Millions of Miles of Space  
And how SMALL Earth is and how SMALL you are. 

  
Start by Thinking of this for 5 mins - and then longer if you can. 

Until you spend 1 hour a day AWAY from Earth with the Infinite Divine 
The moment of Divine Oneness You realize you're Nothing  

That's when you've found FREEDOM 
   
  



The Essence of Meditation התבודדות is Yoga - Oneness  
Meditation התבודדות means eliminating WHO and WHAT you are - and becoming NOTHING 

In that state of physical nothingness - you then become ONE with the DIVINE 
In that state of physical nothingness - you THINK of being at ONE with the DIVINE 

  
  

"State of Nothingness" 
The Divine Creator of the Universe is an infinite Oneness. Meditation is when you find yourself 
seeing this physical world as the Divine creator of the Universe sees it. Almost as a physical 
NOTHINGNESS - a speck in the cosmic infinite Universe. When you've arrived at a state of 
NOTHINGNESS - you'll know.  

  
  

Alternative Meditation ..... sitting in a Pure "House of Prayer" 
I'm sometimes reluctant to make this suggestion - as there are too many physical distractions - 
especially some Church's - full of tourists wandering in and out - taking photos and looking for 
"GOD" - not finding "him" and disappointingly walking out. 
 
As VERY VERY FEW people actually STOP and SIT DOWN in a Church for an hour - with dignified 
peace and respect. So if you do go to a Church - make sure it's one that is dignified with a spiritual 
peacefulness - light a candle and just SIT in PEACE - and THINK of NOTHING except the infinite 
DIVINE creator of the VAST infinite Universe.  
  

 
 

Purpose of Meditation התבודדות. The highest form of Meditation התבודדות is being in a state 
without a single thought - 100% SILENCE – feeling and finding the Divine GOD is within you. When 
you have vacated your physical existence and you're "somewhere" else thinking of NOTHING.  
  

Tuning into the Diivne 
Everyone in the world – everyone you see – and – everything that exists has Divine Energy 



"When you see the DIVINE Light in EVERYTHING you see 
 then you have found spiritual enlightenment" 

  
 

The energy of the DIVINE GOD is within each and everyone - and is within EVERYTHING on Earth - 
but many people "feel" distanced and disconnected from the spiritual energy of GOD that resides 
WITHIN YOU. That is the reason for "meditation" and that's the reason why you are seeking help 
and searching to find something that is already WITHIN you.  
 
Each and everyday - there are different energies transcending to everyone on Earth - in the hope 
that sooner or later - you will PICK UP the specific energy that will ENLIGHTEN you - and that you 
will "find" the DIVINE WITHIN YOU and WITHIN everything you see on Earth. 
  
This physical world is a UNIQUE world with everything and everyone having UNIQUE DIVINE and 
intense SPIRITUAL energies. When you see the Divine Light in everything and everyone then you’ve 
found “it” – the secret of life. 
  

 
The Key to Meditation התבודדות is SILENCE  
Doing NOTHING because you are NOTHING  

  
3 Steps of Meditation התבודדות 

  
1. "All beings are in Me, but I am not in them" Bhagavad Gita Chapter 9  
realization that "The Eternal Divine GOD is WITHIN You .... " 
  
2. Accepting a state of being NO-ONE and being NOTHING  
  
"The Paradox of Life - of Earthly Life versus Spiritual Life  
"When you know you are RIGHT - you are actually WRONG  
& When you think you are Wrong - you are in fact RIGHT" 
When you believe you are "SOMEONE" - you are actually "NO-ONE" 
When you know you're a"nothing" - then you are in fact SOMETHING  

  
3. There is "nothing" in the world except Divine GOD מלבדו עוד אין  
"Nothing" means "Everything" & "Everything" means "Nothing"  
GOD is EVERYTHING and EVERYTHING is GOD 
  
   

“ הגנוז אור  The Hidden Spiritual Light that lives WITHIN YOU” 
During a meditation - you should sense the "אור הגנוז The Hidden Spiritual Light". Because all 
souls who are FREE from earthly enslavement have the Spiritual Light glowing brightly  
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SpiritualSecrets 
 The Moment of Enlightenment is when you realize the Truth 

“All the questions you have – You have the answers within you too” 

12. Thank GOD for Jesus Christ 
“Your Soul is instinctively searching to be connected to Great Souls” 

 
 Thank GOD for the Holy Spiritual Soul of Jesus Christ 

Jesus Christ has saved souls, saves souls and continues to save souls.  
  
The Holy Spirit of Jesus Christ is continually guiding everyone on Earth to find the Pathway of 
Spiritual Enlightenment. Even if people deny the existence of Jesus Christ and don't believe in an 
Eternal Divine GOD - doesn't matter - as they can't negate the truthful reality that GOD exists and 
the Holy Spiritual soul of Jesus Christ is forever present.  
 
As quoted on the grave of Dr CG Jung "Vocatus atque non Vocatus - Deus Aderit" - Called or Not 
Called - God is always Present - defining the truth that everyone is constantly being guided by and 
in the presence of the Divine Spirit of GOD and constantly being helped by Jesus Christ - The 
Messiah.  
  

Thank GOD for Jesus Christ who brings Light into our Lives 
  

 
  

וקדושים עליונים נשמות  



The Holy Spiritual Soul of Jesus Christ 
 
Understanding the real Truth of the Soul of Jesus Christ, must begin with a profound truthful look 
back in factual history to that period of time 2000 years ago. Through understanding all the truthful 
spiritual writings of the Old Testament specifically Psalms of King David, the prophets of Elijah, 
Michah, Jeremiah, Isaiah & Daniel - and the Mishna and Talmud written after the destruction of the 
2nd temple in hindsight after murder of Jesus one will arrive at the same conclusion of the spiritual 
truth of saintly soul of Jesus Christ. 
 
Indeed, it is NOT what was written in the Jewish texts of the Talmud that is the most puzzling - it 
was the fact of complete omission. In exactly the same way all Jewish schools omit to teach about 
Jesus Christ, even the mention of Jesus Christ amongst orthodox Jews is absolutely forbidden and 
unthinkable - many children are still taught to deny his existence entirely - and in my own life - I 
was 30 years old before I began to realize the truth that Jesus Christ was real - and yet Jesus was 
the Messiah in direct line of descent from King David - how could it be - we were taught to deny his 
existence?  
  
Using this factual experience, coupled with understanding karma of past-lives with a truthful 
account of history and with the gift of hindsight 2000 years later, will enable you - if you were 
brought up the way I was - to see clearly the truthful reality of Jesus Christ, the karmic past and 
hence comprehend the future for the whole world, enabling you to transform, change and live the 
life we are all destined to live during this period of transformation from years 2008 until 2030 
without interference of "nonsense and fake Messiahs" and all the lies and liars that still deny the 
existence of Jesus Christ the Messiah. 
 
In doing this, it will open your mind, thoughts and soul to the SECRET recipe for REAL success in life, 
survival in this life and success for your soul in the acceptance of the Eternal Divine Spiritual realms 
of souls, leading to the collective spiritual enlightenment of all of humanity. 
  

Man-made Religions, Lies and Myths of another new "Messiah" 
 

יבין המבין  - it's been a fascinating journey - understanding and comprehending man-made religions 
- and indeed it's clear that it's the deception and lies of man-made religions that have created all 
their problems. Because when they're exposed as liars - that's when everyone leaves their religion. 
The problem isn't with the faith, belief and teachings of religions - the problem is in a few BIG lies - 
that spoil all the inherent goodness.  

  
"No-one honestly believes that Jesus is a GOD"  

"No-one honestly believes Jesus was conceived by GOD"  
It is the LIES that man-made religions create that gets them into trouble  
Whereas it is the TRUTH that ensures humanity always believes in GOD  

  
The "Myth" of a new "Messiah" coming to Save the world is nonsense  

 
יבין המבין  - Indeed amongst many "religious" people - who've been fooled - by a false myth that a 

new "Messiah" will come and save the world at the end-of-times - that's 100% nonsense. As the 
Book of Daniel explains in the "CONFESSION" of Chapter 9 - that Israel rebelled against "him" - is 
referring to a "man" they rebelled against - that man was Jesus Christ [Daniel Chapter 9 verse 7] & 



[Daniel Chapter 9 verse 11] and that "All of Israel" made the mistake - for even today many even 
refuse to acknowledge the existence - let alone the greatness of the Holy Spiritual Soul of Jesus 
Christ.  
  
The destined time of the Messiah was ONLY PRIOR to the destruction of the 2nd temple in 70 AD - 
and NOT at any other time afterwards. The only man fulfilling this prophecy was indeed Jesus Christ 
- whom all of mankind - even today - calls the Messiah and whose spiritual energy has given LIFE to 
mankind as predicted in Tana Dvei Eliyahu - "the 2000 years of the reign of the Messiah". "That" 
2000 year period is now coming to an end - as Book of Daniel explains - when ALL of mankind will 
be enlightened.  

  
If the events of "Jesus Christ" happened today  

Would anyone murder and crucify Jesus Christ ? 
There is karmic hatred of some people towards Jesus 

 
With the gift of hindsight, wisdom and understanding - there's no doubt that events that happened 
2000 years ago - would NOT happen today - no normal person would MURDER Jesus Christ or even 
think of crucifying Jesus Christ today - it wouldn't happen - and that too is a sign that worldwide 
people have learnt, transformed and evolved into a refined and cultured society. But in accepting 
this - and in forgiveness of the destined events that happened to Jesus Christ 2000 years ago - we 
need to look at the historical facts.  
  

The Real Factual Truth of Historical Events 
 

The mention of the "Holy Soul of Jesus Christ" for most people invokes powerful thoughts of 
PEACE, LOVE & COMPASSION. However and very specifically for many old guilt-ridden reincarnated 
souls, especially all old souls that existed at the time of the destruction of the 2nd temple - the 
mention of Jesus Christ invokes thoughts of hate, guilt and inner anger.  
 
The reason for this is Karmic - Gilgul as the real and factual truth of historical events is that the 
special spiritual enlightened soul of Jesus Christ wanted to sincerely guide his generation away 
from hate, self-destruction and materialism to a life of love, compassion and spiritualism - for his 
idealistic desire - he was betrayed and handed over to be murdered by the Romans in exchange for 
a known criminal is a set of events that would never happen if it was in our generation.  
 
The illogical hysteria of events at that time have caused and did cause prophetic fulfillment's - but 
could have been and would have been avoided with the gift of hindsight - now approaching exactly 
2000 years later - the remainder of the Messianic prophecies are about to be fulfilled - but first we 
must accept the karmic truth that Jesus Christ is an exceedingly HOLY spiritual Soul and is indeed 
the Messiah.  
  

Belief & Lies versus Truthful Knowledge 
 

There is a difference between belief and truthful knowledge as many people can have different 
beliefs - as a "belief" is a specific thought energy of each person - if that "belief" is not truthful then 
one's mind, thoughts and soul will be distorted and a blockage of life energy will be created 
between your soul and the pure energy of the Eternal Divine Creator and Eternal Divine Spiritual 
realms of souls. 



The innate and karmic human desire, purpose and quest to "FIND GOD" is a search for TRUTH - the 
Eternal Spiritual source of all life. It is only when one finds the truthful knowledge that one really 
feels wholesome and alive. Believing in a "lie" will sooner or later - lead to a problem. That's why 
cults, exclusive groups and lies always end. 
 
True spiritual enlightened knowledge leads to the DIVINE GOD and can only be found when one is 
truly loving, compassionate, living in peace and harmony and wants goodness for all of humanity - 
because the energies of hate, anger and destruction are NOT spiritual and anyone of any religion 
whom has such negative and impure energies are NOT following the true spiritual pathway of our 
Eternal Divine Creator. Sooner or later - it will defined in the heap of lies with the rest of history's 
karmic garbage. 
  

Astrology - Predictions Made by Astrologers for King Herod  
 

Looking at the facts - the truthful facts accounted for by everyone - prior to the birth of Jesus - 
astrologers predicted that the saviour of the Jews would be born - indeed Jesus was born - and in 
the pursuit of King Herod to find the baby boy - Joseph and Mary had to flee to Egypt to be away 
from King Herod's men.  
 
The reason I mention this is because Moses experienced the same situation - hence Pharoeh the 
ruler of Egypt ordered all baby boys to be thrown into the river - because Egyptian astrologers 
predicted the birth of baby boy who would save the Israelites from slavery.  
 
It's no coincidence that both Moses and Jesus births were predicted by "astrology" - and isn't it 
ironic that the ASTROLOGICAL facts which predicted the birth of these great people - would then be 
banned by the very same man-made religions that followed - I explain this on "Secrets of 
Reincarnation". But the truthful facts - are that ASTROLOGY correctly predicted these great events - 
and the birth of Jesus Christ to save the Jews.  
  

The Prophecy of Elijah 
 

The clearest and perfectly precise prophecy that exists with respect to the "Messiah" is of Elijah the 
prophet, written in the Book "Sefer Tana Devei Eliyahu". This is the Divine and exact knowledge 
that this physical world we live in has a lifespan of 7000 years.  
 
The 1st period of 2,000 years are years known as confusion ("tohu"); the 2nd period of 2,000 years 
of the Bible - Torah and the 3rd period of 2,000 years of the Messiah; thereafter there will be a 
period of 1000 years of complete peace, harmony in this physical world in the same way there is 
peace and harmony in the Eternal Divine Spiritual world of souls; the veil between the two worlds 
will be lifted for generations to live in peace with knowledge of everything spiritual. 
 
I make this very clear as this is a TRUTH - it discards all the silly nonsensical stupid prophecies of 
Armageddon and total world destruction by aliens - which will NOT happen - this physical WORLD is 
here to exist in accordance with a Divine Destined plan for another 1000 years - and this period will 
be peaceful with pure spiritual enlightenment.  
 



The problem everyone has had in calculating these years is knowing EXACTLY when these years 
started to be counted. This has had to be kept secret until our last generation, as this would have 
only complicated people's karma, beliefs and lives. 
 
However, as the Book of Daniel explains the destined prophecies are PERFECT and EXACT with an 
exact timeline. That time is arriving, and many spiritually enlightened souls have already been 
receiving this knowledge for many years; the period of the "End of the Messianic Years" began 
from 1995 - with it's emphasis of change between 2013 and 2020 - but extending until 2070 AD if 
mankind is stubborn and refuses to learn.  
 
Although astrologically I can see it will be between 2020 and 2030. This exact calculation, is the 
spiritual energy of DIVINE GOD within everyone through the life-giving energy of love from Jesus 
Christ - The Messiah will sustain the world for exactly 2000 years. Jesus died between 30 & 40 AD 
according to all accounts. Therefore we'll all need to be ready prior to 2030 - maybe sooner.  
  

The Prophecies of Elijah, Isaiah, Jeremiah and Daniel 
 

For anyone whom has never read and learnt word-for-word the Old Testament in its original 
Hebrew or in a correct English translation, I would sincerely recommend you do; for the each of the 
meaningful profound words of the REAL prophets of Elijah, Isaiah, Jeremiah and Daniel will 
outweigh any word I write on the internet, for each of those HOLY souls were truly on a pure 
DIVINE spiritual level that made it possible for them to see clearly the future of the world.  
In hindsight, history has proven, their words of warning were not taken seriously in their 
generation, they were hated, despised, had their own lives threatened and hence their prophecies 
were fulfilled and the Jewish people were not saved by the Messiah at the time of the 2nd Temple.  
 
According to ALL the prophets the MESSIAH was to come before the destruction of the 2nd Temple 
in 70 AD. This means that even if you don't believe Jesus Christ was the Messiah - according to ALL 
the Holy biblical prophets there was the soul of the Messiah in this world before 70 AD. Therefore 
the counting of the years known as the "2000 years of the MESSIAH" began by the latest in 70 AD 
which means these 2000 years known as "the end of the Messianic Years" will end in 2070 AD.  
  

Jesus Christ the "Messiah"  
 

However, for all who have seen the enlightened spiritual truth and know that the reference of 
"Messiah" in the Bible is referring to Jesus Christ that then the "2000 years of the MESSIAH" began 
with either the birth of Jesus Christ, the spiritual anointing of Jesus Christ or with the death of Jesus 
Christ. Hence the end of the "2000 years of the Messiah" is anytime between 2000 and 2070.  
It is important to note that there is NO mention of any "Messiah" that is predicted to come after 
the destruction of the 2nd temple, and in fact all the false "Messiahs" that have pretended to be 
"Messiahs" since 70 AD have only causes trouble and died; including the likes of Shabsai Tzvi, 
Rabbis & even Rabbis/Rebbe's such as those who died in the past 20 years who claimed to be a 
Messiah, all of whom have lived off mindless followers with false beliefs of a "Messiah". 
 
All the false "Messiahs" are complete and utter nonsense , rogues and liars like Shabsai Tzvi proved 
what they are LIARS, even today fake-messiahs that become millionaires from fake-prophecies and 
lies - each of them have created situations of hate and destruction within the Jewish people, 



whereas the true purpose of the predicted Messiah, as stated in Jeremiah, Isaiah and Daniel was to 
create and transcend LOVE & COMPASSION for ALL of mankind. There was only ONE Messiah 
predicted and he was to come before the destruction of the 2nd temple in 70 AD and he was JESUS 
CHRIST - the MESSIAH. 
   

 
  

Prophecy of St Malachy & 2000 years of Messiah  
 

This "start" and exact beginning date of the "2000 years of the MESSIAH" is "hidden" in Chapter 9 
and Chapter 4 of the Book of Daniel and therefore the period known as "the 2000 years end of the 
Messianic Years" could be any year from 1993 [based on the fact that some historians have the 
birth of Jesus as early as 7 BCE] and until between 2030-2040 [as it is factually documented that 
Jesus was killed between 30 AD and 40 AD]. However, even for those Jewish people who don't 
believe that Jesus Christ was the Messiah - will see the truth by the "end of the Messianic Years".  
Whichever calculation one uses it is definitely based on the fact that JESUS CHRIST is the MESSIAH 
and that exactly 2000 years later from that specific "hidden" date in the Book of Daniel, that the 
whole world will become completely spiritually enlightened entering a phase of the final 1000 
years of the existence of Earth, when there will be Love, Compassion, Peace and Tranquility in the 
whole world and amongst ALL nations. AMEN.  
 
This, by no coincidence, because it is the spiritual truth seems to tally-up with the famous Christian 
prophecy of St Malachy whom had the vision of the 112 popes making it is quite clear that we are 
entering an exceedingly important phase of change on earth - preparing the way for pure spiritual 
enlightenment irrespective of belief in any man-made religion [and even for the atheists too]. 



And as of 11th February 2013 the day the Holy Father Pope Benedict has Divinely and wisely 
resigned - he has seen karmically - he will be blessed to see the coming of Jesus Christ and his 
destined move is setting into motion the "end of time" - we're living in very special times and it 
looks like it's coming sooner than anyone could have predicted.  
  

A Spiritual Rabbi's Note Referring to Jesus Christ as "the Messiah" 
Prophecy of St Malachy & 2000 years of Messiah  

 
An ultra-orthodox spiritual Rabbi Kadouri claimed that the true Messiah came to him before he 
died; he wrote his name on a piece of paper and asked his followers to open in a year after he died; 
it was eagerly anticipated and many waited to know the name of the Messiah. 
  
It was revealed in 2007 - that Rabbi Kadouri had written the name of Jesus Christ on the paper, at 
the time everyone was speechless and now it is no longer discussed amongst traditional "orthodox" 
Jews. The truth is that all "open" and spiritually enlightened souls who seek the truth from 
whatever religion we come from, always find the truth and it does surprise each and everyone of 
us. Forcing us to look at history again and undo the indoctrinated lies we have been taught as a 
child with a new truthful and spiritual understanding. 
  

Fact - Jesus Christ the Messiah is  
A Holy, Elevated Soul from the House of King David 

 
All the prophecies of Elijah, Isaiah, Jeremiah and Daniel, and including the words of King David 
himself from the book of Psalms, explain clearly that the MESSIAH is a descendant of King David. 
The real fact was that Jesus Christ was a direct descendant of King David. In the same way that King 
David was threatened and persecuted by followers of King Saul - likewise Jesus Christ was hated by 
the selfish, decadent materialistic Rabbis and leaders of the time. I know no-one would disagree 
with me, in hindsight, for we know it was wrong for money-changers to occupy the temple - which 
indeed no Rabbi would ever permit to happen today. Indeed that's why amongst orthodox Jews - 
it's now a Jewish custom and considered very bad-luck - never to count money or even discuss 
money in a synagogue.  
 
In the Book of Psalms - Psalm 2 verse 2 - King David predicts that the people will be against GOD 
and be against His anointed MESSIAH - this was the factual truth with Jesus Christ. As history 
proved that the hysterical crowds when given the choice by Pilate between the life of JESUS CHRIST 
and a criminal - the crowds chose the criminal Barabbas, as predicted by King David, Jeremiah and 
Isaiah.  
 
As explained in Mathew - 14 generations from Abraham to David - 14 generations from David to 
exile into Babylon of Yechonya - and 14 generations from Babylon to Jesus - Yeshua. Jesus a direct 
descendant of King David - and that's what frightened King Herod as he knew - he would have the 
power to redeem and save the Jewish people.  
  
 
 
 



The Karmic Situations that Changed the Destined Events 
 

Many have written that the death and murder of Jesus Christ changed the events of what was 
supposed to have happened - that is not true - as from the all the prophecies of Elijah, Isaiah, 
Jeremiah and Daniel, it is clear that the people were destined to make the mistake; they were 
destined to rebel against GOD and against the true Messiah. And in so doing, this created a period 
of "2000 years of the Messiah" where reincarnated souls have needed to learn specific lessons.  
  

 
 
St Peters Square in Rome on Christmas Day when the Pope's Message of Peace, Compassion & 
Love; & the teachings of Jesus Christ are adhered to and respected by over 1 Billion Catholics 
worldwide.  
 
That doesn't mean to say the man-made "Catholic" religion is perfect for no-one living on earth is 
perfect but the fundamental teachings of Jesus Christ, St Peter and his disciples are the keys to 
spirituality. 
  

The Love Jesus Christ the Messiah - has for Everyone - Saves Everyone  
Thank GOD for JESUS CHRIST - The Anointed Messiah - Descendant of King David  

  

The Holy Spiritual Soul of Jesus Christ  
 

The Eternal Divine Creator of the Universe gave mankind a destined time of "2000 years of the 
MESSIAH" a period of time when everyone who wants - can learn, grow spiritually and connect 
with powerful energy of the loving, compassionate spiritual and Holy Soul of Jesus Christ - the 
Messiah.  
 
The Holy Spiritual Soul of Jesus Christ is so powerful that simply the thoughts of Jesus Christ, 
reading the words and scriptures of the teachings of Jesus Christ will connect and light up the 
GODLY spiritual flame within one's soul with the powerful healing energy of his soul. Which in turn 
provides one with the powerful spiritual connection with the Eternal Divine Creator of the 
Universe.  
 



The Holy Spiritual Soul of Jesus Christ connects our physical existence in this world with the Eternal 
Divine Creator of the Universe through the Eternal Divine Spiritual Realms of Souls and we become 
as ONE with GOD for we recognize that we are nothing without the energy of GOD.  
  

The Purpose of "2000 Years of the Messiah" 
Bringing LOVE where there was Hate ; Bringing LIFE where there was Death 

Learning by our mistakes - confession of our mistakes - and finding the truthful pathway  
  
According to the Talmud [written by the Rabbis after the destruction of the 2nd Temple] explains 
that the ONLY reason 2nd Temple was destroyed was because of energy of HATE that prevailed at 
that time. Therefore the ONLY purpose of a MESSIAH was AND continues to be to change peoples 
attitude of mind from being hateful to being LOVING and COMPASSIONATE.  
 
The purpose of ALL our lives is to CLEANSE our souls; in the same way that physically we eliminate 
daily all dirt, filth and impurities from our bodies; likewise spiritually - we must actively CLEANSE 
our mind, thoughts and soul REFUSING to allow-in ALL negative energies, such has hate, anger, 
jealousy, greed and any such materialistic energies which cause and lead to destruction; in 
cleansing it then allows our mind, thoughts and soul to be full of pure thoughts of LOVE & 
COMPASSION.  
 
Jesus Christ in the teachings of the New Testament has taught the fundamental spiritual teachings 
for humanity of love and compassion for EVERYONE. The secret for spiritual enlightenment 
throughout all the generations of the past 2000 years has been to find the same spiritual pathway 
of LOVE and COMPASSION, irrespective of race, colour, and prior religious beliefs, for we are ALL 
the spiritual children of GOD and most importantly we are all in essence contain a spark of GOD 
within each of us. 
 

 
 
  



וקדושים עליונים נשמות  The Holy Spiritual Soul of Jesus Christ  
משיחו ועל יהוה על יחד נוסדו ורוזנים ארץ מלכי יתיצבו  

"Rulers of many lands will gather together and conspire to make rules together AGAINST GOD 
and AGAINST the ANOINTED ONE" Psalms Chapter 2 Verse 2  
 
In every generation, the prophetic vision of King David in the Book of Psalms comes true - as 
powerful materialistic leaders of the world - work together and conspire against the TRUE will of 
GOD. Indeed King David himself was persecuted for his idealism and spirituality - and in the 
prophetic words of Psalm 2 - we're being taught that in EVERY generation - there will always be 
opposition to GOD and to his anointed one. That is a fact of life. The battle of good versus evil. 
  
Only at the "end of time" when the Divine is revealed - will the truth be revealed. In the meantime, 
we need to decipher for ourselves - the difference between good and bad; right and wrong, truth 
and deceit, light and darkness. 
 
The fact that in our generation - so many people despise the word of the Holy Bible - and mock the 
words of Jesus Christ - is itself a SIGN that Jesus Christ is HOLY. For why else would so much hatred 
be created against "religion" and the teachings of "Jesus Christ"? Why would atheistic and 
materialistic people - attempt to destroy the LIGHT that radiates from Jesus Christ. "They" know - 
Jesus is right - but in order to justify their meaningless lives - "they" pour scorn on and make rules 
that are AGAINST GOD and the anointed one. 
  

Jesus Christ is one the Greatest Spiritual Souls that Exists  
 

Amongst all the good people of the world - which as the world is always spiritually considered to be 
50:50 - half good and half bad - means that there's over 3 billion people on the planet that KNOW 
and RESPECT the greatness of Jesus Christ. But I would go further to say that ALL 7 Billion people on 
this planet have heard of Jesus Christ - and have some respect towards HIS NAME.  
 
Thank GOD that there's only a very tiny and minute number of people on Earth who really "hate" 
the name of Jesus Christ - and that number of dark souls is diminishing everyday - as the world is 
becoming more enlightened.  
 
There is NO-ONE on Earth who has ever lived whose name resonates with so many people as the 
name of JESUS CHRIST. Jesus was the greatest soul to ever have lived on Earth - and IS the greatest 
soul that continues to exist - for spiritual souls continue to exist even after "death" from this 
physical world. 
  

Greatness of Spirituality is Measured by LOVE the Soul Creates 
 

When you THINK of Jesus Christ , when you mention the name of Jesus Christ, when you read the 
Holy Bible and when you sit in a Church and light a candle in the name of the Eternal soul of Jesus 
Christ - it creates a POSITIVE ENERGY in your aura.  
 
It's inexplicable but the aura of Jesus Christ comes to EVERYONE EVERYWHERE in the world. 
Wherever you are and whatever time it is - when you THINK of Jesus Christ - you feel an energy of 
genuine LOVE and COMPASSION. That indeed is a sign of a GREAT SOUL. 



The Divine GOD promised that in the 2000 years of "darkness" and in times of "trouble" - the spirit 
of Jesus Christ would protect humanity - however - now that the destined time for the spiritual soul 
of Jesus Christ to return to Earth is approaching - we're all feeling the Holy Spirit stronger than ever 
before.  
 
The love of Christ is magnetic to all souls - to everyone on Earth - for in exactly the same way 
EVERYONE on Earth has heard of the name of Jesus Christ - everyone on Earth has the connection 
with his Spirit. People who dislike and hate the "name" of Jesus are "dark" souls - but even they 
have the energy of Jesus within them. For no-one in the world is completely 100% bad.  
 
Everyone has the spark of GOD within them - and everyone has the energy of Jesus Christ within 
them too - all one needs to do is REACH OUT and HE is there to save everyone's soul with LOVE , 
LIGHT and COMPASSION. The more one truthfully thinks of the spirit of Jesus Christ - the more one 
realizes how great HIS spirit is - for he touches EVERYONE on Earth. 
  

The Holy Spiritual Soul of Jesus Christ  
is Soon "Returning" to Heal Karma & Karmic Debts  

 
A fact of life and prophetic vision for the whole world - as we approach the 2000 years when Jesus 
died - so we can expect his return - the prophetic visions of the end-of-time - all agree that the 
world will be AT PEACE - and the DVINE will be revealed. The spirit of Jesus that is WITHIN everyone 
and CONNECTED to everyone - will bring the healing and enlightenment we all need.  
 
People who EMBRACE the spirit of Jesus will find peace and love sooner than the others - but the 
vision of the end of time is that EVERYONE in the whole world will eventually find peace and love 
too. It's going to happen - as it's the BLUEPRINT of life on Earth and the will of the Eternal Divine 
Creator.  
   

הארץ ואת השמים את אלהים ברא בראשית  
"The Beginning GOD CREATED THE HEAVENS and THEN EARTH" 

 
The 1st verse of the Bible - Torah has 7 hebrew words - each hebrew word refers to 1000 years - 
the blueprint of life on Earth - each word represents 1000 years of the 7000 years of the existence 
of man on earth. The 3rd word is the name of GOD - ELOHIM - and it was in the 3rd millennium 
[2000-3000] period "Abraham Found GOD" and the Torah was given to Moses and the Israelites in 
the wilderness of Mount Sinai.  
 
The 4th word and the 6th word "ET" has no translated meaning but is explained to indicate that an 
all inclusive "every" experience for "every" person will be experienced in preparation for the 
Messiah to transcend to this physical world. Jesus was then born.  
 
The 5th word means "SHOMAYIM - the heavens" - JESUS CHRIST - the Messiah was taken to the 
heavens above for a period of 2000 years - whilst mankind prepares to GET IT RIGHT a 2nd TIME.  
The significance of the 6th word "v'ET" being EXACTLY the same as the 4th word - with the 
exception of a letter VAV - meaning the 6th 1000 year period will be a facsimile of the 4th 1000 
year period. A time of preparation for welcoming JESUS CHRIST - The Messiah. 



Every preparation and every experience amongst everyone on Earth is done all over again, to 
prepare for the 7th millennium and the 7th word "Ha'aretz" means "the land" - when the veil will 
be revealed and the whole of the world will see the spiritual truth of this world, unveiling of the 
mystery of the DIVINE and the existence of GOD - the Eternal Divine Creator of the Universe. Fact - 
there will be exactly 2000 years between Jesus Christ coming to Earth the 1st time and Jesus Christ 
coming to Earth a 2nd time. 
  

The Holy Spiritual Soul of Jesus Christ is here on Earth  
Amongst Everyone to Heal Karma & Karmic Debts 

 
The period prior to the culmination of "time" will be a quickening of time and of many experiences 
- all of which are karmic - from "past" life energies. Big "shifts" in circumstances amongst peoples 
and nations - are the final cleansing of karma is complete. Many prophets of doom and gloom 
believed this would lead to total destruction of mankind and end of civilization - that's 100% 
NONSENSE - as karma does NOT mean destruction - it means staying ALIVE and EXPERIENCING 
energies - whilst becoming wholesome.  
 
It will be a time of healing and understanding - the ONLY reason why mankind makes mistakes is 
because of IGNORANCE - but when mankind becomes spiritually enlightened - it stops ignoring the 
TRUTH - it faces the TRUTH - it becomes enlightened with wisdom - and hence a karmic 
CORRECTION is complete. Thereby we DO what we're destined to do - and don't do whatever is 
WRONG. Hence, once you've seen the LIGHT of goodness - it becomes much easier to DO what's 
right.  
 
But before you can do what's right - the first stage is to HEAL the PAST. As we approach the 
destined time as predicted in the Book of Daniel - more and more people will become enlightened 
with wisdom - hence more and more people will do what's destined and right - through karmic 
forgiveness. It'll feel like a giant rearranging and healing of "life" - even the ignorant people who 
refuse to believe in and ignored the truth of the Holy Spiritual Soul of Jesus Christ will eventually 
see the truth - and they too will rearrange their lives to eliminate the wrong and do what's right. 
  
The fact that Holy Spiritual Soul of Jesus Christ is close to EVERYONE on Earth - it means that the 
ease with which you can HEAL, CORRECT and COMPLETE your destiny - is very easy. That's the 
destined purpose of the Divine gift of the Holy Spiritual Soul of Jesus Christ to the world - he saves 
each of us.  
  



 
 

Salzburg Cathedral - Austria - Whichever Church you enter in the World  
There's a feeling of peace created by the Spirit of Jesus Christ  

  
Jesus Christ has saved souls, saves souls and continues to save souls.  

Thank GOD for Jesus Christ. Thank GOD for Jesus Christ The Messiah המשיח 

 
The Eternal Divine Spirit of GOD who created this world and gave the Torah The Holy Bible  התורה
 to the Moses and the Israelites on Mount Sinai - inspired King David with prophetic הקדושה
brilliance - has a destined Divine plan in progress for all of humanity. This plan is accessible to all 
souls who elevate their earthly existence beyond this constricted transcendental physical world of 
time and place. The Divine GOD gave this knowledge to many of his prophets such as Moses, Elijah, 
Isaiah, Jeremiah and Daniel to offer hope and guidance to each and every generation.  
 
The Holy Soul of Jesus Christ - The Messiah and the descendant of King David was brought down to 
earth to be a spiritual guide, teacher and a source of love, faith, hope and inspiration for a destined 
period of 2000 years during the years of "darkness". The purpose is clear - his spiritual soul is so 
powerful that he acts to connect our soul with GOD in an extra-ordinarily powerful way.  
When we recognize the greatness of Jesus Christ and give thanks to GOD for giving us a remarkable 
spiritual guide of Jesus Christ we are able to access and gain wisdom, knowledge, peace, love, joy 
and spiritual enlightenment - THANK GOD for JESUS CHRIST. 
  
  



Stagnation means time to Think of GOD and Jesus Christ  
The Need to STOP WORKING in order to Find GOD ....  

 
Everything has a DESTINED time - nothing is happening by accident or chance - we can all feel the 
spiritual energy as we're living in unique time in the history of the world. 
  
Astrologically between the years 2008 and 2020 - the inexplicable karmic stagnation, frustrations 
and blockages to normal life - are working on mankind collectively and everyone individually to 
create a NEW beginning. But in order to BEGIN a NEW - one MUST END the OLD. And concede that 
the OLD was WRONG - like a CONFESSION of sins - let-go of the "past".  
  
Hence If you feel stagnated and are doing "nothing" with your life - then you've been STOPPED in 
order to awaken yourself to the spiritual truth of GOD and of Jesus Christ. Everything in life has 
meaning and nothing happens by accident - so if you're doing NOTHING with your life - then the 
karmic energies have created that NOTHINGNESS and a DEAD-END to get you to STOP - THINK of 
GOD and THINK of JESUS CHRIST.  
  
Many people whilst working long-hours excuse themselves from learning the bible - because 
they're too busy and avoid thinking of GOD because it interferes with their "work and daily 
business". I believe from the current astrological energies the reason for a worldwide recession and 
stagnation is to give everyone the opportunity of - TIME to THINK of GOD - and time to read the 
Holy Teachings of Jesus Christ.  
 
Once you've found the DIVINE within and once you've found Jesus Christ - then you can karmically 
continue on with living a meaningful life - living with Jesus Christ - whilst your working transforms 
the way you work, the way you behave, the way you talk to people, deal with other people and live 
you life. It becomes meaningful. You'll see the BIG change within your life - the moment you truly 
find JESUS CHRIST. That's the karma of this time in the history of mankind - to find Jesus and 
acknowledge his presence.  
  

Time is NOW - it's "almost" exactly 2000 years ago.... 
 

There's no more TIME - the world has run out of time for playing around and living meaningless 
lives. Now the time is upon us to learn, grow, change and prepare for a new age of pure Divine 
spiritual enlightenment. The hebrew concept of Messiah was always referring to a time of Divine 
accountability - and now we're all realizing it's an IMMEDIATE emergency to change to prepare for 
the Divine.  
 
Almost exactly 2000 years ago - Jesus Christ was alive on earth and between 30 => 40 AD he was 
killed before the destruction of the temple in 70 AD. Therefore without no doubt we are living in a 
very unique time period in the history of the world and within the next 10-30 years - we will see a 
Divine Truth - here on Earth.  
 
Before "HIS" return we're going to see URGENT and very powerful karmic changes as people 
become spiritually enlightened and find the Holy Spirit of Jesus Christ. Then we're all collectively 
ready for the Divine revelations at a time of pure spiritual enlightenment and peace in the whole 
world. I should add that with the power of technology, INTERNET and Divine intervention - 
mankind can CHANGE in 1 second - hence we could all see the spiritual TRUTH and be ready for the 



return of Jesus at any moment. However, astrologically I can see that the very stubborn will also 
need transforming and changing - and that'll take a little longer. But the astrological charts of the 
year 2020 look as though DESTINY has defined it's moment of peace on Earth. 
  
The Only Vision of the True Messiah is Jesus Christ - a descendant of House of Judah & King David  

"And all who WAIT 1335 days - will then see a REAL HAPPINESS" Daniel 12 verse 12  
 

I believe that the reason Daniel tells us to WAIT is that there will come FAKE messiahs claiming to 
be the redeemer of the world - and it will be the FINAL test - just like Jesus Christ tested the world 
2000 years ago - so too we'll be tested to see if we BELIEVE or not. Daniel advises is to WAIT and 
not be fooled by any FAKES or LIARS. 
 
As until the final moment when the whole world will see the TRUTH of Jesus Christ - there will still 
be the possibility that "darkness" will make a last attempt to try and cause deception. The reason I 
add this important point is when people need "help" they'll cling onto anything - and especially in 
times of trouble - hence Daniel explains to have faith in the Divine GOD, Jesus Christ - the anointed 
one, and discard all fake magicians and deception.  
  

The Understanding of the Spiritually Enlightened 
Who accept Jesus Christ is the Blessed Messiah 

 
Many spiritually enlightened attain a pure state of spiritual understanding in their lifetime, they 
sense, know and live with this profound truthful knowledge of GOD and the Messiah. When the 
mystery of GOD is no longer a mystery - everything becomes clear - and when you sense and know 
of the DIVINE GOD - then you have clarity.  
 
Unfortunately in past generations the spiritually aware people - could not express the truths they 
found, even those enlightened people whom found the truth felt, sensed, knew and understood 
the meaning of the Elijah's prophecy of 2000 years and of the rule of the JESUS CHRIST - THE 
MESSIAH still found it difficult to speak FREELY because of fears of retribution amongst ignorant 
people. Today we're living in a world where we have the FREEDOM of belief and FREEDOM of 
speech.  
 
Hence we're able to accept and admit openly on the internet that Jesus Christ is the powerful Holy 
elevated blessed spiritual soul and is the true "Messiah" from the house of King David whom GOD 
gave to this world to help guide everyone to feel ALIVE with love, compassion and peace connected 
eternally to GOD. Jesus Christ has saved souls, saves souls and continues to save our souls. Thank 
GOD for Jesus Christ.  
  

The Spiritual Teachings of Jesus Christ  
 

Jesus Christ taught us that EVERYONE has the ability and potential to be 100% perfect; because 
each and everyone has the DIVINE spark of GOD within our souls. No matter what family, country, 
religion one has started one's life - we are ALL a part of ONE GOD. The spiritual wisdom of the New 
Testament and teachings of Jesus Christ are profound beyond words - because they communicate 
heart-to-heart and enlighten our souls with PEACE, JOY & LOVE. 
 
   



The Truthful & Loving Teachings of Jesus Christ 
The historical facts of the Torah The Holy Bible התורה הקדושה are priceless because they show us 
the battle between good and evil; love and hate; right and wrong as the generations were evolving. 
The DIVINE destined purpose of the Messiah - Jesus Christ is to show there is only one sustainable 
correct pathway to Eternal Divine enlightenment and that's through LOVE. It is inconceivable and 
impossible to hate, destroy, attack or murder anyone IF one truly believes in GOD because such 
acts of destruction one knows that one is actually destroying oneself - that's spiritual suicide.  
 
Jesus Christ teaches if one is hates even one person then one hates GOD - and when one sincerely 
LOVES GOD then one loves EVERYONE. All spiritually enlightened souls from all countries and all 
religions have learnt this lesson - in my personal limited knowledge and experiences I write from 
the Jewish, Christian, Hindu & Buddhist perspectives - but I am 100% convinced that ALL spiritually 
enlightened souls from all 70 perspectives of life have the same quality because we are ALL part of 
the same ONE ETERNAL GOD.  
 
The proof for this is that EVERY baby in the whole world is born through the same act of LOVE 
between a male and female; energy of LOVE exists to create LIFE. GOD is the source of that LIFE 
and that LIFE is created and sustained by LOVE. We all pretend we are different and live in an 
illusion that we are different but inherently and actually we are ALL the SAME - because we have 
the SAME source of life energy - GOD - the Eternal DIVINE creator of the whole Universe. 
   

The Holy Enlightened Spiritual Souls 
 

All true spiritually enlightened souls have a deep and profound sense of LOVE and COMPASSION for 
everything and everyone in the whole Universe as we are ALL created by the ONE ETERNAL DIVINE 
CREATOR; and in the same way that GOD sustains everything and everyone, we, as humble 
servants of GOD know that we are all a spark of Godliness - GOD who is our compassionate and 
loving CREATOR who sustains and gives everyone the gift of life. 
 
In the same way that the Holy Spiritual Soul of Jesus Christ connects our physical existence in this 
world with with the Eternal Divine Creator through the Eternal Divine Spiritual Realms of Souls. 
Likewise being connected with EVERYONE and ANYONE whom is spiritually enlightened, loving and 
compassionate, irrespective of whomever they are and from whatever "religion" they represent 
has the power to connect our physical existence in this world more powerfully and with purity with 
the Eternal Divine Creator of the Universe through the Eternal Divine Spiritual Realms of Souls. 
  
For this reason, it is intrinsically natural that most normal spiritually minded people go to Houses of 
Worship to pray and to go to cemeteries to communicate and pray in order to connect with the 
spiritual souls of good loving compassionate souls, whom will help bridge the connection between 
this physical world and in the Eternal Divine Spiritual World.  
 
I must add that if, for whatever reason, you enter a place of worship and feel "uncomfortable" then 
you MUST LEAVE that place, if it does not offer your soul peace, love and tranquility then it is NOT a 
good place for your soul to be. It is a sign that you don't belong there - instead GO and FIND a place 
of worship that you do feel full of LOVE, COMPASSION and TRANQUILITY. 
   



 
Salzburg Cathedral, Austria - A wonderful place of Spiritual Energies 

  
In the Auric Presence of The Holy Soul  

 
The essence of a true "House of Prayer" is a tomb of a Holy Spiritual Soul whom will help you 
because in the presence of a saintly spiritually enlightened soul, one feels an overwhelming loving 
strength of spiritual energy emanating from their soul that is so powerful. This good energy has the 
power to negate any negativity, unblock blockages and instantaneously fill anyone with energy of 
LOVE, COMPASSION and FORGIVENESS.  
  
The Tomb of St Peter in Vatican - Rome - The disciple of Jesus Christ the Messiah - and the Author 
of Nishmas Kol Chai . Most people find that lighting a candle and praying in the Holy place of Saintly 
Spiritual Soul one immediately feels ALIVE with a Divine purity and REAL LOVING spiritual energy of 
LIFE giving energy. In the presence of greatness - one's soul is cleansed by their overwhelmingly 
strong aura. The reason it becomes INTENSE and EXCEEDINGLY strong is the connection that these 
souls have with Jesus Christ The Messiah in the spirit realms - and the connection that Jesus Christ 
has to the DIVINE creator of the whole universe.  



 

Sit in the Aura of Pure Peace & Tranquility 
 

Very often, all you need to do is just go and SIT inside a place of worship, such as a Church or Tomb 
of a Saintly soul and you will sense a spiritual peacefulness; there is often no need to say anything, 
as the spiritual energy of the Church will sense that your soul needs healing, love and compassion 
and the energy will envelope you whilst you are inside the Church to connect your soul with purity 
to the Eternal Divine Spiritual Realms of Souls.  
 
Sitting inside the crypt and allowing the pure spiritual energy transcend from the compassionate 
soul to envelope your soul with energy of pure LOVE, COMPASSION and PEACE, is the powerful 
true essence of the Spiritual Christian Church. Hence St Peters in Rome and the Tomb of St Francis 
of Assisi and in the Holy Santa Maria Degli Angeli are amongst many unique places of worship that 
have a tremendously powerful spiritual energy as theses places are where the energy of the souls 
of St Peter, St Francis and Santa Maria are blessing everyone whom enters with pure LOVE, 
COMPASSION and PEACE. 
 
Thank GOD, there are many spiritual places in this beautiful World; all have a profound and unique 
energy that is almost impossible to sense if you sit-at-home on the internet; therefore at this 
specific and unique time in the world, when we all need to understand that the ONLY success for 
living a meaningful life will be proportional to the power of our spirituality. I am sure that YOU too 



will sense and feel the exceedingly positive spiritual energy of these special places, if and when 
YOU - "GO OUT and seek - YOU will surely find GOD". 
  

The Meaning of "Endtime of the Messiah" 
 

The Mishna & Talmud in Sotah 49a explains the period known as the דמשיחא עקבות  "Ikvos 
deMoshicha" which literally means the "Heals of the Messiah"; the Rabbis explain that the words 
have been chosen specifically to disguise the fact that the Jewish people missed the chance of 
recognizing the true Messiah - Jesus Christ - before the 2nd Temple was destroyed. 
 
The beginning of the Messiah's days are referred to as the "Head of the Messiah", whereas the end 
of the Messiah's days are referred to as "Heals of the Messiah", this again refers to the period at 
the END of "2000 years of the Messiah", ie the period between 1993 and 2070 AD. The pure energy 
of the spiritual soul of Jesus Christ was destined to energize all of humanity for 2000 years with 
energy of love, compassion, joy, peace, and spiritual strength. 

  
Whom can we rely .... Our Father Who is in Heaven 

 
When the Rabbis of the Talmud recognized - in hindsight - that the all the prophecies of Elijah, 
Isaiah, Jeremiah and Daniel, and including the words of King David had been fulfilled and that the 
Messiah did not save the destruction of the 2nd Temple because of the overwhelming destructive 
"hate energy" that existed, the Talmud Sota 49a and 49b - [see English version online] quotes Rabbi 
Pinchas ben Yair who said:-  
 
"When the Second Temple was destroyed all scholars and noblemen were ashamed and covered 
their head [this is a reference to the start of wearing YaMulkas - Jewish Skullcaps] ... ... ... ... 
NOBODY PRAYS [ON THEIR BEHALF], AND NOBODY ASKS - UPON WHOM IS IT FOR US TO RELY? 
UPON OUR FATHER WHO IS IN HEAVEN. 
  
The reference of "Our Father who is in Heaven" is referring to the powerful "Lords Prayer", as 
taught by Jesus Christ - stating the fact that the ONLY success we have is when we are humble to 
recognize that we are nothing, and that we are completely dependant upon the blessing of GOD in 
everything we do every moment of our lives. It was the Rabbis of the Talmud who realized that a 
BIG mistake had been made in the murder of Jesus Christ - and as Daniel explains in Chapter "all of 
israel" made the mistake.  
 
It is for us to pray to "Our Father who is in Heaven" for only through our connection and faith in 
"Our Father who is in Heaven" can we too have salvation and this prayer was given by Jesus Christ 
for us to pray The "Lords Prayer"  
 
The Lords Prayer is :- Our Father, who art in heaven, Hallowed be thy Name. Thy kingdom come. 
Thy will be done, On earth as it is in heaven. Give us this day our daily bread. And forgive us our 
trespasses, As we forgive those who trespass against us. And lead us not into temptation, But 
deliver us from evil. For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, for ever and ever. 
Amen. 
 
 

  



The Destined Transitional Period  
Spiritual Enlightenment for Every Soul in the Whole World  

 
During this period of transition it is guaranteed that the whole world does have a destined future to 
become a wonderfully spiritually enlightening place to live in, the world we will all be living in a 
world full of LOVE, KINDNESS and COMPASSION - it is the destiny of the Earth.  
 
This period of REAL change and future of the whole world will see the elimination of all hatred, 
jealousy, destruction and sadness; it will indeed be a time when we will see the fulfillment of 
Spiritual Prayer of St Francis of Assisi when we will all pray to GOD and ask.... 
  
Lord, Make me an instrument of your Peace ....  
Where there is hatred, let me bring love; where there is injury, let me bring forgiveness;  
Where there is discord, let me bring harmony; where there is falsehood, let me bring truth;  
Where there is doubt, let me bring faith; where there is despair, let me bring hope;  
Where there is darkness, let me bring light; where there is sadness, let me bring joy.  
LORD, grant that I may not seek so much to be consoled as to console;  
To be understood as to understand; to be loved as to love.  
Because it is in giving that we receive, it is in forgetting ourselves that we find others,  
It is in forgiving that we are forgiven, and it is in dying that we are born to Eternal life.  
  

 
  

להודיעם ובריתו ליראיו ה סוד   
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SpiritualSecrets 
 The Moment of Enlightenment is when you realize the Truth 

“All the questions you have – You have the answers within you too” 

14. Book of Daniel 

The End-Times of Spiritual Enlightenment 

להודיעם ובריתו ליראיו ה סוד  Introduction to the Book of Daniel  
The Holy Prophetic "Book of Daniel" - Sefer Daniel - דניאל ספר   

The Most Prophetic Book of the Bible for Our Generation  
 

Whenever anyone asks about the "the end" - the biblical answers are found in the Book of Daniel. 
Unfortunately, it was written encrypted in parables, dreams and stories by Daniel - most of which 
was written in Talmudic Aramaic and not in traditional Hebrew - making it even more difficult to 
comprehend.  
 
Together with the added factor - that everyone who truly comprehends the Book of Daniel - 
realizes from his prophetic message that you can't reveal it to EVERYONE in the Whole World. 
Indeed, this was the reason, why for many years - we withheld writing this section and are still 
holding-back on other sections - but recently we've realized - now is the karmic time.  
 
We are indeed living at a karmic junction of Prophetic times - and with the karmic gift of "the Holy 
internet" - now is the time to reveal what we know so you can confirm within yourself what you 
already intuitvely know.  
  

"2012" - was the Deepest Darkness before The Light  
The Daybreaking Dawn has happened in "2013" 

 
"2013" began a new era .... with the deepest darkness - in Summer of 2012 - at this junction - not 
only was there immense "fear" and "negativity" in the world - but "2012" was worst in recent years 
of inexplicable man-made torture and senseless karmic suffering - especially in Syria.  
 
The relevance of Damascus, Syria is in the fulfillment of a prophetic vision from the Book of Isaiah - 
who defined the turning point for humanity would be when Damascus is turned into a city of ruins. 
The truth is Damascus was a beautiful city of historic and karmic importance - and it is a 
catastrophe what man-made destruction has done. The worst was defined in Summer of 2012.  
  



The karmic turning point is a moment of profound TRUTH - when, with the gift of hindsight - we all 
look at the needless bloodshed, pain, sorrow and homelessness created in the Mid-East [Syria, 
Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Tunisia & Egypt] during the past 12 years - and SAY ENOUGH is ENOUGH - 
NO MORE WARS - that's the karmic moment when this World will be blessed with and will find 
PEACE. But just like a sunrise on the "future" - it comes with a daybreaking dawn - a period before 
sunrise - when you see it becoming brighter. Between 2013 and 2020 - we are living in the karmic 
time prior to the sunrise of world peace.  
  
Ironically, after all the hype and nonsense of December 21st 2012 - being the end of the world - 
no-one has even thought of declaring any new dates for end-of-world - because people realize - it's 
nonsense - that creates fear for nothing - and is based on nonsense. Indeed, people of the world 
have spiritually matured to know - the "end" will be peace and not argmageddon. 
  
As a true Christian - and follower of the holy teachings of Jesus Christ - it is logically clear - that 
WAR and MURDER is NOT the correct pathway. How can anyone go to Church and believe in Jesus 
Christ - then create DEATH, MISERY and SUFFERING to another human? How can anyone 
manufacture and produce weapons of death and declare themselves to be Christians? 
  
  

Introduction to the Book of Daniel  
The Holy Prophetic "Book of Daniel" - Sefer Daniel - דניאל ספר   

  
"2013" began the unique time in the history of the world - it was the daybreak on a world of peace 
- when each word and each prophetic vision of Daniel began to become clear. The mysteries and 
secrets of the Holy Prophetic "Book of Daniel" - Sefer Daniel - דניאל ספר  have been LOCKED and 
CLOSED until now "2013" - and soon the destined time is coming right to reveal it's secrets. Just like 
Sunrise - the daybreak and dawn begins gradually and since February 2013 - we've all been seeing 
the "new day" emerging - but still not YET seen the declaration of "Sunrise" of the "new day". 
  
Even when I had wanted to write and update this introductory page in September/October 2012 - I 
experienced many mysterious coincidences which made be STOP and WAIT - as I listened to the 
signs that the time wasn't right to reveal the spiritual secrets of the Book of Daniel on the open 
internet. That changed from 26th December 2012 and with an aura of spiritual excitement I knew 
the timing was almost right - then in February 2013 and Summer 2013 with a BRILLIANT aura of 
spiritual excitement and enlightenment - it's clear - that NOW is the right time to reveal it's secrets. 
 
I've posted the original HEBREW text on this website - because as I explain on "Hebrew-Glossary" - 
that even if you can't understand the HEBREW - your 3rd eye sees the Hebrew and then your 
spiritual soul can and does understand the energy of words of the original Hebrew.  
  

יבין המבין  The "Myth" of not learning the Book of Daniel דניאל ספר  
  
Indeed amongst many orthodox "religious" people - if you ask them the meaning of anything in the 
Book of Daniel - the automatic reply will be "it's not for you to learn - it's too deep for you and NOT 
meant to be learnt by anyone" - That is NONSENSE - what "they" are saying is "they" don't know 
what the words mean - therefore "they" don't want you to become enlightened to understand the 
wisdom either.  



Like the "blind leading the blind" - "they" want to keep you trapped in the manmade fear and 
darkness - the same darkness that they are living in. But in truthful spiritual reality - each WORD in 
the prophetic Book of Daniel contains great wisdom and even greater energy of LIGHT. 
  
Although I might have agreed with the ancient Jewish myth of not studying the Holy Book of Daniel 
in past generations - that DOES NOT APPLY NOW in our internet generation. I would even agree 
that the year "2012" was different to "2013" and is different to 2014 and will be different to 2015, 
2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 - as each year the transformative brightness of peace, love and 
compassion will become stronger in the world. 
  
The daybreak dawn began in "2013" and it is clear with 100% spiritual clarity that NOW is the right 
time to reveal it's secrets - because we are living in the LAST 7 years - a unique time and generation 
of spiritual enlightenment and in these special years between 2013 and 2020 - the World will need 
to comprehend the Book of Daniel in order to understand what's happening, why it's happening 
and how to keep the faith to get through it.  
  

The Introduction to Book of Daniel is it's Last Chapter  
 

The Book of Daniel was written with cryptic brilliance - enabling only truly spiritually enlightened 
souls to comprehend it's true meaning. For the only way to understand it's meaning is by 
meditating on each of the words - and being given spiritual inspiration from "Spirit world - on the 
other side" to understand it's secrets. 
   

היאר לשפת הנה ואחד היאר לשפת הנה אחד עומדים אחרים שנים והנה   
 

"One man wearing clothes will be of two - who will both stand together - one on this side of the 
"ye'or" and one of the other side of the "ye'or" - and one will ask the other about the end of time" - 
Daniel Chapter 12 verse 6. 
   
The hebrew word "ye'or" literally means banks of the river - however - the word has double 
meaning referring to the pure spiritual LIGHT "OR of Y". Meaning that only spiritually enlightened 
people living in this world - with a strong spiritual connection to an enlightened soul in spiritual 
world - can communicate and CONNECT with each other to understand it's wisdom and meaning of 
the "end of times". 
 
Hence, all spiritually enlightened people from all generations have been able to understand the 
wisdom of Book of Daniel - but now has arrived the destined time when it's prophetic visions 
written 2000 years ago in Persia-Iran by Daniel - a Jewish servant in the Royal Court - have now 
been OPENED for ALL to understand. 
  

The Divine Reason for the Holy Prophetic "Book of Daniel" 
 

It might seem unusual and strange that the DIVINE GOD - gave spiritual wisdom to Daniel - 2000 
years ago for OUR generation. And you might ask "WHY?" The answer is clear - and is to show that 
there is CONTINUITY in life - every single generation in the history of mankind is karmically and 
elaborately interwoven.  
 



People who choose to discard or deny any of the historically truthful facts or any of the wisdom, 
knowledge and spirituality of any religion are actually denying their own origins, existence and 
show a dysfunctional ingratitude and denial towards the existence of GOD - the Eternal Divine 
Creator of all of mankind.  
 
To reassure ALL generations and EVERY generation that there is a DIVINE plan to EVERYTHING 
happening on Earth - the DIVINE gave Daniel the prophetic visions - to show everyone that there is 
a DIVINE plan. Even at the stage we call the "final generation" and "the end" - is just the 
culmination of the final materialistic era - as we transform into a peaceful and spiritually 
enlightened era - this too has been Divinely carefully planned and is being carefully orchestrated so 
that EVERYTHING that was decreed to happen is happening and will happen. 
 
The Book of Daniel gives wise instruction and spiritual guidance how to live at the "last generation" 
and what you need to do - to ensure that you too become enlightened - without any worry and no 
fears - that "other" non-spiritual people might have.  
  

"Chapter 12" - Defines the Beginning Time of "End of Times" 
 

Chapter 12 explains that Daniel - on the advice of the angel Michael - in order to hide the wisdom - 
encrypted all the prophecies for the end-of-times - by writing some chapters in Hebrew and some 
in Aramaic - Daniel also mixed the order of chapters up - in order to create confusion to the 
uninitiated. The "introduction" to the book of Daniel is actually the Chapter 12 - The Last Chapter - 
and defines exact timing for the Time of the "End of Times". 
  

The Prophetic Book of Daniel for the Last Generation 
Meaning of "Closed, Locked and Hidden until End-of-time" - Daniel Chapter 12 verse 4  

 

  



  
The Final Verses of the "Book of Daniel" Chapter 12 - which in Hebrew reveal the "TIME" 

The spiritual secrets of, at and when the dawn of spiritual enlightenment will begin.  
[Suggested Online reading of English Translation of Book of Daniel] 

  
Proof to know we are living at the end-of-times ....  

הדעת ותרבה רבים ישטטו קץ עת עד הספר וחתם הדברים סתם דניאל ואתה  
 

Angel Michael speaking to Daniel, "And you Daniel - Lock the prophetic words and Seal this Book 
until the end of time - A time when Many People in The World will go to-and-fro and Knowledge 
will Increase" - Daniel Chapter 12 verse 4 - Now is the time - this is clear that in the age of the 
internet - knowledge has increased - and you only have to live to see everyone commuting, or 
shopping each and everyday - going to'ing and fro'ing.  

  
The holy angel "Michael" is speaking to Daniel and even though he's been given the visions for the 
end-of-times - the Divine Angel "Michael" is asking him to LOCK and SEAL the wisdom - and create 
confusion - so that people can't understand the prophecies or the words of the Book of Daniel until 
the AGE of the TIME of the end-of-time. The hebrew word used for TIME - refers to a period of 7 
years.  
 
Hence exactly 7 years before "the final day" when the WHOLE WORLD will become spiritually 
enlightened - will be the day when the spiritual wisdom will be UNLOCKED by Daniel with the 
permission of the Divine Angel of "Michael". "The final day" refers to the beginning of a period of 
the history of the world - when all will live with spiritual enlightenment in awe, peace and harmony 
of wisdom that the Universe has a DIVINE Creator - and that life has meaning beyond a "physical" 
existence. 
  
I should add that the meaning of רבים ישטטו  - Many People in The World will go to-and-fro - and 
Knowledge will Increase - Daniel Chapter 12 verse 4 - רבים ישטטו  is actually a word used for RATS 
who hurry from one place to another - back and forth - without any real meaning or purpose - 
except to make themselves look busy doing nothing - because "these" people will be unable to 
actually live in ONE place and be HAPPY in ONE place - that's because their soul is not "at peace" 
with itself. Funny and ironic - that we call it "the rat race" people amassing wealth like rats with no 
meaningful purpose except a desire to fulfil the prophecy of Daniel and be like "rats" going 
to-and-fro! 
  

The "Myth" of a new "Messiah" coming to Save the world is nonsense  
 

יבין המבין  - Indeed amongst many "religious" people - who've been fooled - by a false myth that a 
new "Messiah" will come and save the world at the end-of-times - that's 100% nonsense. As the 
Book of Daniel explains in the CONFESSION of Chapter 9 - that Israel rebelled against "him" is 
referring to a "man" they rebelled against - Jesus Christ [Daniel Chapter 9 verse 7] & [Daniel 
Chapter 9 verse 11] that "All of Israel" made the mistake - for even today many refuse to 
acknowledge the greatness of the Holy Spiritual Soul of Jesus Christ.  
  
The time of the Messiah was ONLY prior to the destruction of the 2nd temple - and not at any other 
time. The only man fulfilling this prophecy was indeed Jesus Christ - whom all of mankind - even 
today - calls the Messiah and whose spiritual energy has given LIFE to mankind as predicted in Tana 



Dvei Eliyahu - "the 2000 years of the reign of the Messiah". "That" 2000 year period is now coming 
to an end - as Book of Daniel explains - when ALL of mankind will be enlightened.  
   

The End-of-Times Vision of the Book of Daniel דניאל ספר  
We will NOT be rescued by ONE man proclaiming to be "Messiah" but  
EVERYONE will become spiritually enlightened in the Last Generation 

ועד לעולם ככוכבים הרבים ומצדיקי הרקיע כזוהר יזהירו המשכילים  
 

"The enlightened wise people shall shine as the brightness of the sky; and they shall turn the 
multitudes of many people to righteousness, and everyone will shine like each star in the sky shines 
for ever and ever" - ג פסוק יב פרק דניאל  Book of Daniel 12 verse 3 - The Pathway to Spiritual 
Enlightenment.  
  

The Exact Timing for the Time of the "End of Times" 
The exact timing for The Last Generation " אחרון דור " is explained in Daniel Chapter 9 Verse 25  

Which I explain fully in next Chapter of The Last Generation "דור אחרון" 
  

The Beginning of the 7 Years of Spiritual Enlightenment  
 

From the combination of prophetic wisdom from the "The Book of Daniel" and from all the 
astrological charts between 2013 and 2020 - it is clear that it began around January 2013 - the 
exact 7 year journey - when all of mankind collectively move along the "Pathway to Enlightenment" 
as explained in the "The Book of Daniel". As this Holy and prophetic book was written for YOU - the 
people of our blessed "Last Generation". 
 
The exact beginning of the 7 year journey - is when Damascus is destroyed as a city - as predicted in 
the Book of Isaiah - "Damascus is taken away from being a city and it shall be a ruinous heap" - 
Isaiah 17:1. I think everyone would now agree from the news reports we hear and see - that 
Damascus is indeed a ruinous heap. From the astrological charts the "Beginning" of the 7 year 
period has begun in January 2013.  

  
The World will become Confused and Upside-Down as  

"Non-Believers" will find Spiritual Enlightenment before "Believers" 
 

Daniel explains the 1st stage to commencing the pathway of spiritual enlightenment is KNOWING 
that we are all sinners and have all made many many mistakes. We've followed and believed 
NONSENSE and we've all made mistakes - because we are sinners following other sinners. For IF the 
past generations had been 100% perfect - we wouldn't be in the confused and destined mess we're 
in. That too is destiny.  
 
According to Daniel "Great Confusion" has to exist before brilliant "spiritual enlightenment" and 
clarity - EACH PERSON has to learn and see that something they believed in - is 100% nonsense. 
Once the barrier of FIXED beliefs is broken down - then a person is READY to become enlightened. 
For the greatest barrier to pure spirituality is to arrogantly believe you are right - we're all wrong 
and we've all made many mistakes and committed many foolish sins. The moment you admit this - 
is the moment you BREAK that karmic barrier.  
  



Indeed, if I began to list all my foolish mistakes and sins - I'd have no time left in my life to write this 
website. Believe me - I AM A SINNER - I HAVE MADE 1000's of mistakes in my life - including a time 
when I lived with a woman who aborted a precious baby - how foolish and what an awful tragic sin 
that wasted gift of life was - indeed it was a SIN. And that's just the beginning of my confession to 
GOD - for just like Daniel prophetically says of our generation - we will all utter the words with 
humility and honesty - "I AM A SINNER and I am truly embarrassed by MY SINS". When you 
CONFESS openly your SINS like I've done on this website - then you too will find FREEDOM and 
SPIRITUAL ENLIGHTENMENT.  
  
Daniel explains that being non-religious is easier than being religious - because a non-religious 
person - is intrinsically humbled - because we know we ARE doing WRONG with our lives - we know 
we are sinners. Whereas "religious" people - actually believe they are 100% perfect with a 
non-spiritual arrogance. Daniel explains that NO-ONE is perfect in the last generation - we are ALL 
SINNERS.  
  
Hence now that the time for spiritual enlightenment has arrived - it is easy for us the non-religious 
SINNERS to be HUMBLE and CONFESS our sins - because we know we are SINNERS. But the 
"others" will have a difficult time. That's why the continual CONFESSION of SINS is so vitally 
important to becoming spiritually enlightened. 
 
Once you've CONFESSED your SINS - once you've found FREEDOM in releasing the PAST - then you 
will become spiritually enlightened - it will create a BIG and positive SHIFT in your aura - that will 
allow DESTINY to rearrange your life for the better - enabling you to live an honest life with spiritual 
clarity.  
  

The Mystery and Encoding of the "Book of Daniel" דניאל ספר  
The way to read to the Holy Prophetic Book is NOT in sequential order  

The 1st Chapter to read and where the book starts is Chapter 9  
After reading Chapter 12 which is the introduction to the Book of Daniel 

The first chapter to read is the GRAND CONFESSION of Chapter 9.  
  

The Beginning - "Chapter 9" - "The Confession of Sins"  
"We all make mistakes and we are all sinners" 

[Suggested Online reading of English Translation of Book of Daniel] 
[It is much better said in the Original Hebrew - which I will translate soon  

- Meanwhile I've copied the English from King James Bible] 
  

The Spiritual Prayer of Confession of Sins begins with Chapter 9, Verse 4 => Verse 19. Start the 
journey to Spiritual Enlightenment by reading this CONFESSION and FEEL your aura changing. 

  
9:4 And I prayed unto the LORD my God, and made my confession, and said, O Lord, the great and 
dreadful God, keeping the covenant and mercy to them that love him, and to them that keep his 
commandments;  
9:5 We have sinned, and have committed iniquity, and have done wickedly, and have rebelled, 
even by departing from thy precepts and from thy judgments: 
9:6 Neither have we hearkened unto thy servants the prophets, which spoke in thy name to our 
kings, our princes, and our fathers, and to all the people of the land. 
9:7 O LORD, righteousness belongs unto thee, but unto us confusion of faces, as at this day; to the 



men of Judah, and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and unto all Israel, that are near, and that are 
far off, through all the countries whither thou hast driven them, because of their trespass that they 
have trespassed against thee. 
9:8 O Lord, to us belongs confusion of face, to our kings, to our princes, and to our fathers, because 
we have sinned against thee. 
9:9 To the Lord our God belong mercies and forgiveness, though we have rebelled against him; 
9:10 Neither have we obeyed the voice of the LORD our God, to walk in his laws, which he set 
before us by his servants the prophets. 
9:11 Yea, all Israel have transgressed thy law, even by departing, that they might not obey thy 
voice; therefore the curse is poured upon us, and the oath that is written in the law of Moses the 
servant of God, because we have sinned against him. 
9:12 And he hath confirmed his words, which he spoke against us, and against our judges that 
judged us, by bringing upon us a great evil: for under the whole heaven hath not been done as hath 
been done upon Jerusalem. 
9:13 As it is written in the law of Moses, all this evil is come upon us: yet made we not our prayer 
before the LORD our God, that we might turn from our iniquities, and understand thy truth. 
9:14 Therefore hath the LORD watched upon the evil, and brought it upon us: for the LORD our God 
is righteous in all his works which he does: for we obeyed not his voice. 
9:15 And now, O Lord our God, that hast brought thy people forth out of the land of Egypt with a 
mighty hand, and hast gotten thee renown, as at this day; we have sinned, we have done wickedly. 
9:16 O LORD, according to all thy righteousness, I beseech thee, let your anger and thy fury be 
turned away from thy city Jerusalem, thy holy mountain: because for our sins, and for the iniquities 
of our fathers, Jerusalem and thy people are become a reproach to all that are about us. 
9:17 Now therefore, O our God, hear the prayer of thy servant, and his supplications, and cause thy 
face to shine upon thy sanctuary that is desolate, for the Lord's sake. 
9:18 O my God, incline your ear, and hear; open your eyes, and behold our desolations, and the city 
which is called by thy name: for we do not present our supplications before thee for our 
righteousness, but for thy great mercies. 
9:19 O Lord, hear; O Lord, forgive; O Lord, hearken and do; defer not, for your own sake, O my God: 
for thy city and thy people are called by thy name.  
 
  

Make the Confession in your own words  

"FORGIVE ME FATHER FOR I HAVE SINNED" 
Repeat these words - over and over 100's of times like a Mantra... 

UNTIL the blessed moment when you feel the energy in your aura changing.  
  



 
 

  
  
 
 
 
 



The Secret of Daniel's Encryption  
 

Daniel begins Chapters with "In the 1st Year", "In the 2nd Year" & "In the 3rd Year" - To indicate 
which chapters are MOST important to be read 1st - every chapter that starts "In the 1st year" is to 
be read 1st ; then chapters that begin "In the 2nd year" are to read 2nd & chapters that begin "In 
the 3rd Year" read next. 
 
I will explain the sequence when I explain the whole book of Daniel in the "The Book of the Secret's 
Secrets סודות סודי ספר " in the next few months in "2015" - after the final Pluto-square-Uranus in 
March 2015 and when Saturn enters Sagittarius in December 2014. 
  
The Secret Why Daniel Wrote Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, & 7 in Aramaic and Chapters 1, 8, 9, 10, 11 & 12 
in Hebrew - is Daniel had to encrypt the prophecies so that NO-ONE could understand them nor 
decipher them - hence 6 chapters written in Hebrew and 6 in Aramaic. That too has deep and 
profound meaning.  
 
  

Introducing the Prophetic "Book of Daniel" דניאל ספר  
 
Each word of Each sentence in the whole book has meaning applicable for each and everyone of us 
in this generation. The Book of Daniel explains how to transform and change your way of thinking, I 
summarize the essence on the following pages.... 
  
1. Introduction to Daniel [this introductory page]  
2. The Last Generation - explaining the exact timelines 
3. The Pathways to Enlightenment - recognizing that the spiritual light is WITHIN EVERYONE 
4. The Final Word - World of Peace - explains the New World which will emerge of Peace and 
Harmony  
  

The Essence of the Prophetic "Book of Daniel" דניאל ספר  

 
This Holy prophetic book has been given to mankind in order to give us the spiritually inspired 
pathway for this unique time in the period of humanity. A time when we transform from being 
egocentric, selfish, decadent and materialistic to becoming spiritually enlightened.  
 
Daniel refers to Nebuchadnezzar as "evil" - but equally sees the "good" side and praises his 
qualities of goodness within him. The Book of Daniel uses the name of "Nebuchadnezzar" and his 
essence to compare to EVERY PERSON who is BAD, ARROGANT and SELF-CENTRED to "him".  
 
In our generation many people live as though they are Kings just like Nebuchadnezzar - selfishly 
desiring "everything" for themselves - as if "they" are the centre of the world. This fundamental 
BAD trait in humanity WILL be destroyed by the lesson of humility, and therefore before you can 
embark on transformation - Daniel explains the 1st stage is HUMILITY to acknowledge you are 
NOTHING except a SINNER. When you are no longer categorized as a "Nebuchadnezzar" - then you 
will become ENLIGHTENED.  
 



Arrogance, stubbornness and self-centred - qualities of a bad "Nebuchadnezzar" - are identified as 
NEGATIVE energies in your aura - that BLOCK the pure spiritual light WITHIN you from connecting 
with the DIVINE spiritual light that is ALL AROUND. 
 
When and ONLY when you have eliminated EVERY aspect of King "Nebuchadnezzar" that is WITHIN 
you - then you will SENSE and SEE a Spiritual Light. This is referred to as a HIDDEN LIGHT - דרכי 

הגנוז לאור האמת  - because it exists and is AROUND each of us ALL THE TIME - it can't be seen - it is a 
HIDDEN LIGHT that exists - the moment when you've connected with it - when you've found it - you 
KNOW it. You won't boast about it either - you will simply pass on the light to others and illuminate 
their lives too.  
 
  

יבין המבין  Finding the Light "Pathway to Spiritual Enlightenment" 
  

 
  

יבין המבין  "Pathways to Spiritual Enlightenment" 
Finding the הגנוז אור  The Hidden Spiritual Light  

 
The purpose of the prophetic visions of the Book of Daniel is to guide each and everyone to find the 
 The Hidden Spiritual Light. Once you've been guided - to find that Pathway of Spiritual אור הגנוז
Enlightenment - once you've been shown - and once you've been touched and sense the אור הגנוז 
The Hidden Spiritual Light you will KNOW that you've been blessed with the הגנוז אור  The Hidden 
Spiritual Light. 
   
Daniel prophecies that EVERYONE on Earth will find the הגנוז אור  The Hidden Spiritual Light. The 
Book of Daniel explains that there are infinite number of PATHWAYS to Spiritual Enlightenment, 
indicating that "my" way isn't necessarily "your way" - even so ALL PATHWAYS lead to the same 
Eternal Divine ONENESS. Once you've FOUND the הגנוז אור  The Hidden Spiritual Light automatically 
you'll touch other people and enlighten them - leading to a time when everyone in the whole world 
will become spiritually enlightened.  

  
ועד לעולם ככוכבים הרבים ומצדיקי הרקיע כזוהר יזהירו המשכילים  

 
"The enlightened wise people shall shine as the brightness of the sky; and they shall turn the 
multitudes of many people to righteousness, and everyone will shine like each star in the sky shines 
for ever and ever" - ג פסוק יב פרק דניאל  Book of Daniel 12 verse 3 - The Pathway to Spiritual 
Enlightenment. 
  
 



ישראל כל ועל עלינו שלום יעשה הוא במרומיו שלום עושה  
"God - Who makes peace in the Divine spiritual realms  
will make peace amongst us & then amongst Israel".  

 
 
  

A Future of World Peace, Love, Harmony & Spiritual Enlightenment 
דעה הארץ ומלאה  "And the whole World will be full of spiritual wisdom" 

 
דעה הארץ ומלאה  "And the whole World will be full of spiritual wisdom".  

The prophetic vision and new dawn of idealistic truthful spiritual enlightenment for the whole 
world commenced when Neptune entered Pisces in 2011 and by the year 2020 it will complete the 
most important spiritual phase in the history of mankind.  
 
A Fulfillment of the Divine Prophecy of World Peace & Spiritual Enlightenment for All. When a 
powerful transcendence of spiritual energy, wisdom and knowledge will arrive to guide each and 
everyone on Earth.  

 
  

להודיעם ובריתו ליראיו ה סוד  
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SpiritualSecrets 
 The Moment of Enlightenment is when you realize the Truth 

“All the questions you have – You have the answers within you too” 

15. Pathway to Enlightenment 

הגנוז אור  "The Hidden Spiritual Lights"  
  

The spiritual duality of this physical world means that there is reason for everything in your life 
Nothing happens by coincidence nor accident - Everything has a spiritual reason 

  
דבר יקום עדים שני פי על  - "A person is one part of two halves"  

Everyone and everything consists of Physical and Spiritual 
 

Many people erroneously think they are ALONE - in fact we are all made up of halves - everyone 
living in this physical world has another half in existence in the spirit world - it is your soul - your 
higher self. And even though you can't see or even sense the other half of your existence - you are 
just ONE HALF of a WHOLE - where the other HALF of you is in Spirit World.  
 
I've seen many people refer to this as "your higher self" - that's the WRONG term - because you are 
EQUALS - as YOU ARE PART OF EACH OTHER - the other half is YOU - yourself - and NOT someone 
else - your progression forward in life is TOGETHER - as you elevate your spirituality together - as 
you change in this world so too your other half in spirit realms changes and elevates itself too. 
 
Hence, even if you have gone along a different pathway to your destined pathway you can always 
be brought back to the destined pathway at anytime - as BOTH halves of YOU - always resonate to 
all common energies of the "real you" - hence during a Meditation you can find yourself at peace 
with yourself - as you SYNC your physical reality with your spiritual needs.  
  
This excerpt I was intuited to choose from "Sefer Noam Elimelech" explains that when the DIVINE 
GOD "spoke" and "called" to each of the prophets - the Bible quotes that the DIVINE called the 
name of the prophet TWICE - referring to connecting with BOTH HALVES of the individual - the part 
of the person in this physical world AND the other half in spiritual world. 
  
Before your soul can see the הגנוז אור  "The Hidden Spiritual Light" - you have to work together with 
your spiritual half and eliminate all the spiritual and physical garbage in your aura. The alternative 
is connecting with someone who has the הגנוז אור  "The Hidden Spiritual Light" shining brightly - 
then your soul can CONNECT with their light.  
  



For a FACT I know that going to the tomb of Holy Spiritual Rebbe Elimelech Weissblum in Lezajsk - 
Lizhensk - Poland - there is a connection to the Divine SOURCE of the אור הגנוז "The Hidden 
Spiritual Light". As his SPIRITUAL SOUL is connected to the Divine SOURCE of the הגנוז אור  "The 
Hidden Spiritual Light" - hence the flow of LIGHT touches everyone. Once you've felt it - you'll 
KNOW it - you'll never ever forget the spiritual energy. 
  

 
  

The Final Verses of Chapter 12 of the "Book of Daniel" reveals the הגנוז אור  "The Hidden Spiritual 
Light. The spiritual secrets of, at and when the dawn of spiritual enlightenment that began a few 
years ago.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



יבין המבין  "Pathways to Spiritual Enlightenment" 
ועד לעולם ככוכבים הרבים ומצדיקי הרקיע כזוהר יזהירו המשכילים  

 
"The wise people shall shine as the brightness of the sky; and they shall turn the multitudes of 
many people to righteousness, and everyone will shine like each star in the sky shines for ever 
and ever" ג פסוק יב פרק דניאל  Book of Daniel 12 verse 3 - The Pathway to Spiritual 
Enlightenment  

  
The above passage of Book of Daniel is explaining this - as the Holy Spiritual Rebbe Elimelech 
Weissblum in Lezajsk - Lizhensk - Poland - has a connection to the Divine SOURCE of the אור הגנוז 
"The Hidden Spiritual Light" - he passes onto to everyone - hence when I go there - I sense it too - 
and then I'm able to write and pass it onto you.  
But because I'm not a pure soul as he is - the energy is diluted - but still there - that's why you are 
inspired spiritually by these online writings - it's not me - it's the the הגנוז אור  "The Hidden Spiritual 
Light" that shines through the spiritually inspired words. This too is fulfillment of the Book of 
Daniel.  
 
The deeper spiritual effect means that MY SOUL has connected with the SOUL of Holy Spiritual 
Rebbe Elimelech who is connected with the אור הגנוז "The Hidden Spiritual Light" - and in turn 
because you are reading this website YOUR SOUL is connecting to MY SOUL - and we're all being 
enlightened by the the הגנוז אור  "The DIVINE Hidden Spiritual Light". 
  
It was thanks to the brilliantly inspired idea at the tomb of Holy Spiritual Rebbe Elimelech 
Weissblum that I realized how transcending spiritual wisdom I was putting on the internet - needed 
a corresponding physical interaction from "readers" - a connection needed to be made to let the 
SPIRITUAL LIGHT flow. 

  
   
Your Own Hidden Spiritual Light Within You. For where your treasure is - there is where your heart 
is. The lamp of the body is the eye. If your eye is good you whole body will be full of light. But if 
your eye is bad, your whole body will be full of darkness. Therefore if the "light" that is in you is 
truly "darkness" how great is that darkness.  

 
No one can serve TWO masters; for either he will hate the one and love the other or else he will be 
loyal to the one and despise the other, You cannot serve GOD and Earthly life. Mathew Chapter 6 
verses 21, 22, 23, 24 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



The Secret Place of Great Spiritual Light is Within You  
Therefore Jesus says - "do not worry about material life" - Mathew Chapter 6 verse 25  

  
"Meditation" is when you've detached yourself from earthly existence - that's when you find great 
spirituality. Everyone has the ability because everyone has a spiritual existence. The purpose of 
your physical existence at this time of the "last generation" and at the dawn of spiritual 
enlightenment for the whole world is to harmonize your physical existence with your spiritual soul 
in the place of greatest spiritual light. People might think you need to MOVE - but you don't - 
because the greatest place of spiritual light for you is WITHIN YOU.  
  
A sign that you've found it - is you become CONTENT, ACCEPTING and HAPPY with EVERYTHING in 
your life that's the moment of spiritual enlightenment whenb you've found PEACE WITHIN you. You 
become majestically CALM with NO anger, NO pain, NO worries, and NO urgency to do anything 
"physical" - and everything you do do - you notice how you are doing it and do it with spiritual 
thoughts - as you realize that everything you do in this physical world is creating a corresponding 
energy within your spiritual other half - and hence you're checking if it is what you other half would 
want you to do - to elevate your soul OR would it lower your soul. It is also a time in your life when 
you truly begin to ENJOY every moment of life - as you begin to see the DIVINE HIDDEN LIGHT in 
EVERYTHING and EVERYONE.  
 
 

  
ישראל כל ועל עלינו שלום יעשה הוא במרומיו שלום עושה  

"God - Who makes peace in the Divine spiritual realms  
will make peace amongst us & amongst Israel".  

  
A Future of World Peace, Love, Harmony & Spiritual Enlightenment 

דעה הארץ ומלאה  "And the whole World will be full of spiritual wisdom" 
 

The prophetic vision and new dawn of idealistic truthful spiritual enlightenment for the whole 
world commenced when Neptune entered Pisces on 4th February 2012 and with Pluto in Capricorn 
will complete the an important phase in the history of mankind. We've entered a time of the 
fulfillment of the prophecy for "World Peace & Spiritual Enlightenment" for all by year 2020. When 
a powerful transcendence of spiritual energy, wisdom and knowledge will arrive on Earth.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



יבין המבין  The "Pathway to Spiritual Enlightenment" 
Seeing the הגנוז אור  "The Hidden Spiritual Light" 

in EVERYTHING and EVERYONE.  
  

 
  

הגנוז לאור האמת דרכי  The Book of Daniel explains that there are infinite number of PATHWAYS to 
spiritual enlightenment that's because there is a הגנוז אור  "The Hidden Spiritual Light" in everything 
and everyone . When you truly see it - you'll know and then you'll see the LIGHT in everything and 
everyone in your life - that's because the DIVINE is in EVERYTHING and EVERYONE. Unfortunately, 
though for many people it is covered in "spiritual filth and garbage" - but it is there - deep beneath 
the garbage. I explain "spiritual garbage" and how to cleanse your aura on "Divine Intervention" 

   

You Can Sense The Light at The Top  

As Each Second of Every Day & Each Stage of Every Step in Life  

Takes Us Closer to the Divine Light  

  
 
 



הגנוז אור  The Hidden Spiritual Light is in Everything and Everyone  
  

 
  

Appearances are Deceptive in this Physical World  
 

This world is a "mystery" and appearances are deceptive to the human eye as places and people of 
great beauty - may actually be places of spiritual darkness - whereas seemingly uninteresting 
normal places maybe GREAT places of Spiritual Light. Once you've found the energy of the "  אור
 - The Hidden Spiritual Light" then you KNOW what to look for and what to keep away from הגנוז
and what you can do to cleanse any of the "garbage" and "darkness" by shining your light on that 
"garbage".  
  

  

When You are Truthfully Connected to the Eternal Spiritual Divine Light  
of הגנוז אור  The Hidden Spiritual Light - You will know  

As you will instinctively want to illuminate other people's lives 
 

ועד לעולם ככוכבים הרבים ומצדיקי הרקיע כזוהר יזהירו המשכילים  
"The wise people shall shine as the brightness of the sky; and they shall turn the multitudes of 
many people to righteousness, and everyone will shine like each star in the sky shines for ever 
and ever" ג פסוק יב פרק דניאל  Book of Daniel 12 verse 3  

 
The Pathway to Spiritual Enlightenment 

להודיעם ובריתו ליראיו ה סוד   
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SpiritualSecrets 
 The Moment of Enlightenment is when you realize the Truth 

“All the questions you have – You have the answers within you too” 

16. The Last Generation 

" אחרון דור " Prophetically declared that WE ARE NOW Living in the "Last Generation" 
 

A "generation" in biblical terms of the Book of Daniel is a period of 70 years - Book of Daniel 
Chapter 9 - refers to a period of 70 years - each year he refers to in the last generation - is referred 
to as "Shavuim שבועים "Shavuos" שבועות - the annual Jewish festival of "Shavuos" שבועות each 
year in June is when we receive the NEW wisdom and NEW spiritual knowledge to guide us and 
elevate us for the next 12 months. 
 
We are now living in the last 70 year period known as the "Last Generation" which commenced in 
1948 - All the prophecies of the Book of Daniel now apply to OUR generation - each and everyone 
of us irrespective of whoever we are, whatever religion or whatever nationality - the Book of Daniel 
is all-inclusive of EVERYONE on EARTH.  
  

The 7 Years from 2013 until 2020 
 

I love the power of the "Internet" for it's energy is IMMEDIATE and CLEAR. As soon as a prophetic 
vision of clarity is given - immediately it can be "published" in the internet. Years ago - this would 
have conceivably been IMPOSSIBLE.  
 
We are without any doubt - living in the prophetic LAST GENERATION - a time that with our gadgets 
- especially our APPLE gadgets - able to receive information and wisdom IMMEDIATELY. At this 
point I must remember of blessed memory - Steve Jobs - the visonary founder of APPLE and who 
created these gifts with which we all communicate with. 
  
Yes, I've high-lighted these TWO words APPLE and IMMEDIATELY - just to give you an example - the 

הדעת עץ  TREE of KNOWLEDGE in the Garden of Eden - as described in the Zohar-Kabbala is full of 
קדישין תפוחין  "Holy Apples" which immediately brought wisdom and knowledge. 

  
Indeed as I'm writing this introductory page on Chinese New Year 9th February 2013 - is the year of 
the SNAKE - that's right the partner in the Garden of Eden. The Snake - it was PART of the original 
SIN - and it's symbolic energy will be PART of the correction - hence when the Book of Daniel refers 
to the SNAKE - this year of 2013 - the year of the SNAKE is very significant - as a time of 
CORRECTION and ENLIGHTENMENT.  



The prophetic vision of Daniel shows that ALL of Humanity is being taken back to a TIME of "The 
Garden of Eden" - as we're all being given IMMEDIATE KNOWLEDGE and thereby expected to BE 
and WILL BE the people we were all destined to be - just like ADAM and EVE before the "sin".  
 
For in reality - the ONLY thing they did wrong was TAKING of SOMETHING - BEFORE the RIGHT and 
DESTINED time. The Enlightened Spiritual Wisdom from Tree of Knowledge is destined to be 
available for ALL - but ONLY at the RIGHT and DESTINED TIME. That time is NOW - in the "Last 
Generation".  
  

The Meaning of the "LAST" Generation  
 

I know the words are misleading as the LAST generation to many means END OF THE WORLD - well 
IT IS NOT THE END OF THE WORLD. The meaning is END of THE WAY we've lived in the PAST amidst 
deception and lies - and a BEGINNING to living a completely TRUTHFUL life with 100% clarity - both 
in physical and spiritual terms.  
 
All the prophetic books refer to a specific - Era of 1000 years of PEACE on Earth - a defined destined 
period of time of 1000 years - when we'll all live in accordance with DIVINE law of PEACE. Thence 
the meaning of the LAST GENERATION means the LAST period of time when we live in the OLD 
materialistic ways - and transform to live in the NEW enlightened spiritual way. Astrologically and 
from what I can see from the prophetic books - that specific defined period of transition called the 
LAST GENERATION is the 7 years between 2013 and 2020. 
 
The beginning of the 7 year journey - is when Damascus is destroyed - as predicted in the Book of 
Isaiah - "Damascus is taken away from being a city and it shall be a ruinous heap" - Isaiah 17:1. I 
think everyone would now agree from the news reports we hear and see - that Damascus is nearly 
and indeed approaching a destined time when it will be a ruinous heap. As evidence is proving 
no-one truthfully wants "peace" in Syria. "They" want to supply arms and weapons to both sides in 
order that it should end in total destruction of Damascus.  
  

The Exact Prophetic Timeline 
 

The beginning of the 7 year journey known as the transition from OLD to NEW - starts when 
Damascus is destroyed - as predicted in the Book of Isaiah - "Damascus is taken away from being a 
city and it shall be a ruinous heap" - Isaiah 17:1. I think everyone would now agree from the news 
reports we hear and see in January/February "2013" - that Damascus is a ruinous heap. It has 
certainly lost all it's glory it had just a few years ago. 
  
Although the precise words of Book of Isaiah - "Damascus is taken away from being a city - which 
people thought meant completely obliterated - that's not quite true - as Damascus is certainly not a 
holiday destination for a "city" break anymore. Hence definition completed.  
 
Indeed, as we've seen in 2013 / 2014 - and from "Syria's" astrological chart - it's clear that "they" 
have a BIG hidden secret - and as a Scorpio entity - they will destroy everything including 
themselves BEFORE they would be defeated. Hence maybe we still have an "unexpected" karmic 
event still to come which would fulfill the prophetic vision of the Talmud - or maybe it's already 
fulfilled - hopefully the latter.  
  



The truth is the "Last Generation - אחרון דור " started with the 70 year period from the Jewish 
Holiday of Shavuos in June 1948 and completes the full 70 years at Shavuos in June 2019. 1948 was 
important as the 1st time in the past 2000 years history of the world - the Jewish people had their 
own country. Hence, NOW is the LAST GENERATION a destined time when Book of Daniel applies 
and these specific years of "2012/2013 => 2019/2020 " will be the most important and 
transformative in the whole of the world's history.  
  
During the whole 7 Year period - it will be a time of "Truth and Enlightenment" - starting slowly and 
then increasing as everyone will become spiritually enlightened and see many TRUTHS. With 4 
specific notable and exact dates  
  
1. Anytime after the 62nd "Shavuim שבועים" - PAIN reaches a LIMIT amongst HOMELESS - which 

is AFTER June 2012 - when the Divine karma listens to the poor and homeless - and brings 
about change upon the world to save the homeless from suffering.  

2. During the 64th "Shavuim שבועים" - Divine and Karmic JUDGEMENT - which is between June 
2014 and that "deadline" ends in June 2015 during this time - everyone has the opportunity to 
change their karma and their destiny - thereafter things become fixed and destined.  

  
Then .....  
3. The last 1290 days - reference to "after 1290 days...." Daniel Chapter 12 verse 11  
4. The last 45 days - reference to "wait until after 1335 days...." Daniel Chapter 12 verse 12  
  
The Final Verses of the "Book of Daniel" in Hebrew - Chapter 12 - v11 & v12 reveals an exact timing 
of "after 1290 days...." Daniel asks EVERYONE to WAIT for 1335 days - A Destined difference of 45 
days"What Happens in these 45 days?"  
  
The truth is Daniel's reference in Chapter 12 of "1290 days and 1335 days" - has an additional 
messsage which is NOT referring to TIME - he wrote this message to confuse people - and wrote it 
as a HIDDEN SECRET. This hidden secret is important and will be revealed fully at the "destined" 
time - on "Sefer72" - as the full explanation of meaning of 666 ....  
 
Meaning of 666 is 
1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10+11+12+13+14+15+16+17+18+19+20+21+22+23+24+25+26+27+28+29+30
+31+32+33+34+35+36 = 666 
 
The collective of 36 numbers - defining 36 people - added together = 666  
And then  
666 x 2 = 1332  
 

[ Note that that 36 x 2 = 72 - which is why King David hid the answers in Psalm 72] 
Adding 3 to 1332 - meaning The Father, The Son and The Holy Spirit 

  
  



 
  

  
The Exact Prophetic Timeline Explained  

"The 70 שבועים" 
The Complete and Exact 70 year Period 1948 => 2019 

 
The exact timeline is "encrypted" at Daniel Chapter 9 Verses 25. Daniel is referring to a time when 
people of Israel will be living in Land of ISRAEL. In the 2000 years of history - this prophecy has only 
been fulfilled with the "State of Israel in 1948". Hence the 70 שבועים SHAVUIM - refers to a START 
of counting from 1948 and it will complete it's specific 70 years in June 2019.  
 
It starts with the annual Jewish Holiday of "Shavuos - Shavout - The Feast of Weeks" - that Daniel 
cleverly refers to as םשבועי  SHAVUIM to fool the uninitiated - who believe it to mean "weeks" 
instead of the Jewish Spiritual Holiday of Shavuos.  
 
This specific Jewish festival is of great spiritual importance as it marks the day when the BIBLE - 
TORAH - was given to MOSES by the DIVINE GOD - this was the day a people of Israel became a 
spiritual people of Israel. 
 
Thence the complete and exact 70 year period that Daniel refers to as שבועים SHAVUIM is referring 
to the annual Jewish Holiday of "Shavuos - Shavout - The Feast of Weeks". The whole and exact 
period of 70 years starts in June 1948 and ends in June 2019.  
  
 
 
 
 



The Biggest Change occured after the 62nd "Shavuim שבועים" 
 

Daniel Chapter 9 Verses 26 - "After the 62nd year שבועים SHAVUIM .... " which was after June 2011 
- commenced a TIME of the BIGGEST change. Indeed amongst ultra-orthodox idealistic Jews - many 
of their spiritual leaders and rabbis died in this period. In fact, it's fair to say that there's NONE of 
the GREAT SPIRITUAL leaders of the PREVIOUS idealistic generation remaining.  
  
Worldwide this period defined that good spiritual people who have been discarded by society with 
NOTHING. It is as they aren't wanted, aren't welcome and discarded by society - refers to homeless 
people - who don't even have a "home" - for "they" CRY to GOD about the lack of COMPASSION in 
the world - and it's actually been the TEARS and PRAYERS of the POOR and HOMELESS that will 
bring and is bringing the redemption to the world. Worldwide recession and ghastly wars - 
especially suicide bombings and refugee crisis in Middle East have shown the whole world - the 
immense PAIN that ordinary and good people are suffering.  
  
Hence, when you give charity to the POOR and especially the HOMELESS - you should respect 
THEM - as THEY are the ones whose PAIN and SUFFERING - will actually bring the redemption for all 
of mankind. According to Daniel - it was the prayers of the HOMELESS between June 2010 and June 
2011 that created the beginning of the redemption for all of mankind.  
  
Daniel then refers to "The Holy City - ישחית" - YASHCHIS - which doesn't mean "destroyed" - but 
the hebrew word ישחית refers to sexually destructive immorality - ישחית means "a WASTE". Sadly, 
even the Holy city has seen this too. Now, that a LIMIT of SIN, WASTE and EVIL was reached in the 
HOLY CITY - the whole WORLD begins to CHANGE - to correct itself. [Verse 26 and 27 explain - I will 
explain these in the future].  
 
But suffice to say that from June 2010 - as a specific LIMIT of WASTE & SIN was reached in the 
HOLYLAND of ISRAEL - now a period of DIVINE INTERVENTION happens to put the world on the 
pathway to spiritual enlightenment.  
   



 
  

As explained on the "Introduction to the Book of Daniel" the first chapter to read is the GRAND 
CONFESSION of Chapter 9. Immediately after the CONFESSION - it is revealed to Daniel the exact 
timeline for the last generation. The exact timeline "encrypted" at Chapter 9 Verses 24, 25, 26 & 27  

  
 "שבועים Judgement has been defined on Israel in the 64th Year "Shavuim דין

 
Daniel explains that 64 דין  is the Hebrew word for Judgement - and as you do to others so is done 
to you. Kindness is karmically rewarded with kindness. Hatred is karmically rewarded with 
destruction. The 64th Year specifically between June 2012 and "deadline" June 2013 is the time of 
KARMA and JUDGEMENT.  
 
Although, I can see that the Jewish people in Israel have been given an "extension" by Divine mercy 
to repent and atone for their sins - but with infighting and hatred amongst themselves between 
different "religious" groups - orthodox, fanatic, modern-orthodox, Mizrachi and anti-religious - that 
there seems to be no hope for peace in Israel.  
  
Events will happen that will bring a lot of happiness FOR MANY PEOPLE for they will see that THERE 
IS A DIVINE GOD in the world - as DIVINE justice will be done. Others will become confused and 
frightened - because of the revelation of TRUTH in DIVINE justice means what they believed in will 
be revealed to be nonsense, bad and very evil. 
 
It is clear that in - the 64th year - a large amount of "EVIL and DARKNESS" will be eliminated in the 
world. And in the elimination of Darkness will come LIGHT. In fact it will release a LOT OF LIGHT and 
HAPPINESS into the world.  

  



 
  

The Final Verses of the "Book of Daniel" in Hebrew - Chapter 12 reveals an exact timing of "after 
1290 days...." Daniel asks EVERYONE to WAIT for 1335 days. A Destined difference of 45 days. 
"What Happens in these 45 days?" . It is a hidden mystery - but it is clear there is a period of 45 
days - when we must all just WAIT. "And all who WAIT 1335 days - will then see a REAL HAPPINESS" 
- Daniel 12 verse 12  

  
In the 1290 days - in Times of "Trouble"  

Whom can we rely - Our Father Who is in Heaven 
 

When the Rabbis of the Talmud recognized in hindsight that the all the prophecies of Elijah, Isaiah, 
Jeremiah and Daniel, and including the words of King David had been fulfilled and that the Messiah 
did not save the destruction of the 2nd Temple because of the overwhelming destructive "hate 
energy" that existed, the Talmud Sota 49a and 49b - [see English version online] quotes Rabbi 
Pinchas ben Yair who said:-  
  
"When the Second Temple was destroyed all scholars and noblemen were ashamed and covered 
their head [this is a reference to the start of wearing YaMulkas - Jewish Skullcaps] ... ... ... ... 
NOBODY PRAYS [ON THEIR BEHALF], AND NOBODY ASKS - UPON WHOM IS IT FOR US TO RELY? 
UPON OUR FATHER WHO IS IN HEAVEN. 
  
The reference of "Our Father who is in Heaven" is referring to the powerful "Lords Prayer", as 
taught by Jesus Christ - stating the fact that the ONLY success we have is when we are humble to 
recognize that we are nothing, and that we are completely dependant upon the blessing of GOD in 
everything we do every moment of our lives. It was the Rabbis of the Talmud who realized that a 
BIG mistake had been made in the murder of Jesus Christ - and as Daniel explains in Chapter "all of 
israel" made the mistake.  



  
It is for us to pray to "Our Father who is in Heaven" for only through our connection and faith in 
"Our Father who is in Heaven" can we too have salvation.  
 
The "Lords Prayer" is :- Our Father, who art in heaven, Hallowed be thy Name. Thy kingdom 
come. Thy will be done, On earth as it is in heaven. Give us this day our daily bread. And forgive 
us our trespasses, As we forgive those who trespass against us. And lead us not into temptation, 
But deliver us from evil. For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, for ever and 
ever. Amen. 
  

  
The Reason Why Daniel Quotes Exact Times, Numbers & Dates 

 
From the visions that Daniel had of the final years before the great spiritual enlightenment - he saw 
a period that people might loose faith. A period of destruction, wars and confusion - that would not 
make "sense". Daniel therefore quotes times and specifically the numbers of days at the very end - 
in order to instruct each of us that there is a DESTINED and SPECIFIC time. Then the redemption of 
mankind will come.  

  
הארץ ואת השמים את אלהים ברא בראשית  

"The Beginning GOD CREATED THE HEAVENS and THEN EARTH" 
 

The 1st verse of the Bible - Torah has 7 hebrew words - each hebrew word refers to 1000 years - 
the blueprint of life on Earth - each word represents 1000 years of the 7000 years of the existence 
of man on earth. The 3rd word is the name of GOD - ELOHIM - and it was in the 3rd millenium 
[2000-3000] period "Abraham Found GOD" and the Torah was given to Moses and the Israelites in 
the wilderness of Mount Sinai.  
  
The 4th word and the 6th word "ET" has no translated meaning but is explained to indicate that all 
inclusive "every" experience for "every" person will be experienced in preparation for the Messiah 
to transcend to this physical world. Jesus was then born.  
 
The 5th word means "SHOMAYIM - the heavens" - JESUS CHRIST - the Messiah was taken to the 
heavens above for a period of 2000 years - whilst mankind prepared to GET IT RIGHT a 2nd TIME.  
  
The significance of the 6th word "v'ET" being EXACTLY the same as the 4th word - with the 
exception of a letter VAV - meaning the 6th 1000 year period will be a facsimile of the 4th 1000 
year period. A time of preparation for welcoming JESUS CHRIST.  
  
Every preparation and every experience amongst everyone on Earth is done all over again, to 
prepare for the 7th millenium and the 7th word "Ha'aretz means the land" - when the veil will be 
revealed and the whole of the world will see the spiritual truth of this world and the existence of 
GOD - the Eternal Divine Creator of the Universe. There will be exactly 2000 years between Jesus 
Christ coming to Earth the 1st time and Jesus Christ coming to Earth a 2nd time.  
 
 
 
  



The Need to WAIT for GOD & For Jesus Christ - the Messiah 
 

Everything has a DESTINED time - nothing is happening by accident or chance - we can all feel the 
spiritual energy as we're living in unique time in the history of the world. 
 
 It is a hidden mystery - but it is clear there is a period of 45 days - when we must all just WAIT. And 
all who WAIT 1335 days - will then see a REAL HAPPINESS - Daniel 12 verse 12  

 
I believe that the reason Daniel tells us to WAIT is that there will come a FAKE messiah claiming to 
be the redeemer of the world - and it will be the FINAL test - just like Jesus Christ tested the world 
2000 years ago - so too we'll be tested to see if we BELIEVE or not. Daniel advises is to WAIT and 
not be fooled by any FAKES or LIARS. As until the final moment when the whole world will see the 
TRUTH - there will still be the possibility that "darkness" will try and cause deception.  
  

The Understanding of the Spiritually Enlightened 
When we accept Jesus Christ is the Blessed Messiah 

 
Many spiritually enlightened attain this pure state of spiritual understanding in their lifetime, they 
sense, know and live with this profound truthful knowledge of GOD and the Messiah. When the 
mystery of GOD is no longer a mystery - everything becomes clear - and when you sense and know 
of the DIVINE GOD - then you have clarity.  
 
Unfortunately in past generations the spiritually aware could not express the truths they found, 
even those enlightened people whom found the truth felt, sensed, knew and understood the 
meaning of the Elijah's prophecy of 2000 years and of the rule of the JESUS CHRIST - THE MESSIAH. 
still found it difficult to speak FREELY because of fears of retribution. Today we're living in a world 
where we have the FREEDOM of belief and FREEDOM of speech.  
 
And hence we're able to accept and admit openly on the internet that Jesus Christ as the powerful 
Holy elevated blessed spiritual soul as the true "Messiah" from the house of King David whom GOD 
gave to this world to help guide everyone to feel ALIVE with love, compassion and peace connected 
eternally to GOD. Jesus Christ has saved souls, saves souls and continues to save our souls. Thank 
GOD for Jesus Christ.  

  
Jesus Christ has saved souls, saves souls and continues to save souls. Thank GOD for Jesus 
Christ.... The Holy Spirit of Jesus Christ is guiding EVERYONE on Earth to FIND the Pathway of 
Spiritual Enlightenment. When Everyone has found the spiritual pathway - then the Holy Divine 
Spirit of Jesus Christ will Return.  
  

Period of Truth and Spiritual Enlightenment 
Everyone will become spiritually enlightened as many TRUTHS revealed 

 
Thereafter, will be a time of pure spiritual enlightenment - once the cloud of deceit, lies, nonsense 
and confusion is eliminatde - the energy of TRUTH will be reveal everything - slowly at first - then 
everything to everyone. In seeing the TRUTH - people will then make wise decisions and 
instinctively know what to do - because it will become CLEAR to know the right and enlightened 
pathway.  
 



This will take everyone on Earth "back" to a karmic energy of the Garden of Eden before the sin - a 
time when everyone on Earth will become spiritually enlightened - and as spiritual enlightenment 
spreads throughout the whole world - it will create an aura of peace and harmony - everywhere.  
  

יבין המבין  "The Pathway to Spiritual Enlightenment" 
The End-of-Times Vision of the Book of Daniel דניאל ספר  

We will NOT be rescued by ONE man proclaiming to be "Messiah" but  
EVERYONE will become spiritually enlightened in the Last Generation 

  
ועד לעולם ככוכבים הרבים ומצדיקי הרקיע כזוהר יזהירו המשכילים  

 
"The wise people shall shine as the brightness of the sky; and they shall turn the multitudes of 
many people to righteousness, and everyone will shine like each star in the sky shines for ever 
and ever" ג פסוק יב פרק דניאל  Book of Daniel 12 verse 3 - The Pathway to Spiritual 
Enlightenment  

  
A Spiritual Rabbi's Note Referring to Jesus Christ as "the Messiah" 

An ultra-orthodox spiritual Rabbi Kadouri claimed that the true Messiah came to him before he died; he 
wrote his name on a piece of paper and asked his followers to open in a year after he died; it was 
eagerly anticipated and many waited to know the name of the Messiah. 

It was revealed in 2007 - that Rabbi Kadouri had written the name of Jesus Christ on the paper, at the 
time everyone was speechless and now it is no longer discussed amongst traditional "orthodox" Jews. 
The truth is that all "open" and spiritually enlightened souls who seek the truth from whatever religion 
we come from, always find the truth and it does surprise each and everyone of us. Forcing us to look at 
history again and undo the indoctrinated lies we have been taught as a child with a new truthful and 
spiritual understanding. 

 
ישראל כל ועל עלינו שלום יעשה הוא במרומיו שלום עושה  

"God - Who makes peace in the Divine spiritual realms  
will make peace amongst us & amongst Israel".  

  
The Timing is Perfect and Exact as Prophetically Predicted by Daniel  

For This Last Generation " אחרון דור "  
 

It is indeed awe-inspiring to know that the Holy Bible written by Moses and the Prophetic Books 
especially the Book of Daniel knew the exact timing and events of the "future"; the "future" they 
predicted and wrote about 2000 years ago for OUR generation.  
  

Astrologically - The 7 Years from 2013 until 2020 
As an astrologer - I will be explaining this period of 2013 and 2020  
in terms of transcending astrological energies of the Outer Planets  

  



 
Charts with Thanks to www.astro.com  

   
A Future of World Peace, Love, Harmony & Spiritual Enlightenment 

The astrological proof of a date - by when - we'll have peace-on-earth is by 5th January 2020  
 [It could be sooner]  

  
The perfect astrological time is when Pluto & Saturn are in Capricorn; Uranus in Taurus & Neptune 
in Pisces. However, I must emphasize that I chose the year 2020 because of the peace and harmony 
in the astrological charts. Although I've seen charts from 2018 => 2020 that have great hope and 
peace - transformation and change in the world   

  
להודיעם ובריתו ליראיו ה סוד   
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SpiritualSecrets 
 The Moment of Enlightenment is when you realize the Truth 

“All the questions you have – You have the answers within you too” 

17. The Final Word is Peace 
The Final Word is Peace שלום Shalom 

ישראל כל ועל עלינו שלום יעשה הוא במרומיו שלום עושה  
 

"The Divine Eternal Creator who makes peace in the Divine spiritual realms will make peace 
amongst us". The Hebrew word for wholesomeness and completion is שלם is the same word as 
  Shalom - Peace - שלום

  
ועד לעולם ככוכבים הרבים ומצדיקי הרקיע כזוהר יזהירו המשכילים  

"The wise people shall shine as the brightness of the sky; and they shall turn the multitudes of 
many people to righteousness, and everyone will shine like each star in the sky shines for ever 
and ever" ג פסוק יב פרק דניאל  Book of Daniel 12 verse 3 

  
Anyone who predicts "The End" is an idiot! 

History has shown that anyone who attempt predicts the "end" or the coming of a "messiah" 
always ends up getting it wrong. Liars and especially "Man-Made Religions have always lied and 
conned people" - all of which a defining their own dead-end  

  
In Constantinople in the year 1666 - a famous kabbalist Sabbatai Zevi - conned people to believing 
he was the Messiah and the redemption of the Jewish People was underway - and that everyone 
should sell-up and move to Palestine. Yes the year 1666 alone - excited people - but it was all 
bullshit, lies and nonsense. Eventually destiny revealed him to be the evil liar that he was - but he 
ruined lives of people who believed in the garbage. Every generation has bad people who create 
fear and lies in the name of "religion". And in the age of the internet - there's plenty of it on the 
internet!  
  
In hindsight - we read his story and other stories of liars that continually get it WRONG - even liars 
that claimed to be "Messiahs" and therefore in this age of enlightenment we should come to the 
same honest conclusion that they are all liars as they have all ended up DEAD. It is clear as 
predicted by the Book of Daniel that - anyone who attempt predicts the "end" or predicts the 
coming of a "messiah" - ends up "dead"!  
 
 
  



The truth is people who PREDICT doom and gloom have nothing to do with GOD or any truthful 
religious beliefs. They use "religion" and "scripture" as their LIE to con people. They always lied and 
always will lie until they die....  
  
The repetitive karmic mistakes of certain BAD souls who attempt to predict the "end" is merely 
indicative of the BAD karma in their souls which is making them make this repetitive fatal karmic 
mistake in this lifetime - for the spiritual secret and DIVINE truth is - it is NOT for any human to 
predict this fact of life. In the same way no-one can predict when he/she is going to die - likewise - 
we must ACCEPT the way life is.  
  
Our duty as human being reincarnated in this karmic generation is - to ACCEPT that we are not "in 
control" of the destiny of the world - and - to do the ONE thing we have been reincarnated to do - 
that is to - SAY THANK YOU for the gift of life - to LOVE and to appreciate the gift of life with a 
sincere gratitude to the Eternal Divine Creator of the infinite Universe.  

  
רוחו אל את נאמנה ולא לבו הכין לא דור ומרה סורר דור כאבותם יהיו לא  

"The last generation, they will recite the praises of the Lord ... unlike their fathers of the prior 
generation, an ungrateful and stubborn generation - who refused to believe and denied the 
existence of Divine Spirit ... " Psalms Chapter 78 verse 4 => 8 
  

Thank You GOD דשמיא סייעתא  
The karmic lesson of our generation is to show appreciation, gratitude and thanks for everything 
we have. It is the duty of our generation is to "tidy-up" all the bad karma created by all the prior 
generations by saying "THANK YOU"  
  

האמים כל שבחוהו גוים כל יהוה את הללו  "All Nations are Praising GOD - All peoples are Thanking 
GOD" - Psalms Chapter 117 - Love everyday of your life - Love the gift of life - Love every moment 
of every day 
  

"The Divine Day" 
"No-one knows the Day or the Hour of the Lord"  

 [Mark 13:32, Mathew 24:36 & Malachi 4:5]  
  
In all the spiritual teachings - there's a constant reference to a "Divine Day" - a "Day of the Lord" - a 
day that no-one knows when that "Day" will be - but it seems to indicate that humanity might 
suddenly vanish from existence - in less than a second - all will be gone - a day just like the time of 
DEATH. No-one knows when it happens - but it happens.  
  
According the biblical prophetic visions - it seems that the "Day of the Lord" - will come - because 
humanity is lost and incapable of finding "peace" - and the Divine Lord takes "everyone" 
collectively together into the spirit world of souls. 
  
I've added this here - incase - the "Day of the Lord" comes suddenly - you won't be shocked - as 
you'll be spiritually prepared to know it's a possibility. The prophecy defines that it will come in a 
second - without no warning - and will be declared as "The Divine Day" - at which time collectively 
all of humanity - will face the karmic truth in the spiritual world of souls and "thought-energies" 
which will take-over from this world as - this physical world will cease to exist in it's entirety. 
  



The Prophetic Vision of the Sudden-End-of-the-World  
According to the Rebbe Elimelech from his book  

  
According to the vision of Rebbe Elimelech [see original hebrew below] - the people of the world 
have freewill choice - and if circumstances are created to make the pathway follow a specific 
direction - then the prophetic vision will happen.  
  
He predicts that the Moshiach will be living in the world - and hidden in North of Israel - but due to 
the fact that all the leaders of Israel focus more on money and materialism - and all the energies in 
the world are full of negative worries about "money" - where people value others according to 
their financial value and not their spiritual value - and where Jewish people who should be 
knowledgeable in their profound spiritual books - are more interested in their material possessions 
- then suddenly and abruptly - the whole physical world will vanish - and all the souls of everyone 
will hover in a state of limbo and nothingness.  
  
Whether that's true or not - doesn't detract for YOUR DUTY for YOUR OWN SOUL - and that's to 
concentrate on your own spirituality - because when then time comes - all the people who are 
"spiritual" with your minds full of BIGGER things than earthly existence - will be able to detach 
yourselves from earthly worries - and raise yourself away from "earthplane" - whereas all those 
people who have routinely created daily worries of earthly existence and have no BIGGER spiritual 
thoughts in their head - will remain on "earthplane".  
  
That's why I emphasize - it's so important to use the blessing of the internet to gather spiritual 
knowledge and information to fill your mind - and to meditate on something much BIGGER than 
life. So if /when the Divine "backup" plan - happens for the world - you will be prepared.  
  
On writing this I should add TWO important points - and that's [1] if you feel "at peace" with 
yourself spritiually - then you have nothing to fear by whatever happens in the world - because you 
ACCEPT and TRUST that whatever happens is the Divine plan - and [2] amongst Christian and 
Muslim teachings - they too believe that the final day - will come suddenly - a specific spiritual day 
defined by Divine GOD - as quoted from New Testament Mathew 24:36 - be always prepared for 
"NO-ONE KNOWS THE DAY OF THE LORD". 
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